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(ABSTRACT) 

A study has been performed focusing on the calculation of sensitivities of dis

placements, velocities, accelerations, and stresses in linear, structural, transient 

response problems. One significant goal of the study was to develop and evaluate 

sensitivity calculation techniques suitable for large-order finite element analyses. 

Accordingly, approximation vectors such as vibration mode shapes are used to re

duce the dimensionality of the finite element model. Much of the research focused 

on the accuracy of both response quantities and sensitivities as a function of number 

of vectors used. 

Two types of sensitivity calculation techniques were developed and evaluated. 

The first type of technique is an overall finite difference method where the analysis 

is repeated for perturbed designs. The second type of technique is termed semi

analytical because it involves direct, analytical differentiation of the equations of 

motion with finite difference approximation of the coefficient matrices. To be com

putationally practical in large-order problems, the overall finite difference methods 

must use the approximation vectors from the original design in the analyses of the 

perturbed models. In several cases this fixed mode approach resulted in very poor 

approximations of the stress sensitivities. Almost all of the original modes were 

required for an accurate sensitivity and for small numbers of modes, the accuracy 

was extremely poor. To overcome this poor accuracy, two semi-analytical techniques 



were developed. The first technique accounts for the change in eigenvectors through 

approximate eigenvector derivatives. The second technique applies the mode accel

eration method of transient analysis to the sensitivity calculations. Both result in 

accurate values of the stress sensitivities with a small number of modes. In both 

techniques the computational cost is much less than would result if the vibration 

modes were recalculated and then used in an overall finite difference method. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

In the past ten years there has been increasing interest in calculating the deriva

tives of structural behavior with respect to problem parameters or design variables 

(i.e., sensitivities). One of the main uses of these sensitivities is in automated design 

procedures where a numerical algorithm is used to improve a structure by modify

ing the design parameters while satisfying prescribed constraints on the structural 

behavior. Most of the numerical algorithms used in these procedures require both 

an initial design and a set of sensitivities in order to decide how to improve the 

structure. Many references address this sensitivity calculation question within the 

context of automated structural design while others, such as this study, focus specifi

cally on issues related to the calculation of sensitivities. Other uses of sensitivities in 

structures problems include the system identification problem in structural dynam

ics and statistical structural analysis. References [1] and [2] provide a comprehensive 

review of work on calculating sensitivities in structural systems. 

It is clear from many references (e.g., ref. [1]) that most of the emphasis in 

structural optimization and the associated sensitivity calculation methods has been 

on static problems. This is not surprising since the majority of structural analyses 

themselves are static. The objective of the static analysis and sensitivity calculation 

problem, for linear systems, is to calculate the responses (e.g., displacements and 

stresses) and their derivatives with respect to structural parameters (e.g., member 

areas and thicknesses) which are assumed to be constant for all time. Techniques for 

both the analysis and sensitivity calculations have reached considerable maturity in 

the past ten to twenty years. 
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In many problems, however, the loading on the structure varies with time which 

causes the response of the structure also to vary as a function of time. Examples of 

such problems are a gust on an aircraft wing, an unbalanced engine in an automobile, 

or a building during an earthquake. In these cases it is important to predict stresses 

accurately as well as displacements (and possibly velocities and accelerations) as a 

function of time. Often it is sufficient to predict the maximum and minimum values 

of these response quantities. Similarly, the goal of the sensitivity analysis is the 

calculation of derivatives of these response quantities with respect to the structural 

parameters as a function of time or at the time points where the maximum or 

nnmmum responses occur. 

The introduction of the time parameter complicates the analysis in several 

ways. First, it changes the system of equations from a set of coupled algebraic 

equations to a set of coupled differential equations whose accurate solution may be 

difficult and computationally costly. Second, the amount of information that must 

be considered and evaluated to understand the response of the structure is increased 

by orders of magnitude. 

Most practical static and dynamic analyses are currently performed using the 

finite element method. Since this technique replaces a continuum (infinite dimen

sional space) with a finite degree-of-freedom approximation, the question of required 

mesh refinement is a natural one. This is not an easy question to answer because the 

convergence of the approximation as the mesh is refined depends on the quantity 

being considered. Usually, the fundamental unknowns are the displacements and 

rotations at the finite element nodes. In theses cases, the convergence of derivatives 

of displacements with respect to a spatial parameter (stresses), with respect to time 

(velocities, accelerations), or with respect to a structural parameter (sensitivities) 

will be worse than the convergence of the displacements themselves. 
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After the structure has been discretized using the finite element method, yet 

another approximation is usually introduced in linear dynamics problems. The be

havior of the structure is represented by a reduced set of basis functions (frequently 

natural vibration modes) in order to simplify the solution of the transient response 

problem. This approximation introduces another set of concerns over accuracy of 

the response quantities and their sensitivities. 

Other errors in transient analysis or sensitivity calculations, which rarely occur 

In static analyses, are due to the truncation error of finite difference operators. 

This problem occurs with the use of numerical integration techniques in solving the 

coupled differential equations in the transient problem. This problem also occurs 

when difference approximations are used in the calculation of sensitivities. Roundoff 

errors, due to the finite precision arithmetic on digital computers, are also more of 

a concern in transient or sensitivity analyses than in simple, static analyses. 

All of the above discussed complexities in transient analysis coupled with the 

problems of sensitivity analysis have slowed the progress in the development of sensi

tivity calculation techniques for transient response problems. However, substantial 

progress has been made. Some of the important, previous work in optimization of 

structures under transient loads and calculation of sensitivities in transient response 

problems is discussed below. 

1.2. Review of Previous Pertinent Work 

Reference [3] is one of the earliest papers dealing with optimization of struc

tures under transient loads. In this work Fox and Kapoor consider the minimum 

mass design of frame structures under an applied base motion subject to constraints 

on deflections and stresses. The equations of motion are uncoupled using vibration 

modes and solved for the maximum value of the modal response using a shock 
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spectrum approach. A considerable simplification is introduced by directly sum

ming the maximum modal responses, thereby removing time as a parameter in the 

calculations. 

In references [4] and [5] Cassis and Schmit present procedures for the automated 

design of plane frames under general transient loading. The dynamic analysis is 

performed using modal superposition and only modal damping is allowed. Integral 

forms of the time dependent constraints are used. Sensitivities are calculated using 

an explicit differentiation of the dynamic equations along with exact calculation 

of the required eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives. Effects of finite element 

discretization and modal truncation on the sensitivities or final, optimized designs 

were not considered. 

In the past 10 years, other researchers have considered the application of gen

eral sensitivity theory to the problem of dynamic mechanical systems. Reference 

[1] summarizes this work and describes three basic approaches which have been 

employed. In the first method, called the direct method, the equations of motion 

are directly differentiated and solved. A second method offers the advantage of 

reduced computational cost when there are more design variables than constraints 

on response quantities. In this method, called the adjoint method, the sensitivity 

equations are rewritten in terms of a newly defined adjoint vector. After solving 

this new system for the adjoint vector, the calculation of the sensitivities of the re

sponse constraints with respect to each of the design variables is straightforward. In 

the third method, called the Green's function method, the derivatives are obtained 

in terms of the Green's function of the equations of motion. Although the results 

from all three methods are theoretically identical, their relative computational effi

ciency depends on the relative numbers of design variables, degrees of freedom, and 

constraints. 
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Haug, Arora and their co-workers have made considerable progress in address

ing many of the problems in the optimal design of mechanical systems under dy

namic loadings. Much of their early work was spent studying a "state-space" or 

adjoint variable approach to calculating sensitivities. References [6], [7], [8], and [9] 

should be noted. These references consider application to both elastic structural 

design and machine design problems that often have the additional complexity of 

nonlinear equations of motion. However, most of these examples have involved few 

degrees-of-freedom or design variables. A more recent paper by Haug ([10]) ex

tended the sensitivity analyses of previous papers to include additional, algebraic 

constraint equations that are often present in machine design problems. Also, sen

sitivity equations for second derivatives are presented. 

The adjoint method is particularly attractive when a transient constraint is 

integrated over time to produce a single constraint because the total number of 

constraints is often small. However, the loss of information in this integral formu

lation and its disadvantages are noted in reference [11]. Given the danger of having 

only a single "worst-case" value of the constraint function in time, reference [11] 

proposed including all local maximum points of the constraint function in the con

straint set. A significant disadvantage of this approach is that for "jagged" response 

functions, there can be a large number of redundant, local maxima. This important 

problem of constraint definition was also considered in reference [8], where several 

methods for obtaining a few, important constraints at discrete points in time were 

proposed. 

Both direct and adjoint sensitivity methods for a nonlinear, hysteretic structure 

are presented in reference [12]. Because of the nonlinearities, numerical integration 

of the full coupled system is required. 

A recent approach in sensitivity analysis has been to write sensitivity expres

sions for the solid continuum prior to discretizing the system. This approach is 
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especially attractive when shape-type design variables are being considered because 

the design variable itself often represents a continuous region on the surface of the 

body. Reference [13] uses the concept of the material derivative to calculate shape 

derivatives of a continuum under dynamic loads. In reference [14] expressions for 

shape sensitivities of a continuum considering material nonlinearities and dynamic 

effects are written using a variational approach. 

1.3. Objectives and Scope 

The purpose of the study reported herein is to investigate methods for calcu

lating sensitivities in linear transient structural response problems. Very general 

forms of external loading on the structure and damping are permitted. In any nu

merical algorithm, both accuracy and computational efficiency are concerns. Errors 

in the sensitivities due to factors such as the finite element mesh, truncation of the 

basis vector set in the transient analysis, and finite difference approximations in 

the sensitivity and numerical integration procedures are considered. An objective 

of the study is to identify approaches to sensitivity analysis that are appropriate 

for large-scale structural analysis. This is emphasized in the selection of the algo

rithms and in a study of the relative computational efficiency of several competing 

methods. 

Three transient response problems are considered in detail- a five-span, simply 

supported beam, a composite aircraft wing, and a cantilever beam with a cross 

section that varies along its length. None of these three problems is large. However, 

each problem includes ingredients which make the sensitivity analysis computation

ally difficult. 
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Chapter 2 

Equations of Motion and Solution 

2.1. Governing Equations 

The equations of motion for a damped, linear structural system can be written 

as 

Mii + Cn + Ku = p(t) (2.1) 

which is a set of ng, coupled differential equations. M, C, and K are the system 

mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. Frequently it is possible to 

separate the loading vector, p, into a product of a vector describing the spatial 

distribution of the loading, f, and a scalar function of time 9(t) as 

p(t) = 9(t)f (2.2) 

Often equations (2.1) are the result of a large finite element model and are 

therefore of large order. One way to characterize the behavior of this system is by 

examining the eigenvalues of the undamped system 

j = 1, ... ,ng (2.3) 

For most large, structural systems Eqs. (2.1) are "stiff"; the condition number, 

w~ /w~, is many orders of magnitude. 
g 

The external loading also has a major effect on the dynamic response of the sys

tem. Impulsive loads where 9(t) changes rapidly relative to the periods associated 
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with the smallest Wj tend to produce a response history with significant high fre

quency components. Loads that are applied slowly relative to the vibration periods 

of the Wj produce a predominantly low frequency response history. 

Two basic approaches are available for the solution of equations (2.1). The 

first is to numerically integrate the equations in a step-by-step manner. In implicit 

integration techniques, the time step must be a fraction of the period associated 

with the largest Wj significantly excited by the loading in order to obtain an accurate 

solution. The well-known Newmark method (see for example ref. [15]) is an example 

of such an integration technique. In explicit integration techniques the time step 

must be a fraction of the period associated with wnll in order for the solution process 

to be numerically stable. Using either technique, the computational work is large 

because equations (2.1) are of large order. 

An alternative to directly solving equations (2.1) is to solve an approximate, 

reduced order problem instead. This is the preferred approach for most linear 

structural dynamics problems. The details of the techniques used to reduce the 

order of the dynamic system are discussed below. 

2.2. Reduction Techniques 

The first step in applying a reduction technique to the solution of equations 

(2.1) is to approximate the solution by nr basis functions 

u=+q (2.4) 

where nr is usually much less than ng. Then a reduced set of equations can be 

written 

Mij + Cq + Kq = g(t}l (2.5) 
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where 

M=~TM~ (2.6) 

C = ~TC~ (2.7) 

K =~TK~ (2.8) 

1= ~Tf (2.9) 

If the number of vectors in ~ is equal to the size of the original system, n g , and the 

vectors in ~ are linearly independent, the transformation of equation (2.4) is exact. 

Usually, though, nr « ng and the solution to the full system (equations (2.1)) is 

only approximated by the solution to the reduced system (equations (2.5)). The 

quality of this approximation as the number of vectors in ~ is increased is a key 

concern in evaluating the effectiveness of a particular reduction technique. 

In all of the reduction methods considered herein, the first nr vectors of the 

set are taken as the reduced basis. Alternate approaches are available for assessing 

the importance of a given vector prior to solution of the reduced system and then 

discarding the vector if its contribution is insignificant. These approaches are not 

considered here because the cost of generating the set of vectors ~ is often high and 

the cost of solving equations 2.5 is often fairly low. 

2.2.1. Mode Displacement Method 

The most widely used reduction technique is the traditional mode displacement 

method. In this method, equations (2.3) are solved for the set of vibration modes 

with lowest nr frequencies and modes. This set of vibration modes is used as the set 

of basis functions ~. When the system is undamped (C = 0 in equations (2.1)) or 

C can be expressed as a linear combination of M and K, equations (2.5) represent 
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a set of uncoupled differential equations which can be solved independently. If the 

eigenvectors are scaled so that 4>'[M4>i = 1, the uncoupled equations can be written 

i = 1, ... ,nr (2.10) 

where ei is the modal damping ratio. For certain forms of external loading, such as 

g(t) represented as a piecewise linear function of time, an exact, explicit solution is 

available. This approach is described in [16] and is used in NASTRAN [17]. 

Equations (2.1) are the result of a given finite element approximation designed 

to model the behavior of the dynamic system. The goal of the reduction methods 

discussed in this section is to achieve an accurate approximation to the solution 

to equations (2.1) using a small number of basis vectors. As discussed above, the 

vibration modes are the most commonly used basis functions in linear structural 

dynamics. There are two cases, however, where a large number of modes are re

quired for an accurate solution of equations (2.1) and therefore the performance of 

the mode displacement method is poor. In the first case, if the structure is loaded 

in an impulsive manner, many high frequency modes tend to be excited. These 

high frequency modes must be included in the analysis since their contribution to 

the total response is significant. In the second case, if the response of the structure 

contains a large static component, the linear combination of vibration modes can 

do a poor job of approximating the static deflection shape. The reduction methods 

discussed below alleviate this second accuracy problem with the mode displacement 

method. 
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2.2.2. Mode Acceleration Method 

To alleviate the poor accuracy of the mode displacement method due to its poor 

representation of the static component in the response, a method was proposed by 

Williams (ref. [18]) called the mode acceleration method which is described in its 

modern computational forms in refs. [16] and [19]. The mode acceleration method 

can be derived by rewriting equations (2.1) as 

(2.11) 

The first term in equations (2.11) is the quasi-static solution with load amplitude 

determined by g(t). This term is calculated by solving the equations 

Ku. = f (2.12) 

This solution is carried out in the standard way by first factoring K into a product 

of upper and lower triangular matrices and then performing a forward and backward 

substitution operation to obtain u.. The other two terms are calculated using the 

solution u and ii from the mode displacement solution. In these terms K-1 
IS 

calculated as follows. Equations (2.3) can be rewritten in matrix form as 

K+n-2 = M+ (2.13) 

where here + is the full set of ng eigenvectors and n-2 is 

l/wi 

l/W;.] 
(2.14) 

With the eigenvectors scaled so that 

(2.15) 
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equation (2.13) can be written as 

(2.16) 

Premultiplying by (+T)-l and post multiplying by +T yields 

(2.17) 

or 

(2.18) 

When + contains less than the full ng eigenvectors, this expression for K-1 is only 

approximate. However, since ii is obtained from the mode displacement solution 

based on nr modes (+&), K-1Mii is exactly equal to +0-2 & and no approxima

tion results from introducing equations (2.18). For the damping term, introducing 

equations (2.18) with nr vectors in ~ is not exact. However, this is a convenient 

approximation especially when modal damping is used. Consistent with these con

siderations, equations (2.11) can be rewritten as 

(2.19) 

The key to the effectiveness of this method is that the static solution is included 

explicitly in the solution. It is also simple to apply since it essentially just super

imposes the static and mode displacement solutions. Since q and & are obtained 

from the mode displacement solution, u and ii are identical to the values obtained 

in the mode displacement method. 
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2.2.3. Static Mode Method 

An alternative approach to the mode acceleration method that accounts for 

the static solution slightly differently is termed the static mode method herein. In 

this method, the static solution is included as an additional "mode" in forming 

the reduced equations (2.5). The procedure begins by calculating a set of nr - 1 

eigenvectors ~ using equations (2.3). Then the static solution is calculated as 

(2.20) 

To improve the orthogonality of the basis vectors, the components of the vibration 

modes are removed from the static solution using the Gram-Schmidt process 

4>1 = (PI - ~c (2.21) 

where 

(2.22) 

The vector 4>1 is then concatenated with ~ to yield a new ~ which is the complete 

basis. Equations (2.5) now become coupled and can be solved directly or reduced 

to an uncoupled form using the following procedure. First the reduced eigenvalue 

problem 

MZA +:R:z = 0 (2.23) 

is solved for the nr x nr diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, A, and the nr x nr matrix 

of eigenvectors Z. Now a new set of basis vectors can be written 

(2.24) 
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When + is substituted for + in equations, (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), an uncoupled 

system results when C is of the special form described in section 2.2.1. 

The static mode method is similar to the mode acceleration method in that 

the static displacement vector is explicitly included in the solution. However, in 

the mode acceleration method the amplitude of the static displacement vector is 

not an unknown but is determined by g(t) while in the static mode method the 

amplitude varies to possibly improve the solution. Also, this static displacement 

vector participates in the calculation of u and ii to possibly improve them as well. 

2.2.4. llitz-Wilson-Lanczos Method 

A fourth method, which has become popular in the past few years is termed the 

llitz-Wilson-Lanczos (RWL) method and is described in refs. [20], [21], and [22]. 

Instead of using eigenvectors of the structure, this method uses a set of Lanczos 

vectors to form the reduced equations. The algorithm used here follows that in 

reference [20]. The first vector is obtained by solving the static equations (2.20) 

and then scaling so that 

(2.25) 

The vectors i = 2, ... ,m are obtained as follows. First, 

(2.26) 

IS solved for ;Pi. Then;Pi is made M-orthogonal with respect to all previously 

generated vectors using a Gram-Schmidt process 
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i-I 

4>i = (Pi - 2: Cij<Pj (2.27) 
j=1 

where 

(2.28) 

scaling gives 

(2.29) 

It has been pointed out in many references (e.g., [21]) that the M-orthogonalization 

(eq. (2.27)) is theoretically required only with respect to the two previously com

puted vectors. However, it is also well known that roundoff errors cause the Lanczos 

vectors to become less and less orthogonal. Performing the Gram-Schmidt operation 

with respect to all previously generated vectors will not insure the M-orthogonality 

of the vectors. However, it can improve the orthogonality in some cases. 

Following reference [20], a final step is performed in generating the basis vectors 

to produce an uncoupled dynamic system. Of course this is useful only when the 

system is undamped or C is assumed to be diagonal. As in the static mode method 

a reduced-order eigenvalue problem is solved (eq. (2.23)) and a new set of basis 

vectors produced. The process of explicitly computing the reduced stiffness and 

mass matrices required in equations (2.23) helps alleviate the problems caused by 

the lack of orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors. The matrices 1\1: and K in (2.23) 

are assumed to be full. That is, no assumptions are made that particular terms in 

1\1: and K are zero based on the properties of the vectors. 
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2.3. Transient Response Solution Method 

When the above reduction methods are used and general damping is included 

in the model, equations (2.5) are coupled. In principle any ofthe implicit or explicit 

numerical integration methods used for solving equations (2.1) could be used to solve 

equations (2.5). In contrast to equations (2.1), however, equations (2.5) are low 

order, not stiff, and the primary concern is accurately integrating every equation in 

the system. Therefore an integration method which reduces truncation errors in the 

solution is highly desirable. Accuracy is especially important in sensitivity analyses 

because errors in the solution process are usually magnified in the calculation of 

derivatives. 

An approach that allows the use of moderately large time steps and makes the 

truncation error very small is called the matrix series expansion method in [23] and 

the transfer matrix method in [24] and [25] when applied to structural dynamics 

problems, and is often referred to as a Taylor series method in numerical analysis 

texts (e.g., ref. [26]). This method expands the solution in a Taylor series where the 

number of terms determines the accuracy of the approximation. Using this series 

an expression can be written for the solution at time t + ilt in terms of the solution 

and load at time t. 

{ 
q(t + ilt)} _ [Wll 
q(t + ilt) - W 21 

W12] {q(t)} + [Nll 
W 22 q(t) N21 

N12] {9(t)f} 
N22 g(t)f 

(2.30) 

It has been assumed here that the time variation of the load g(t) is approximated 

as a piecewise linear function of time and therefore the second and higher order 

derivatives equal zero. Expressions for W ij and N ij are fairly complex and can be 

found in references [23] and [24]. The values of the coefficients W ij and Nij depend 

on the number of terms taken in the series. 
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The convergence properties of the Wij series for an undamped, single degree

of-freedom case can be studied by considering the following Taylor series expansion 

A _ _ (wLlt? (wLlt)4 _ (wLlt)6 (wLlt)8 
COSWL.l.t - 1 2 +, 6' + 8' 4. . . 

(2.31) 

It is well known that roundoff errors due to finite precision arithmetic will cause 

large errors in this series for "large" values of wLlt. Thus if w is taken as W n .. , 

an upper bound on Llt can be estimated based on roundoff error. In practice Llt 

will usually need to be much smaller than this upper bound value for two reasons. 

The first reason is that the input load history may be a complicated function of 

time and Llt must be small enough to accurately sample this loading. The second, 

more important reason, is that the Llt must be small enough to accurately sample 

the history of the output quantities. If Llt is larger than the smallest significant 

period of response, peak values of the response quantities will likely be missed. 

Accordingly, in the studies reported herein Llt was taken to be approximately 1/8 

of the smallest period. Since the number of terms in the series has only a very small 

effect on the computational cost of the method, 50 terms were used in this study 

to make the truncations errors negligible. 
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Chapter 3 

Critical Point Constraint 

3.1. Constraint Formulation 

The general form of the constraint equation is 

(3.1) 

where x is a vector of design variables and t is time. An effective approach for 

insuring that this constraint is satisfied for all values of t is the "critical point 

constraint" approach described in ref. [27] pages 168-169. In this approach a set of 

peak values of the function 9i (denoted critical points) is selected. An obvious point 

to include is the time with the "worst" value of 9i. However, if only this point is 

included, an optimization process modifying a structure based on this information 

might unknowingly produce a design where the constraint is violated at another time 

point. To guard against this possibility, a number of important peaks are selected. 

References [28] and [29] consider in detail the efficient location of critical points 

in large-scale structures problems with many constraints. This chapter presents a 

method for selecting the most important peaks as critical points. 

In the work reported herein, constraints are assumed to be placed on the dis

placements, velocities, accelerations, and stresses in the structure. All of these 

constraints are treated similarly. Thus the critical point constraint formulation will 

be illustrated for the case of displacements. Constraints are placed on selected 

displacements such that 

(3.2) 
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where Ui are the displacements at specific points in the structure and U/lU01O is 

the absolute maximum allowable value of the displacement. The critical values of 

this constraint occur at points in time where Ui has the largest magnitude. These 

are identified by examining every value of U along the response history. In the 

implementation here, each constraint is assumed to have a specified number of 

critical points; five critical points for each Ui are selected. Values of U where du/ dt = 
o or values of u at the end points of the time interval are local maxima of 9i and 

are termed candidate critical points. 

3.2. Selection of Critical Points 

The procedure for selecting the critical points from these candidates can best be 

explained by referring to an example displacement time history shown in figure 3.1. 

The critical points are labeled with circled numbers and a few of the many candidate 

critical points are labeled with circled letters. The selection criteria applied to every 

candidate critical point will be explained by considering these few candidate points. 

Candidate critical points a and c were discarded because the absolute values of 

the displacements at these points were smaller than those at the five other critical 

points. The criterion for discarding candidate points b, d, and e is slightly more 

complicated. From figure 3.1 it can be seen that all three candidate points have 

larger displacement magnitudes than that of critical point 1, for example. However, 

candidate points b, d, and e are all part of "major" peaks where a critical point 

is selected. A second criterion applied to the selection process is a requirement 

that only one critical point from each major peak be selected. This insures that 

the critical points represent the total dynamic response rather than just the high 

frequency undulations on, at worst, a single major peak. 

A major peak is identified with the following procedure. Whenever a critical 

point is selected after comparing its magnitude with that at other critical points, a 
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Figure 3.1. Example displacement time history illustrating the critical point con
straint selection process. 

special screening process is activated. This screening process tests the displacement 

at every subsequent time point to determine if it differs from that at this last selected 

critical point by at least a specified percentage (25% for the studies reported herein ). 

If so, all subsequent time points are no longer considered part of the current major 

peak. Any candidate critical points identified while this special screening process is 

in effect are compared only against the last selected critical point. 

An example is the major peak in figure 3.1 which contains points d and 4. In 

the selection process, point d is initially selected as a critical point and the screening 

process is activated. The three points where du/dt = 0 between point d and point 

4 are recognized to be part of the same major peak as d, but since the magnitude 

of the displacements at these points is smaller than at point d, they are discarded. 

Point 4 is also part of the same major peak as point d but since the displacement 

magnitude there is larger than at point d, it replaces point d as a critical point. 

Before the next candidate critical point is considered, the displacement has changed 

from that at point 4 by more than 25% and so is considered to be on a new major 

peak. 
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3.3. Derivatives of Critical Point Constraints 

Once the critical points have been identified for the nominal design, these can 

used in calculating sensitivities. Reference [27] demonstrates that the change in 

time location of critical points can be neglected in calculating derivatives of peak 

values with respect to design variables by examining the expression for the total 

derivative of gi with respect to a design variable z. Considering a constraint g(z, t) 

at a critical time te 

dg(z, te) 8g 8g dte 
---"-.;""dz-'--"':"" = -8z- + -8t -dz- (3.3) 

The last term in equation (3.3) is always zero because at interior critical points 

8g/8t = 0 and on the boundary dte/dz = O. Accordingly, the sensitivity calcu

lations need to be performed only at the specific times where the critical points 

have been identified. This can result in a considerable savings in computational 

time, especially when there are many constraints, many time points, or many basis 

functions used to represent the response. The details of each sensitivity calculation 

method are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Methods For Calculating Sensitivities 

4.1. Finite Difference Methods 

Both the forward difference and central difference methods have been used in 

this study to calculate sensitivities. The well known forward difference approxima

tion to du/ dz, 

Llu u(z + Llz) - u(z) 
(4.1) 

and central difference approximation 

Llu u(z + Llz) - u(z - Llz) 
-

Llz 2Llz 
(4.2) 

are used. The truncation error for the forward difference approximation is 

(4.3) 

and is 

(4.4) 

for the central difference approximation. 

In applying equations (4.1) and (4.2), the selection of difference step size Llz 

IS a concern. Selection of a large step size results in errors in the derivative due 
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to truncation of the operator (eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)). Selection of a small step size 

can lead to errors in the derivative due to the limited floating point precision of 

the computer or algorithmic inaccuracies in calculating u (condition errors). It is 

not uncommon with the forward difference method (eq. (4.1)) that no acceptable 

value exists for ~z to produce an accurate value of du/ dz considering the conflicting 

requirements of minimizing truncation and condition errors. Because the truncation 

error associated with the operator of equation (4.2) is typically less than that of 

equation (4.1), it is possible to use a larger finite difference step size. The larger 

~z reduces the condition error from the function evaluations and results in a more 

accurate value of du/dz. However, the necessity of two function evaluations needed 

for equation (4.2) makes the procedure computationally more costly. 

4.1.1. Using Vibration Modes as Basis Functions 

For many of the studies herein the natural vibration mode shapes are used as 

basis functions to represent the transient response. In calculating the response of 

the perturbed design in equation (4.1) and the two perturbed designs in equation 

(4.2) some computational savings are possible relative to the computations for the 

initial design. 

If the mode shapes for the initial design are used to represent the perturbed 

design, the cost of re-solving the eigenvalue problem is eliminated. However, the 

reduced set of equations for the perturbed system must still be formed and M, C, K 

are now full. This coupled system is then solved using the matrix series expansion 

method described in section 2.3. 

If the updated mode shapes for the perturbed design are used in the analysis, 

many eigensolution procedures, such as the subspace iteration used here, can begin 

with the mode shapes from the initial design as approximations. Since the pertur

bation in the design is small, the subspace iteration procedure converges rapidly. 
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However, at least one factorization of K is required. For large finite element models 

this can be the largest part of the computational cost. For most of the studies in 

this paper, the forward difference method used the initial mode shapes to represent 

the perturbed design. Because the central difference method was used for reference 

values of derivatives, updated mode shapes were calculated for the two required per

turbed designs. In both cases, because of the critical point constraint formulation, 

the transformation from modal coordinates to physical coordinates (displacements, 

stresses, etc.) is performed only at the critical times instead of at all time points. 

4.2. Semi-Analytical Methods 

The direct method for sensitivity calculation is derived by differentiating equa

tion (2.1). The derivation presented here follows that on pages 169-171 in ref. [27]. 

After differentiating equations (2.1) with respect to the design variable, z, the result 

IS 

This system of differential equations of order ng could be solved directly for the 

sensitivities, du/dz, du/dz, and dft/dz. However, just as for the response equations, 

it is more efficient to consider a reduced form of the sensitivity equations which can 

be obtained by differentiating equations (2.5) with respect to z yielding 

M- dq ;oc.dq K- dq df () dlVI.. de. d"i( - + \J- + - = -9 t - -q - -q - -q 
dz dz dz dz dz dz dz 

(4.6) 

The first step in forming this equation is the calculation of the derivatives of f, lVI, 

C, and K (equations (2.9),(2.6),(2.7),(2.8)) with respect to z. Using equations (2.9) 

the derivative of 1 with respect to z can be written as 

- T 
df = d~ f+~Tdf 
dz dz dz 

(4.7) 
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The force f is frequently not a function of the design variables which simplifies 

equation (4.7). Also using equation (2.6) the derivative of 1\1 with respect to z can 

be written as 

(4.8) 

Similar expressions can be written for the derivatives of C and K. 

The derivative dM/dz in equation (4.8) (similarly for dC/dz and dK/dz) is 

in general difficult to calculate because the finite element model may be composed 

of diverse element types whose properties are complicated functions of the design 

variables z. For this reason, these derivatives are often replaced with finite differ

ence approximations. This combination of analytical differentiation of the response 

equations with finite difference matrix derivatives is known as a semi-analytical 

approach. The semi-analytical methods presented herein for calculating transient 

response quantities all use the forward difference operator to approximate dM/ dz, 

dC/dz, dK/dz, and df/dz. For several important classes of design variables, how

ever, M, C, and K are linear functions of z. For example, M and K in a finite 

element model composed of truss members are linear functions of member cross 

sectional area. In these cases there are no truncation errors and large finite dif

ference step sizes can be used to reduce the condition error and produce accurate 

derivatives. 

Calculation of the first term in equation (4.7) and the second and third terms in 

equation (4.8) depends on the particular choice of basis functions ~. Considerable 

reduction in computational cost results if the vectors ~ are taken to be independent 

of z, that is fixed. Methods are also available to approximate d~ / dz which are less 

costly than exact methods. Two semi-analytical procedures which address these 

concerns are discussed below. 
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4.2.1. Fixed Mode Semi-Analytical Formulation 

If the basis vectors are assumed not be functions of the design variables x, 

d+/dx = O. This significantly simplifies equations (4.7) and (4.8). After forming 

the derivatives of {, M, C, and K, the right-hand side of equations (4.6) can be 

formed using ij , q, and q from the solution of equations (2.5). The matrix series 

expansion method insures that accurate values of q, q, and q are available for this 

step. Equations (4.6) can then be integrated to yield dij/dx, dq/dx, and dq/dx. 

This fixed mode, semi-analytical implementation of the direct method will be called 

just the semi-analytical method herein. 

4.2.2. Variable Mode Semi-Analytical Formulation 

If the basis functions are assumed to be functions of x, the calculation of 

d+ / dx either exactly or approximately is required to form equations (4.7) and (4.8). 

Vibration modes are the most popular basis functions and the calculation of their 

derivatives has been studied extensively. Reference [30], for example, surveys several 

methods for calculating derivatives of vibration modes shapes from a computational 

point of view. One of the most popular methods, Nelson's method (ref. [31]), 

requires a factorization of the system equations for each eigenvector considered. 

This can be a considerable computational burden for large systems. Since the 

overall objective here is the accurate calculation of transient response sensitivities, 

not eigenvector sensitivities, it seems desirable to investigate cheaper, approximate 

methods for calculating d+ / dx. 

One approximate method for calculating the eigenvector derivatives is similar 

to the modal approach for transient analysis. This modal method approximates 

each eigenvector derivative as a linear combination of the modes themselves. In 

many cases, however, a very large number of eigenvectors are required for accurate 
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derivatives. Furthermore, the eigenvector derivative approximation produced by 

this method can't improve the transient response sensitivities because they are 

contained entirely within the span of the modes themselves. 

A method proposed by Wang (ref. [32]) to alleviate the poor performance of 

the modal method also improves the transient sensitivities. This modified modal 

method is derived by first differentiating equations (2.3) to yield 

(4.9) 

This equation can not be solved directly since the left-hand-side is singular. Wang's 

approach, however, was to calculate a pseudo-static solution to this equation by 

neglecting wJM on the left-hand-side of equations (4.9). The solution to this pseudo

static equation introduces the change in basis associated with changes in the design 

variables and is significant in improving the transient response sensitivities. The 

mode shape derivative can then be written as 

( 4.10) 

where (d~j/dz). is the pseudo-static contribution. The coefficients, Ajk are ob

tained by substituting equation (4.10) into equation (4.9), multiplying by ~r, and 

simplifying as 
W~~T (dK _ w~ dM) ~. 

A . k - 1 k dz 1 dz 1 

1 - w~(wJ - wn (4.11 ) 

or 

k=j ( 4.12) 

Given these approximate values of eigenvector derivatives, equations (4.7) and (4.8) 

can be formed. Then equation (4.6) can be solved for dij./dz, d4/dz, and dq/dz 

just as in the fixed mode semi-analytical method. 
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4.2.3. Recovery of Physical Sensitivities 

Given dq/dz, the derivative of the physical displacement vector du/dz can be 

written as 

du = ~dq + d~ q 
dz dz dz 

(4.13) 

with similar expressions for du/dz and dfJ./dz. The calculation of stresses begins 

with 

CT= Su (4.14) 

where S is the stress transformation matrix. Substituting eq. (2.4) yields 

(4.15) 

Differentiating eq. (4.15), the stress sensitivities can be written as 

du dq dS d~ 
- = S~- + -~q + S-q 
dz dz dz dz 

( 4.16) 

The matrix dS / dz is approximated using the forward difference operator. Because 

of the critical point constraint formulation, the transformation from these modal 

quantities to physical displacements, velocities, accelerations, and stresses is per

formed only at the critical times. 

4.2.4. Mode Acceleration Method 

The mode acceleration method was presented in Chapter 2 as a technique for 

improving the dynamic displacements and stresses when the static component is 

significant. It is also possible that it can improve the sensitivities of displacements 

and stresses. An expression for the sensitivities using the mode acceleration method 

is obtained by first rearranging equations (4.5) to yield 
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(4.17) 

If a reduced basis approximation is applied uniformly to every term in equations 

(4.17), the resulting du/ dz would agree with that obtained from the solution of 

equation (4.6). The objective of a mode acceleration solution is to selectively apply 

the modal approximation to equation (4.17) with the goal of improving the values 

of du/ dz. In applying the mode acceleration method to the transient response 

problem (eq. (2.11)) u and ii are obtained from the mode displacement method. 

Here, in applying the mode acceleration method to the sensitivity equations, u is 

obtained from the solution to equations (2.19) and du/dz and du/dz are obtained 

from the solution to the mode displacement, semi-analytical equation ((4.6)). In 

the derivation here, the modes ~ are assumed to be fixed. Substituting equations 

(2.19) and il = ~q, u = ~q, dil/dz = ~dq/dz, and du/dz = ~dq./dz into (4.17) 

yields 

( 4.18) 

The modal approximation for K-1 (equation (2.18)) is introduced into all terms 

in equation (4.18) that involve damping just as in the mode acceleration solution 

described in Chapter 2. It was also pointed out in Chapter 2 that K-IM~ in 

equation (4.18) is exactly ~n-2. Based on these considerations, equation (4.18) 

can be simplified to yield the mode acceleration solution of the sensitivity equations 
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( 4.19) 

The key to the effectiveness of this mode acceleration sensitivity method is the usage 

of the exact K-1 in the calculation of the K-1dK/dz+O-::a and K-1dM/dz+ 

terms. The explicit calculation of these terms expands the basis beyond the span 

of the modes in a manner similar to the pseudo-static term in the modified modal 

method described in the previous section. 

Using equation (4.19) the stress sensitivities can be calculated as 

an du dS 
-=S-+-u 
dz dz dz 

( 4.20) 

where u is obtained from equation (2.11). 

It is worthwhile to contrast the sensitivity approach of equations (4.19) with 

an alternate approach of a fixed mode, overall forward difference method with the 

response quantities calculated using a mode acceleration method. This overall for

ward difference approach has one obvious drawback. The mode acceleration method 

requires the costly factorization of K for the perturbed design. So, much of the cost 

savings achieved by keeping the modes fixed is lost. A second defect of the overall 

forward difference method is that it is not as effective as the method of equations 

(4.19). The mode acceleration method in the overall finite difference procedure 

provides a good approximation to the first term (pseudo-static term) in equations 

(4.19). However, the key effects of the K-1dK/dz+O-::a and the K-1dM/dz+ 

terms are completely neglected. 
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Chapter 5 

Numerical Studies 

The different transient response methods described in Chapter 2 and the sen

sitivity calculation methods described in Chapter 4 are applied to three example 

problems in this chapter. The three example problems are small but they all have 

certain characteristics which complicate the dynamics and sensitivity calculations. 

The first example, the five-span beam has relatively closely spaced frequencies and 

is loaded with a moment applied at a single point. As a result, many modes partic

ipate in the dynamic response. The second example, the delta wing, is loaded with 

a uniform pressure load. Although the higher frequency modes are not significantly 

excited by this loading, the analysis is complicated by the laminated plate elements 

in the model and the sensitivity analysis is complicated by the lamina thickness 

design variables considered. The third example is a cantilever beam with a stepped 

cross section loaded with an applied rotation at the root. This loading is inertial, 

depends on the mass, and therefore also depends on the values of the design vari

ables. The first two examples consider point mass and standard thickness design 

variables. The cantilever beam example also includes so-called "shape" design vari

ables (section lengths) that are known to cause difficulties in the sensitivity analysis 

In some cases. 

One of the key questions addressed in this chapter is how well a particular set 

of basis vectors represents the full system of order n g • This full system, however, 

is the result of a particular finite element discretization. Thus the accuracy of 

the response or sensitivities as a function of the finite element mesh is also an 

appropriate question. This question is especially important when a large number 

of basis vectors (nr close to ng) are required for an accurate solution in a problem 

with a given finite element mesh. Either the basis vectors are doing a very poor 
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job of spanning the solution space or the loading is legitimately exciting this high 

frequency behavior. 

In this chapter two terms will be used to describe these studies which consider 

the dynamic response as a function of the number of basis vectors or the number 

of finite elements in the model. The effect of the number of basis vectors on the 

accuracy of the response or sensitivities for a given finite element mesh is called 

a "modal convergence" study. In this case, the goal is for the nr basis vectors to 

provide an accurate solution to the approximate equations of order n g • The question 

of whether the finite element model associated with this system is an accurate 

representation of the continuum is addressed in a "mesh convergence" study. In 

some cases it will be shown that the modal convergence is strongly related to the 

mesh convergence. That is, when a large number of basis vectors are required for an 

accurate solution for a given finite element mesh, the finite element mesh is doing 

a poor job of representing the continuum. In other cases, even though the finite 

element mesh is providing an accurate representation of the continuum, some sets 

of basis vectors are doing a poor job of representing the response or sensitivities for 

this ng th order system. 

Several additional comments on the concept of a "modal convergence" study are 

in order. Clearly the use of the term convergence is imprecise because the accuracy 

of the approximate solution with different numbers of modes is compared only 

against the finite degree-of-freedom solution rather than the continuum solution. 

However, it is assumed that an "acceptable" finite element model must do a good job 

of representing the low frequency modes of the structure. Therefore, the accuracy 

of the dynamic solution with a small number of modes from the finite degree-of

freedom model is a very reasonable approximation to the accuracy of the dynamic 

solution with a small number of modes calculated from a continuum model. Thus 

the convergence of the solution as a function of the number of modes calculated 
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from the finite element model is a reasonable approximation to the true modal 

convergence obtained when the modes are calculated from the continuum model as 

long as the number of modes considered is small. Furthermore, if the number of 

modes required for an accurate calculation of either the response or sensitivities is 

not small, the basis vectors or the method will be considered poor. 

5.1. Five-span beam Example 

The first example considered is a five-span, planar beam example taken from 

reference [33] and shown in figure 5.1. An initial investigation of the displacement 

transient response of this problem was also considered in [34]. In most of the stud

ies, the beam is modeled with three beam finite elements per span resulting in 26 

unconstrained degrees-of-freedom. The effect of finite element discretization is con

sidered by developing alternate models with 6, 9, 12, etc. elements per span. As 

shown in figure 5.1, translational and rotational viscous dampers were also added 

to the beam. These devices are representative of velocity feedback controllers which 

might be added to flexible structures. Cases with and without dampers were con

sidered. The numerical values of the damping coefficients from ref. [33] of Cl = .008 

sec-lbf/in and C2 = 1.2 sec-lbf were used. In one example, modal damping with 

~i = .005, which is intended represent typical structural damping, was used instead 

of the discrete dampers. A case was also considered where a 1.0 Ib mass (approx

imately 20% of the beam's mass) was added to the beam at the location of the 

translational damper. The eigenvalues for three cases using the three element per 

span model are shown in table 5.1. The additional point mass has a significant 

effect on the frequencies while the dampers have little effect. The effect on frequen

cies of increasing the number of elements per span in the finite element model is 

shown in table 5.2. It can be seen that the lowest ten frequencies are fairly well 

converged even for the model with 3 elements per span. In the transient analysis, 

the applied loading for all problems consisted of a point moment of .04405 in-lbs 
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applied at the right end of the beam. Two different time functions for this load, a 

step and a ramp, (shown in figure 5.1) were considered. 

M .004405 
In.-lbs k

Rampload 

In.~bs .004405 

.2 
t, secs 

E = 10 x 1051b/ln~ 
3 p = .28 Iblln. 

C1 = .008 sec - Ibtln. 
Cz = 1.2 sec - Ib 

I Slop load 

t, secs 

Figure 5.1. Five-span beam with applied end moment. 

Table 5.1. Eigenvalues For Three Five-span beam Cases 

Undamped Damped With Point Dampers Undamped 

Mode With Point Mass 

Frequency, Hz. Frequency, Hz. Damping Ratio Frequency, Hz. 

1 1.1707 1.2210 .0851 .9401 

2 1.2991 1.2926 .0352 1.2594 

3 1.6254 1.6298 .0690 1.5445 

4 2.0491 2.0910 .0590 1.8005 

5 2.4628 2.5497 .0958 2.3729 

6 4.7343 4.8426 .0044 4.2327 

7 5.0105 4.9785 .0413 4.8858 

8 5.6472 5.7703 .0126 5.6400 

9 6.4153 6.4178 .0407 5.9261 

10 7.1274 7.2229 .0193 6.8762 
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Table 5.2. Beam Frequencies With Different Numbers of Finite Elements Per Span 

Frequency, Hz 
Mode 

3-Elements 6-Elements 9-Elements 12-Elements 

1 1.1707 1.1698 1.1698 1.1698 

2 1.2991 1.2979 1.2978 1.2978 

3 1.6254 1.6230 1.6229 1.6229 

4 2.0491 2.0445 2.0442 2.0442 

5 2.4628 2.4547 2.4542 2.4542 

6 4.7343 4.6828 4.6798 4.6792 

7 5.0105 4.9504 4.9469 4.9462 

8 5.6472 5.5652 5.5601 5.5593 

9 6.4153 6.3053 6.2980 6.2967 

10 7.1274 6.9974 6.9874 6.9857 

5.1.1. Beam Dynamic Response 

The first part of this study focused on the transient response of the beam using 

the mode displacement, mode acceleration, static mode, and Ritz-Wilson-Lanczos 

(RWL) methods. Displacement, velocity, acceleration, and stress resultant response 

quantities are considered. For this beam example all of these response quantities 

are taken at a location 10.0 inches from the left end of each span. This point is the 

end of the first element in each span when three elements per span are used in the 

model. 

5.1.1.1. Character of the response 

In the first case the ramp loading was applied to the undamped beam modeled 

with three elements per span. A1126 modes were used in the analysis. Time histories 

of selected displacement, velocity, acceleration, and bending moment components 

are shown in figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively. The displacement history 
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(fig. 5.2) is relatively smooth indicating that only the low frequency modes of the 

beam are contributing to the response. The velocity and bending moment response 

histories are more jagged indicating participation by higher frequency modes. The 

acceleration history (fig. 5.4) is extremely jagged with contributions from the high

est frequency modes represented by the finite element model. 

.02 

.01 

U2 0.0 t---....... 

in. 

-.01 

-.02 L...-_--'-_______ ....L..-__ ""---_----' __ ---' 

.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
Time, sees 

Figure 5.2. Time history of displacement U2 for five-span beam subjected to tran
sient end moment (Ramp load, undamped beam). 

The impulsive nature of the step load makes the higher frequency modes much 

more important. This can be seen in figure 5.6 where the time history of velocity 

in the second span (see fig. 5.1), U2 is shown. By comparing this velocity history 

with that in fig. 5.3 the increased importance of the high frequency modes becomes 

obvious. 

The addition of the point dampers shown in fig. 5.1, on the other hand, tends 

to reduce the importance of the high frequency modes. This is shown in fig. 5.7 

where again U2 is shown. Comparing this to fig. 5.3 it can be seen that the velocity 

history for the damped case is significantly smoother than for the undamped case. 
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.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
Time, sees 

Figure 5.3. Time history of velocity U2 for five-span beam subjected to transient 
end moment (Ramp load, undamped beam). 

.. 
U2 

in./sec 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

2 
0.0 _lIlalllll 

-1.0 

-2.0 

-3. 0 L.....-_--'-__ ~ __ ..._._----L __ .....L.. _ ___' 

.00 .50 1.00 1 .50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
Time, sees 

Figure 5.4. Time history of acceleration U2 for five-span beam subjected to tran
sient end moment (Ramp load, undamped beam). 
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Figure 5.5. Time history of bending moment in span five for five-span beam sub
jected to transient end moment (Ramp load, undamped beam) . 
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u2 
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Figure 5.6. Time history of velocity U2 for five-span beam subjected to transient 
end moment (Step load, undamped beam). 
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This changing character of the time histories with temporal or spatial differ

entiation of the response function or the addition of dampers is expected. The 

implications of this phenomenon on calculating the sensitivities of these response 

quantities will be discussed below . 

. 10 

.05 

• 
U2 

in.lsee .00 

-.05 

-.101.....----L--....&...--...&..----1.....-----'---...J 
.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 

Time, sees 
Figure 5.7. Time history of velocity U2 for five-span beam subjected to transient 

end moment (Ramp load, damped beam). 
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5.1.1.2. Modal convergence 

When vibration modes or other functions are used to reduce the basis in a 

transient response problem (eq. (2.4)), the key question is how many modes are 

required for an accurate solution. This section addresses that question for the 

five-span beam example with the response calculated using mode displacement, 

mode acceleration, static mode, and RWL methods. Unless otherwise stated, all of 

the response quantities are considered at critical times selected using the methods 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

The baseline case of ramp loading applied to the undamped beam modeled 

with three elements per span is considered first. Figure 5.8 shows the convergence 

of selected displacements at critical points as a function of number of modes. The 

displacement/critical point combinations were selected to be representative of both 

the largest and smallest critical values. In figure 5.8 and in all the other figures 

showing convergence of response quantities or sensitivities, the figure key indicates 

the quantity followed by the time of occurrence in seconds. In all cases the con

vergence is very good with approximately ten modes yielding a converged solution. 

Figure 5.9 show a similar plot for velocities. Again the convergence is good. The 

modal convergence for accelerations, however, is poor as shown in fig. 5.10. Figures 

5.11 and 5.12 show the modal convergence of selected bending moments and shear 

forces respectively. Again the convergence is poor. 

To possibly alleviate this poor convergence, the alternate reduction methods 

discussed in Chapter 2 were applied to this problem. The modal convergence for 

displacements calculated using the mode acceleration method (fig. 5.13) is even 

better than that found using the mode displacement method. The convergence 

of bending moments and shear forces has improved dramatically from the mode 

displacement results as can be seen in figs. 5.14 and 5.15. As mentioned in chapter 
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Figure 5.8. Modal convergence of selected displacements for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.9. Modal convergence of selected velocities for the five-span beam (Ramp 
load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.10. Modal convergence of selected accelerations for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.11. Modal convergence of selected bending moments for the five-span 
beam (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.12. Modal convergence of selected shear forces for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 

2, the mode acceleration method does not apply to the calculation of velocities and 

accelerations. 

A similar improvement was noted using the static mode method. As an example 

consider the excellent convergence of shear forces shown in fig. 5.16. However, 

the addition of the static solution provides no improvement in the convergence of 

acceleration as shown in fig. 5.17. 

The RWL method is attractive because of the significantly reduced cost of 

calculating the vectors compared with solving the eigenproblem. In this five-span 

beam example the modal convergence is also as good as the mode acceleration or 

static mode methods. The good convergence of the shear forces is shown in fig. 

5.18. Like the other reduction methods, however, the convergence of accelerations 

is poor (fig. 5.19). 
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The modal convergence of the response quantities for the step loaded case is 

generally much poorer than for the ramp loaded case. The convergence of the 

displacements is reasonably good. Convergence of velocities, accelerations, and 

stresses, however, is poor. This poor convergence is not surprising considering the 

"jaggedness" of the velocity time history shown in figure 5.6. As an example, two 

figures plotting the convergence of bending moments as a function of the number 

of modes are shown. The first, figure 5.20, shows the bending moments calculated 

using the mode displacement method. Convergence is poor but this is not surprising 

since the convergence was poor with the mode displacement method for the ramp 

loaded case (figure 5.11). For this ramp loaded case, the convergence ofthe bending 

moments improved dramatically when the mode acceleration method was used as 

can be seen in figure 5.14. Although convergence is improved for the step loaded 

case by using the mode acceleration method (figure 5.21), the convergence is still 

fairly poor. 
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Figure 5.13. Modal convergence of selected displacements for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, mode acceleration method). 
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Figure 5.14. Modal convergence of selected bending moments for the five-span 
beam (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode acceleration method). 
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Figure 5.15. Modal convergence of selected shear forces for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, mode acceleration method). 
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Figure 5.16. Modal convergence of selected shear forces for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, static mode method). 
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Figure 5.17. Modal convergence of selected accelerations for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, static mode method). 
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Figure 5.18. Modal convergence of selected shear forces for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, Ritz-Wilson-Lanczos method). 
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Figure 5.19. Modal convergence of selected accelerations for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, undamped beam, Ritz-Wilson-Lanczos method). 
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Figure 5.20. Modal convergence of selected bending moments for the five-span 
beam (Step load, undamped beam, mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.21. Modal convergence of selected bending moments for the five-span 
beam (Step load, undamped beam, mode acceleration method). 
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Judging from the velocity time history in figure 5.7, it might be expected that 

including damping would improve the modal convergence of the response quanti

ties. For the ramp loaded, undamped case, the poorest convergence was for the 

accelerations (figure 5.10). For the ramp loaded case with discrete dampers there is 

an improvement in modal convergence as seen in figure 5.22. For the case with .5% 

modal damping there is also a slight improvement in modal convergence. However, 

in neither case does the damping completely alleviate the poor convergence. 
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Figure 5.22. Modal convergence of selected accelerations for the five-span beam 
(Ramp load, discretely damped beam, mode displacement method). 

All of the above convergence results are at critical points located by the method 

described in Chapter 3. When a different number of modes is used in the analysis, 

the critical time for a particular critical point usually shifts slightly. Consequently, 

the results for a given response quantity/critical point combination occur at different 

times depending on the number of modes used in the analysis (the values shown 

in parenthesis in the figures are for the most refined solution). It is natural to ask 

whether response quantities at fixed times plotted as a function of number of modes 
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would show similar convergence. Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the modal convergence 

of selected velocities and bending moments, respectively, at fixed times. The mode 

displacement method was used in the analyses. The particular response quantities 

and times were selected to span the range between largest positive and negative 

values. As can be seen in fig. 5.23, the convergence of velocities is good. From 

fig. 5.24 it can be seen that the convergence of the bending moments is poor and 

remarkably similar to the critical point convergence results (fig. 5.11). Thus it 

would appear that the critical point constraint formulation does not significantly 

affect the modal convergence of the response. 
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Figure 5.23. Modal convergence of selected velocities for the five-span beam at 

fixed time points (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement 
method). 
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Figure 5.24. Modal convergence of selected bending moments for the five-span 

beam at fixed time points (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode dis
placement method). 

5.1.1.3. Mesh convergence 

Table 5.2 shows the convergence of the lowest ten frequencies as a function of 

the number of elements used to model each span of the beam. The convergence of 

these lower frequencies is rapid. The convergence of various response quantities as 

a function of the mesh is also a concern. 

The modal convergence can not be uncoupled from the mesh convergence. 

This was discussed in ref. [33] for the derivatives of damping ratios calculated 

using undamped vibration modes. For several cases, the modal convergence of the 

derivatives was poor. As the mesh was refined, convergence was achieved only when 

almost all of the available modes were used in calculating the damping ratio. Clearly, 

this is an example where the modal basis provides a very poor approximation to 

the actual solution. 
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Figure 5.25 shows the modal convergence of shear force for the five-span beam 

modeled with six elements per span and the transient analysis performed using the 

mode displacement method. The convergence for this case is just as poor as for the 

three-element-per-span case shown in fig. 5.12. However, a plot of convergence of 

this shear forces as a function of number of elements per span, when all modes are 

used in each analysis, (fig. 5.26) shows good convergence. Clearly, the convergence 

of shear forces for the ramp-loaded five-span beam is similar to that reported for 

derivatives of damping ratios in ref. [33]; the vibration modes are simply doing a 

poor job of representing the solution. 
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Figure 5.25. Modal convergence of selected shear forces for the five-span beam 
modeled with six elements per span (Ramp load, undamped beam, 
mode displacement method). 

Figure 5.27 which shows the convergence of accelerations for the step loaded 

beam as a function of elements per span indicates a different behavior, however. 

Here, the very poor convergence is due to the higher frequency modes being excited 
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Figure 5.26. Convergence of selected shear forces as a function of number of finite 
elements per span for the five-span beam (Ramp load, undamped 
beam, mode displacement method). 

by the step loading. As the mesh is refined the number of high frequency modes 

increases and these continue to have a significant contribution to the acceleration. 

In evaluating the accuracy of the sensitivity calculation procedures in the next 

section, particular attention must be paid to the convergence characteristics. Some 

convergence problems such as those caused by the use of vibration mode shapes can 

be improved by the use of alternate basis functions. However, other convergence 

problems, such as for the accelerations in the step-loaded case are inherent in the 

problem definition. 
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Figure 5.27. Convergence of selected accelerations as a function of number of finite 
elements per span for the five-span beam (Step load, undamped beam, 
mode displacement method). 

5.1.2. Sensitivities of Beam Dynamic Response 

In the previous section the transient response of the five-span beam was con

sidered in detail. In this section the calculation of sensitivities of displacements, 

velocities, accelerations, and stresses with respect to various design variables is 

considered. 

5.1.2.1. Design variables 

Two different classes of design variables were considered. The first design vari

able is a concentrated mass, m (initially zero) at the location of the translational 

damper. This design variable was also considered in [33J. The derivatives of the 

system mass and stiffness matrices with respect to this design variable are constant 

and zero, respectively. As a consequence, the derivatives of the system matrices re-

quired in the semi-analytical methods can be calculated exactly by a simple forward 
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difference operator. The beam thicknesses in each of the five spans were also design 

variables. Derivatives with respect to the five thickness design variables showed 

similar characteristics. Herein, results for derivatives with respect to the thickness 

in the rightmost span, h5, along with derivatives with respect to the point mass, 

m, are presented. 

5.1.2.2. Effect of finite difference step size 

The methods described in Chapter 4 for calculating sensitivities all rely on 

finite difference operators at some stage in the algorithm. The forward and central 

difference methods rely on the operators in equations (4.1) and (4.2) to calculate 

derivatives of response quantities. In the semi-analytical methods the derivatives of 

the system matrices are calculated using the forward difference operator in equation 

(4.1). In all cases the finite difference step size must be selected so that the operator 

provides a reasonable approximation to the derivative. If the step size is too large, 

the error due to truncating the series approximation of the derivative is large. If 

the step size is too small, the numerical condition error in performing the function 

evaluations (dynamic analyses) becomes large. 

To assess the effect of step size on the calculation of sensitivities for the five

span beam, derivatives were calculated using the three methods with various step 

sizes. In this study the beam was undamped and the ramp loading was applied. 

All 26 vibration modes were included in the analysis. Figure 5.28 shows the esti

mated derivative of displacement U2 at critical point number 5 with respect to the 

point mass design variable, m, as a function of step size. As mentioned above, the 

derivatives of the system matrices with respect to this design variable can be calcu

lated exactly in the semi-analytical method. As a result, the derivative estimated 

using the semi-analytical method is approximately constant for the six-order-of

magnitude change in step size shown in the figure. The central difference method 
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uses the higher order operator and provides good accuracy over most of the step size 

range shown in the figure. The forward difference operator provides good accuracy 

with the smaller step sizes but begins to diverge earlier for the larger step sizes than 

the central difference method. 

dU2 . Ib __ .In'! 
dm 
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-.026 

o Central difference 
o Semi-analytical 
A Forward difference 
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Figure 5.28. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of a displacement 
derivative approximation with respect to the point mass design vari
able (Ramp load, undamped beam). 

Figure 5.29 shows the estimated derivative of displacement Ul at critical point 

number 5 with respect to the right-most span thickness, hs , as a function of step size. 

In this case the system mass matrix is a linear function of this design variable and 

its derivative can be represented exactly by the forward difference operator. The 

system stiffness matrix is a cubic function of this design variable and its derivative 

can only be approximated by the forward difference operator. Still, the derivative 

approximation computed by the semi-analytical method is very accurate except for 

the largest step size and is no worse for this case than the much more costly central 
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Figure 5.29. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of a displacement 
derivative approximation with respect to the thickness design variable 
(Ramp load, undamped beam). 

difference method. Again, the forward difference operator results in substantial 

errors for the larger step sizes. 

Because this example has a relatively small number of degrees of freedom there 

is little condition error when small step sizes are used. To assess the effects of 

condition error which would occur for larger problems, the derivative approxima

tions for the five-span beam problem were also calculated using 32-bit floating point 

precision compared with the 60-bit precision used in the studies described above. 

The estimated derivative of displacement U2 at critical point number 5 with respect 

to the point mass is plotted as a function of finite difference step size in figure 

5.30. Derivative approximations are calculated using the semi-analytical method, 

the central difference method, and the forward difference method. For the larger 

step sizes, the results from all three methods agree well with those calculated using 

60-bit precision. For step sizes smaller than 10-4 there is considerable error in the 
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Figure 5.30. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of a displacement 
derivative with respect to the point mass design variable. Calcu
lations performed using 32 bit precision. (Ramp load, undamped 
beam). 

derivative approximations calculated using the forward and central difference meth

ods. The derivative approximations calculated using the semi-analytical method, 

however, are highly accurate over the entire range of step sizes shown in the figure. 

5.1.2.3. Modal convergence of sensitivities 

The first case considered is the undamped beam with the ramp load. Figure 

5.31 shows the convergence of selected estimated derivatives of displacements with 

respect to m at various critical points. The mode displacement method was used and 

the derivative approximations were calculated using the central difference operator 

with updated modes. The convergence is good although slightly poorer than the 

convergence of the displacements themselves (fig. 5.8). The convergence of the 
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Figure 5.31. Modal convergence of derivatives of selected displacements with re
spect to the mass design variable (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode 
displacement method, central difference operator). 

estimated displacement derivatives with respect to the thickness design variable is 

similar. 

Although the modal convergence of the velocities for this case is good (fig. 5.9), 

the convergence of selected estimated derivatives of velocity with respect to m is 

generally poor (fig. 5.32). Considering the poor convergence of the accelerations 

shown in fig. 5.10 it is not surprising that the convergence of the sensitivities of 

the accelerations is also very poor. From fig. 5.33 it can be seen that the derivative 

approximations of the four selected critical point accelerations with respect to the 

thickness design variable are essentially not converging with increasing number of 

modes. It should be pointed out again that these derivative approximations of 

velocity and acceleration are calculated using the central difference method and 

updated mode shapes thus minimizing the numerical errors. The poor convergence 

exhibited in figs. 5.32 and 5.33 is due to the poor approximation of the sensitivities 

by the mode shapes. 
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Figure 5.32. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected veloci
ties with respect to the mass design variable (Ramp load, undamped 
beam, mode displacement method, central difference operator). 

Similar modal convergence behavior is observed for sensitivities of the stress 

resultants. This is consistent with the poor convergence of the stress resultants 

calculated using the mode displacement method (figs. 5.11 and 5.12). Figure 5.34 

shows the poor convergence of derivative approximations of selected bending mo

ments with respect to the thickness design variable. It can be seen that the conver

gence of the bending moment derivative approximation in the rightmost span with 

respect to the thickness in the rightmost span (dMs/dhs) is especially poor. 

It was shown in the previous section that several approaches are available for 

overcoming the poor convergence of bending moments and shear forces in this beam 

example. The mode acceleration, static mode, and RWL methods all produced good 

modal convergence of bending moments and shears as shown in figures 5.14, 5.15, 

5.16, and 5.18. Unfortunately this type of dramatic improvement does not occur 

for the sensitivities of the stress resultants. Figure 5.35 shows the convergence 

of the bending moment derivative approximations with respect to the thickness 

design variable where the analysis was done using the RWL method. As in the 
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Figure 5.33. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected accelera
tions with respect to the thickness design variable (Ramp load, un
damped beam, mode displacement method, central difference opera
tor). 

studies discussed above using the mode displacement method, the sensitivities were 

calculated using the central difference operator with the basis vectors updated for 

the perturbed design. Convergence of dMs/dhs is somewhat improved compared 

to the mode displacement case. Other quantities show convergence similar to the 

mode displacement case; none of these convergence histories can be described as 

good. Convergence of the shear force derivative approximations using the RWL 

method is considerably worse than for the bending moments. 

The semi-analytical methods have also been used for calculating sensitivities of 

stress resultants. Figure 5.36 shows the convergence of bending moment derivative 

approximations with respect to the mass design variable calculated using the fixed

mode, semi-analytical method and RWL vectors. The convergence is very similar, 

especially for larger numbers of modes, to that of the central difference method. 

The mode acceleration, semi-analytical method and the semi-analytical method 

with approximate d+ / dx were also tried. Again, the modal convergence curves had 

the same "jaggedness" as for previous cases. 
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Figure 5.34. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected bend
ing moments with respect to the thickness design variable (Ramp 
load, undamped beam, mode displacement method, central difference 
operator). 
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Figure 5.35. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected bending 
moments with respect to the thickness design variable (Ramp load, 
undamped beam, RWL method, central difference operator). 
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Figure 5.36. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected bending 
moments with respect to the mass design variable (Ramp load, un
damped beam, RWL method, semi-analytical formulation). 

Considering the above difficulties with modal convergence for the ramp loaded 

cases, especially poor convergence would be expected for the step loaded case. For 

the ramp loaded case the convergence of displacement derivative approximations 

with respect to the mass design variable was reasonably good (figure 5.31). For 

the step loaded case the modal convergence of the same displacement sensitivities 

is poor as shown in figure 5.37. The modal convergence of higher order sensitivities 

(velocities, accelerations, and stresses) is extremely poor. 

Adding damping slightly improved the modal convergence of the response quan

tities but did not completely alleviate the convergence problem. The result for 

sensitivities is similar. Figure 5.38 shows the convergence of velocity sensitivities 

for the discretely damped case. The convergence is slightly improved over the un

damped case shown in figure 5.32 but the curves are still fairly jagged. Convergence 

of sensitivities for the case with modal damping is also very similar to that in the 

undamped case. 
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Figure 5.37. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected displace
ments with respect to the mass design variable (Step load, undamped 
beam, mode acceleration method, semi-analytical method). 
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Figure 5.38. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected veloci
ties with respect to the mass design variable (Ramp load, discretely 
damped beam, mode acceleration method, semi-analytical method). 
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5.1.2.4. Mesh convergence of sensitivities 

Just as for the response quantities, additional insight can be obtained by con

sidering the convergence of their sensitivities with increasing number of elements 

per bay. The case of the stress resultants will be considered since they were shown 

to converge well with mesh refinement (fig. 5.26) but poorly as a function of num

ber of vibration modes used in the analysis. Figure 5.39 shows the convergence of 

shear force derivative approximations with respect to the mass design variable as a 

function of number of elements per bay. Surprisingly, the convergence is extremely 

poor. 
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Figure 5.39. Convergence of derivative approximations of selected shear forces 
with respect to the mass design variable as a function of number of 
elements per span (Ramp load, undamped beam, mode displacement 
method, central difference operator). 
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5.1.2.5. Fixed versus updated modes in sensitivity calculations 

As mentioned above, the computational cost of updating the vibration modes 

for the perturbed analyses is substantial. The question of whether the modes from 

an initial design can be used in a finite-difference-based procedure to calculate sensi

tivities of the transient behavior has received considerable attention in the literature. 

In ref. [35] it was shown that there is a substantial difference in the derivatives of 

aircraft flutter speeds when fixed modes are used rather than the updated modes. 

In ref. [33], however, there was little difference in the derivatives of damping ratios 

for the five-span beam when either fixed or updated modes were used. This was 

investigated here using the same five-span, undamped beam under the step load. As 

shown in figure 5.37 where the derivative approximations were calculated using the 

semi-analytical, mode acceleration method, convergence with respect to the number 

of modes is very slow. Figure 5.40 shows the modal convergence of derivative ap

proximations of selected displacements with respect to h5 calculated using forward 

difference procedures. Results with both fixed and updated vibration modes are 

shown. Again, the convergence as a function of number of modes is poor. However, 

for all three derivative approximations, the results are nearly the same for both the 

fixed mode and updated mode cases. 
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Figure 5.40. Modal convergence of derivative approximations of selected displace
ments with respect to the mass design variable calculated with both 
fixed and updated vibration modes (Step load, undamped beam, for
ward difference methods). 
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5.2. Composite Delta wing Example 

The second example considered is an aircraft delta wing with laminated com

posite cover skins taken from ref. [36] and described in detail in ref. [37]. The finite 

element model of this structure is shown in fig. 5.41. Since the wing is geometrically 

symmetric about the midplane through its thickness (X-Y plane), only the upper 

half of the wing is modeled and boundary conditions enforcing anti-symmetric mo

tion are imposed on the joints lying in the X-Y plane. The wing is also cantilevered 

at the root. The model contains a total of 88 joints with a total of 140 unconstrained 

degrees-of-freedom. The webs in the wing are made of titanium and are modeled 

with 70 shear panel finite elements along with rod elements through the thickness 

of the wing. The cover skins are made of a moderate-modulus (El = 21 X 106 psi) 

graphite-epoxy material with 0°, ±45°, and 90° lamina where the 0° material runs 

spanwise along the wing. These cover skins are modeled with membrane finite ele

ments so only the total thicknesses (and not the stacking sequence of plies) of each 

lamina are important. The structural mass is 6003lbs but most of the wing mass is 

due to a fuel mass of 93650 Ibs distributed over the joints. The spatial distribution 

of the load is the same as the static load from ref. [37] and is roughly equivalent to 

a 144 psf pressure load on the wing skin. A step loading function was used as the 

time function for all cases. The lowest ten vibration frequencies for the wing are 

shown in table 5.3. Damping is accounted for by assuming .5% of critical damping 

for all modes. 

5.2.1. Wing Dynamic Response 

The character of the dynamic response of the delta wing is considerably dif

ferent than that of the five-span beam. Shown in figure 5.42 is a time history of 

acceleration at the wing tip. Although 64 modes were included in the analysis, it is 

evident from figure 5.42 that only the low frequency modes are being excited. The 
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Figure 5.41. Finite element model of composite delta wing. 

Table 5.3. Lowest 10 Vibration Frequencies For the Delta Wing 

Mode Frequency, Hz 

1 2.055 
2 2.765 
3 4.104 
4 4.913 
5 5.920 
6 6.944 
7 7.451 
8 8.421 
9 9.583 
10 9.880 

same is true for stresses as shown in the time history of figure 5.43. Shown in fig. 

5.43 is T! which is a typical shear stress in a web. As can be seen, there is a small 

amount of higher frequency response superimposed on the predominant response 

frequency. However, the time history exhibits none of the high-frequency response 

present in the five-span beam. 
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Figure 5.42. Time history of tip acceleration for the delta wing. 
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Figure 5.43. Time history of shear stress in a web in region 6 for the delta wing. 
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5.2.1.1. Modal convergence 

In contrast to the five-span beam example, the modal convergence of all re

sponse quantities considered for the delta wing is quite good. Shown in figures 

5.44 and 5.45 are modal convergence plots for selected accelerations and stresses 

at critical points calculated using the mode displacement method. A converged 

solution is reached with approximately twenty or less modes for all of the response 

quantities shown. Convergence is also good for response quantities when the mode 

acceleration or RWL methods are used instead of the mode displacement method. 

Shown in figure 5.46 is a convergence plot for the same stresses shown in figure 5.45 

but calculated using RWL vectors. 
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Figure 5.44. Modal convergence of tip accelerations for the delta wing. 
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Figure 5.45. Modal convergence of selected stresses for the delta wing calculated 
using the mode displacement method. 
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Figure 5.46. Modal convergence of selected stresses for the delta wing calculated 
using the RWL method. 
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5.2.2. Sensitivities of Wing Dynamic Response 

5.2.2.1. Design variables 

The design variable definitions are the same as those in ref. [37] and are shown 

in figure 5.47. As can be seen in figure 5.47 the skin is broken up into 16 regions. 

In each region there are three design variables- the thickness of the 00 lamina, the 

thickness of the 900 lamina, and the thickness of the ±45° lamina. These design 

variables will be denoted t~ where i denotes the region of the wing skin, and () is 

either 0, 90, or 45 depending on the lamina orientation. Also shown in figure 5.47 

are the 12 design variables controlling the thickness of the webs. These will be 

denoted t~ where i denotes the particular web region. 

Web 

10E:~~~3E~~~ 

11ww"~ __ ~~-w~ 
11_ .... 1 '---
1 

Figure 5.47. Design variable definitions for the delta wing example. 
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In calculating sensitivities of various response quantities, only a small subset 

of these design variables were considered. Specifically, derivatives of selected dis

placement, velocity, acceleration, and stress quantities were calculated with respect 

to t 2 tI3 t I6 t I6 t 6 and t IO 
0' 90' 0 , 90' 10' 10 • 

5.2.2.2. Effect of finite difference step size 

Compared to the five-span beam example, the system matrices for the delta 

wing are larger and have a more complicated connectivity. Since many of the signifi

cant operations in the transient response analysis operate directly on these matrices, 

there is considerable potential for accumulating roundoff error. This roundoff error 

along with the truncation error in the finite difference expressions is a concern in 

selecting a step size for a finite difference approximation to a derivative. 

A study was performed to consider the effect of step size in the forward differ

ence and central difference methods for the delta wing. Figure 5.48 shows derivative 

approximations of the wing tip acceleration at critical points with respect to selected 

thickness design variables as a function of the finite difference step size used. As 

seen in the figure the step size was varied by factors of ten from 10-7 to 10-2 • The 

central difference method was not used with the 10-2 step size because the backward 

perturbation from the nominal design would result in negative member thickness. 

One significant observation is that the acceptable step size range for the forward 

difference method is small- approximately two decades. A second observation is 

that the behavior of the central difference method as a function of step size is sur

prisingly good. It is expected that, for larger step sizes (10-3 ), the central difference 

method results in less error than the forward difference method. The unexpected, 

superior performance of the central difference method for the smaller step sizes is 

probably due to the symmetry of the difference operator. The roundoff errors that 
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Figure 5.48. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of tip displacement 
derivative approximations calculated using the forward and central 
difference methods with fixed modes (Delta wing example). 

occur with the positive and negative perturbations tend to cancel each other and 

thus produce the better-than-expected, accurate values for the sensitivities. 

The situation is similar for selected stress sensitivities shown in figure 5.49. 

Most of the curves for the forward difference case have a small acceptable step 

size range. This is especially obvious for the derivative dul: / dt~g where 10-5 is 

the apparent choice for step size. It should also be mentioned here that these 

calculations were performed using 64 bit arithmetic. In the five-span beam example, 

the effect of step size on displacement derivatives was not as severe even though, 

for one case, these were calculated with predominantly 32 bit arithmetic (fig. 5.30). 

The simple approach of selecting a single step size for use with all response 

quantities and all design variables was used here. This approach has the obvious 

advantage of simplicity but very questionable validity for the forward difference 

method and this delta wing example. From figure 5.49 there is significant error in 

dul: / dt~g if greater than 10-4 is used as the step size. However, if less than 10-5 

is used instead, dUtip/ dt 160 is in error. 
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Figure 5.49. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of stress derivative 
approximations calculated using the forward and central difference 
methods with fixed modes (Delta wing example). 

As noted above, the central difference method improves the range of accept

able step sizes but at the cost of an additional analysis for each design variable. 

Alternatively, the semi-analytical method is particularly attractive for this delta 

wing example. The stiffness matrices of the membrane and shear panel finite ele

ments are linear functions of the thickness design variables. Thus large values of 

the step size can be used to effectively eliminate the roundoff errors in generating 

the derivative approximations of the stiffness and mass matrices required for the 

semi-analytical method. 

5.2.2.S. Modal convergence of sensitivities 

Unlike the five-span beam example, the modal convergence of the displacement, 

velocity, and acceleration derivatives for the delta wing example is good. As an 

example consider the reference case of acceleration sensitivities calculated using 

the central difference method with updated modes shown in figure 5.50. For all 

derivative approximations, convergence is achieved with 32 or less modes. Modal 

convergence for acceleration sensitivities is equally good using the simple forward 

difference method with fixed modes as shown in figure 5.51. Figure 5.52 shows 
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the convergence of acceleration sensitivities calculated usmg the semi-analytical 

method with RWL vectors instead of vibration modes. Convergence is also good 

although slightly poorer than when modes are used. For example, approximately 

40 RWL vectors are required for a converged value of dUtip/ dt~6 compared with 

approximately 32 vibration mode shapes . 
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dt i 
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••••••••••••••••• 1 

_2~--~---L __ ~ ____ L-__ ~ __ -L __ ~ 
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-0- dLi / dt g (0.92) 

-0- du / dt ~ (0.22) 

-I:r- du I dt 66 (1.94) 

___ du / dt~ (0.51) 

~ du I dt! (1.94) 

Figure 5.50. Modal convergence of tip acceleration sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the central difference method. 

The modal convergence of stress derivatives, however, depends dramatically 

on whether fixed or updated modes are used in the calculation. The reference case 

with the central difference operator uses updated modes and as shown in figure 5.53 

the modal convergence for all stress sensitivities is very good. Also the convergence 

of the stress sensitivities using the forward difference operator with updated modes 

as shown in figure 5.54 is very good with 24 or less modes a yielding a converged 

solution. However, when the forward difference operator with fixed modes is used 

the modal convergence of the stress sensitivities is very poor as shown in figure 5.55. 

For one derivative approximation, dql:;dt~, the convergence is fairly good with 

approximately 24 modes yielding a converged solution. Especially poor convergence 
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Figure 5.51. Modal convergence of tip acceleration sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the forward difference method with fixed modes. 
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Figure 5.52. Modal convergence of tip acceleration sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical method with RWL vectors. 
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is observed for d(T~6 / dt~6 (derivative of stress in the lamina with respect to its own 

thickness) where approximately 100 modes are required for convergence. 
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Figure 5.53. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the central difference method. 

Using the semi-analytical method with fixed modes doesn't improve the modal 

convergence of the stress sensitivities. Figure 5.56 shows the modal convergence of 

the same stress sensitivities as in the previous figures but calculated using the semi

analytical method with RWL vectors. The convergence behavior for each derivative 

approximation here is very similar to that for the forward difference method with 

fixed modes. 

However, when the basis vectors are assumed to vary with the design variables 

and the modified modal method (see section 4.2.2) is used to approximate dif!/dx, 

the results are significantly improved. Figure 5.57 shows the modal convergence 

of the same stress derivative approximations as shown on previous figures. Here, 

the convergence is good with only around 24 modes required for convergence of the 

stress sensitivities. 
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Figure 5.54. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the forward difference method with updated modes. 
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Figure 5.55. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the forward difference method with fixed modes. 
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Figure 5.56. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical method with RWL vectors. 
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Figure 5.57. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical method with d+ / dx approxi
mated using the modified modal method. 
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It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that the modal method for approximating d~ / dx 

produces no improvement in the values of transient response sensitivities. This 

implies that including the modes in the modified modal method (see eq. (4.10) may 

also not significantly improve the transient response sensitivities. This implication 

was tested by studying the modal convergence of the stress sensitivities using the 

modified modal method but approximating d~ / dx with only the pseudo-static term 

in equation (4.10). These results are shown in figure 5.58. Comparing this figure 

with figure 5.57 it can be seen that for more than 8 modes the results are nearly 

identical. It appears that a cheap, effective approximation to d~ I dx in the semi

analytical formulation can be obtained using only the pseudo-static term from the 

modified modal method . 
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Figure 5.58. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical method with d~ I dx approxi
mated using only the pseudo-static solution. 

For the five-span beam example, the convergence of the stresses was substan

tially improved by including the static solution via either the mode acceleration 
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method, the static mode method, or the RWL method. The RWL method is at

tractive because it is cheaper to calculate nr RWL vectors than nr vibration mode 

shapes. However, incorporating the modified modal method in the sensitivity cal

culations with RWL vectors would seem to be impossible because it is derived to 

calculate the derivatives of vibration eigenvectors (see eq. (4.10)). Regardless, it 

seems like a worthwhile numerical experiment to try using RWL vectors along with 

the pseudo-static correction term from the modified modal method in the variable 

mode, semi-analytical formulation. One legitimate argument for doing this is the 

well-known observation that the basis spanned by the RWL vectors is an excel

lent approximation to the basis spanned by the eigenvectors. The results of this 

experiment for the modal convergence of the stresses in the delta wing are shown 

in figure 5.59. The convergence here is quite good also. For small numbers of 

modes the convergence is a bit erratic but in all cases the results are good for more 

than 32 modes. The benefit of combining the RWL vectors with the pseudo-static 

approximation to d~ / dx is that the RWL vectors add the often important static 

displacement component to the basis while the pseudo-static term adds components 

reflecting the change in the design variable to the basis. 

As mentioned above, the benefit of the mode acceleration method is that it also 

includes this pseudo-static term. The semi-analytical, mode acceleration, sensitivity 

method described in Chapter 4 was also applied to this delta wing example. Again, 

the modal convergence of the stress sensitivities shown in the previous figures is 

considered. Figure 5.60 shows the excellent convergence of the stress sensitivities. 

Clearly, the mode acceleration method provides the same improvement in stress 

sensitivities as the semi-analytical method with a modified modal approximation to 

d~/dx. 
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Figure 5.59. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical method with RWL vectors and 
the pseudo-static approximation to d~ / dz. 
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Figure 5.60. Modal convergence of selected stress sensitivities for the delta wing 
calculated using the semi-analytical, mode acceleration method. 
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5.3. Stepped Cantilever Beam Example 

The third example considered is a cantilever beam with five, different rectan

gular cross sections along the length (see figure 5.61). This example is taken from 

ref. [38] where its minimum mass design under a static tip load was considered. 

The height and width of the beam cross section in each of the five sections are given 

in the table insert on figure 5.61 and represents an optimized design from ref. [38]. 

The beam is 200 inches long and, in the nominal case, each of the five sections has 

the same length. The material properties for the beam are also shown in fig. 5.61. 

In most of the analyses, the beam is modeled with three finite elements per 

section. The transverse displacement and rotation are the nodal unknowns resulting 

in a total of 30 degrees-of-freedom for this case. The effect of different numbers of 

elements per section on the the lowest 10 beam natural frequencies (with the beam 

clamped at the root) is shown in table 5.4. In the transient response analyses .5% 

of critical damping is included for each mode. 

Table 5.4. Lowest Frequencies for the Stepped Cantilever Beam 

Frequency, Hz 
Mode 

3-Elements 4-Elements 5-Elements 6-Elements 

1 22.67 22.67 22.67 22.67 

2 102.67 102.66 102.66 102.65 

3 249.72 249.62 249.80 249.55 

4 440.57 440.04 439.80 439.67 

5 652.50 650.82 650.04 649.62 

6 878.48 874.48 872.58 871.54 

7 1093.36 1086.15 1082.61 1080.64 

8 1296.61 1285.63 1279.94 1276.72 

9 1479.81 1465.74 1457.74 1453.09 

10 1641.44 1625.75 1615.41 1609.19 
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Figure 5.61. Stepped cantilever beam with an applied rotational acceleration at 
the root. 

5.3.1. Loading 

The loading for this stepped beam example is significantly different than for 

the first two examples. First, the load results from prescribing the acceleration 

at the beam root rather than by applying a force to the beam. Second, the time 

history as shown in figure 5.61 is more complicated than the simple step and ramp 

histories in the previous examples. The objective of this particular loading condition 

is to simulate the rotation of an appendage attached to a relatively large mass 

(e.g., robotic arm). The acceleration history in figure 5.61 rotates the root of 

the beam through 10 degrees in .18 seconds. After .18 seconds the beam root is 

motionless while other points in the beam are undergoing dynamic motion. Beam 

displacements, velocities, and accelerations in the following sections are with respect 

to the rotating coordinate system. 
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This type of applied acceleration can be handled as an equivalent external force 

given as 

p = -Mrg(t) (5.1 ) 

where r is a vector describing the linear rigid body rotation of the beam about its 

root and g(t) is the prescribed acceleration history given in figure 5.61. It should 

be noted that the applied force in this case depends on the system mass matrix, 

and this must be considered in the sensitivity calculations. 

5.3.2. Stepped Beam Dynamic Response 

The transient behavior of the beam is strongly affected by the period of the 

loading. From table 5.4, the period of the lowest vibration mode is .044 secs while 

the period of the square-wave loading is .18 secs. From figure 5.62 it can be seen 

that in the time history of the beam tip displacement, this first mode predominates 

and almost exactly four cycles occur during the period of the loading. After the load 

is removed, the displacement response at the tip is relatively small. The bending 

stress at the root has a time history similar to that of the tip displacement as can 

be seen in figure 5.63 but with slightly more participation from higher frequency 

modes. As expected, the acceleration time history for the tip as shown in figure 5.64 

is considerably more jagged indicating the participation of many higher frequency 

modes. This behavior is largely due to the abrupt changes in loading in the square

wave input. Significant accelerations exist at the tip after the loading is removed. 
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Figure 5.62. Time history of tip displacement for the stepped cantilever beam. 
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Figure 5.63. Time history of root stress for the stepped cantilever beam. 
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Figure 5.64. Time history of tip acceleration for the stepped cantilever beam. 

5.3.2.1. Modal convergence 

The first convergence study considered the effect of number of finite elements 

per section on the convergence of the critical point displacements, velocities, and 

accelerations at the beam tip and stresses at the root. For all these quantities the 

convergence is excellent. For example, the peak acceleration changes by less than 

one percent when the number of finite elements per section is varied from 3 to 8. 

Then, for the beam modeled with three elements per section, the effect of number 

of modes used in the analysis was considered. Generally the convergence was better 

than expected. Figure 5.65 shows the modal convergence of the tip acceleration at 

two different critical time points calculated using the mode displacement method. 

The values are essentially converged with five modes. 

The modal convergence of the stress at the beam root is also rapid. Figure 5.66 

shows the convergence of the root stress at two critical points calculated using the 

mode displacement method. No more than five modes are required for convergence. 

It was mentioned above that there is a strong static component in the beam response 

during the period while the load is applied. Usually this requires the use of the mode 
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Figure 5.65. Modal convergence of critical point tip accelerations for the stepped 
cantilever beam (mode displacement method). 

acceleration method or RWL vectors for acceptable convergence of the stresses. 

Evidently the lowest vibration mode is close enough to the static displacement shape 

for this cantilever beam that the mode displacement method gives good values for 

the stresses. 

5.3.2.2. Using RWL vectors in the analysis 

In the stepped beam and delta wing examples the convergence with RWL 

vectors in analysis and sensitivity calculations was generally as good or better than 

with vibration modes. The modal convergence in the stepped cantilever beam 

example when RWL vectors are used is very good also as seen in figure 5.67 for 

accelerations. 

As can be seen in figure 5.67, the largest number of RWL vectors used in 

the analysis is 20. In the convergence studies considering vibration modes (e.g., 

fig. 5.65) the full set of 30 modes was used. A complete set of RWL vectors 
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Figure 5.66. Modal convergence of critical point root bending stresses for the 
stepped cantilever beam (mode displacement method). 
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Figure 5.67. Modal convergence of critical point tip accelerations for the stepped 
cantilever beam (RWL vectors). 
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could not be generated for this example because of ill-conditioning inherent in the 

numerical process {eqs. (2.26), (2.27), (2.28), (2.29)). As additional RWL vectors 

are generated, roundoff errors cause the vectors to become less and less orthogonal. 

Eventually, the vectors become linearly dependent resulting in a singular reduced 

system. In most practical applications of this RWL method, this singularity problem 

would not occur because the number of RWL vectors generated would be much 

smaller than the total number of degrees of freedom. 

5.3.3. Sensitivities of Stepped Beam Dynamic Response 

5.3.3.1. Design variables 

Two different classes of design variables are considered in this example. The 

first class is the set of beam thicknesses in each of the five sections. They are 

denoted hi where i is the section number from figure 5.61. These are similar to 

thickness design variables considered in the five-span beam and delta wing examples. 

Sensitivity results are presented in the next sections considering hI and hs from this 

set. 

The second class of design variables is the set of lengths of the five sections in 

the beam. The beam length is fixed at 200 inches; thus only four design variables 

determine the lengths of the five sections. The four design variables are denoted Ii 

where Ii is the distance from the beam root to the end of the ith section. Sensitivity 

results are presented in the next sections considering it and 14 from this set. In 

the structural optimization field this type of design variable is often referred to 

as a "shape" design variable and is studied separately from member thickness

type design variables. A recent study (ref. [39]) considered the calculation of 

static response sensitivities with respect to shape design variables using the semi

analytical method. It was found that numerical difficulties in the semi-analytical 
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method resulted in very large errors in sensitivities. This difficulty will be addressed 

in the next sections for the transient case. 

5.3.3.2. Effect of finite difference step size 

It will be shown in this section that practically, the selection of finite difference 

step size is not a concern for this stepped beam example. A series of studies was 

performed to consider the effect of step size on both thickness and length sensitivities 

calculated using finite difference and semi-analytical methods. The finite element 

model with three elements per section was used and all 30 modes were included. 

Figure 5.68 compares approximate derivatives of tip displacement with respect to 

section thicknesses calculated using overall forward and central difference methods. 

A key point to be made is that both methods give excellent results for approximately 

an 8 decade step size range. For the large step size of .1 in., the central difference 

operator generally gives better results than the forward difference operator as would 

be expected. The results are nearly as good for sensitivities of the root stress with 

respect to the section thicknesses as shown in figure 5.69. Compared to figure 

5.68 there is slightly more error for the smallest and largest step sizes but the 

sensitivities are still accurate over a very broad range of step sizes. If sensitivities 

of stresses with respect to the length design variables are considered, the results 

are also very good. Figure 5.70 shows sensitivities calculated using the forward 

and central difference methods. Again there is a broad range of step sizes that 

provide accurate sensitivities. For the smaller step sizes the results are generally 

less accurate than in figure 5.69 but for the .01 step sizes they are more accurate. 

It is mentioned above that severe numerical difficulties were uncovered in ref. 

[39] when sensitivities of static response were calculated with respect to shape design 

variables. The result of this numerical ill-conditioning could be seen by calculating 

the sensitivities with different finite difference step sizes used for approximating 
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Figure 5.68. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of tip displacement 
derivatives with respect to thickness design variables for the stepped 
cantilever beam (forward and central difference operators). 
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Figure 5.69. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of root stress 
derivatives with respect to thickness design variables for the stepped 
cantilever beam (forward and central difference operators). 
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Figure 5.70. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of approximate 
root stress derivatives with respect to length design variables for the 
stepped cantilever beam (forward and central difference operators). 

the derivatives of the stiffness matrix. For very small step sizes the error in the 

sensitivities is due to roundoff. For the larger step sizes, however, the errors in 

sensitivities were much larger than those due to truncation of the finite difference 

operator and were found to be caused by basic ill-conditioning in solving the semi

analytical equations. 

This same phenomenon occurs when sensitivities are calculated using a semi

analytical method for the transient case. Figure 5.71 shows approximate derivatives 

of root stress with respect to the length design variables calculated using the for

ward difference and semi-analytical methods. Again, all 30 modes are used in the 

analyses. For the smaller step sizes, the accuracy is significantly better for the 

semi-analytical method than for the overall forward difference method. For the 

10-2 step size, however, the results from the forward difference method are excel

lent while several of the sensitivities calculated using the semi-analytical method 

exhibit extremely large errors. This result is completely consistent with that in 

reference [39]. Although in this example there is a large range of step sizes where 

accurate sensitivities can be obtained, in general this would not be the case. Es

pecially as the problem becomes larger it is desirable to use larger step sizes in a 
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semi-analytical method but this is severely restricted for shape design variables by 

the type of error shown in figure 5.71. 
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Figure 5.71. Effect of finite difference step size on the accuracy of approximate 
root stress derivatives with respect to length design variables for 
the stepped cantilever beam (overall forward difference and semi
analytical methods). 

5.3.3.3. Modal convergence of sensitivities 

Most of the sensitivities exhibit the same, good modal convergence as the re

sponse quantities. For example, the modal convergence of approximate derivatives 

of tip displacement with respect to hI and hs at different critical points are shown 

in figure 5.72. The sensitivities were calculated using the central difference method 

with updated modes and, as can be seen, the convergence is excellent. The conver

gence of tip acceleration derivative approximations is not as good as the displace

ment derivative approximations but is still acceptable as seen in figure 5.73. Again, 

these sensitivities are with respect to hI and hs and calculated using the central 

difference method with updated modes. 

Convergence is also good when sensitivities with respect to the length design 

variables are considered. Figure 5.74 shows the modal convergence of approximate 
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Figure 5.72. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of tip displacement 
with respect to thickness design variables for the stepped cantilever 
beam (mode displacement method, central difference operator). 
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Figure 5.73. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of tip acceleration with 
respect to thickness design variables for the stepped cantilever beam 
(mode displacement method, central difference operator). 
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derivatives of acceleration with respect to 11 and 14 calculated using the central 

difference method. A step size of 10-5 was used to avoid the problem shown in figure 

5.71. As can be seen in figure 5.74 convergence is achieved with approximately 10 

modes. 
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Figure 5.74. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of tip acceleration with 
respect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam 
(mode displacement method, central difference operator). 

The modal convergence of stress sensitivities is similar to that for the delta wing 

example. When updated modes are used with an overall finite difference method, 

the convergence is excellent. An example of this is shown in figure 5.75 where 

approximate derivatives of the root stress with respect to hI and h5 calculated using 

the forward difference operator are shown. However, if fixed modes are used in a 

finite difference procedure, the modal convergence is much worse. Figure 5.76 shows 

an example of this for the same sensitivities as in figure 5.75. And if sensitivities 

of the root stress with respect to the length design variables (117 '4) are considered, 

the modal convergence is very poor. An example of this poor convergence is shown 

in figure 5.77. The convergence is similarly bad if the fixed mode semi-analytical 

method is used instead of a finite difference method. Figure 5.78 shows the poor 
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modal convergence of the same sensitivities as figure 5.77 calculated using the fixed 

mode, semi-analytical method. 
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Figure 5.75. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to thickness design variables for the stepped cantilever beam 
(mode displacement method, forward difference operator, updated 
modes). 

For the delta wing example, remedies for the poor convergence of stress sensitiv

ities in the semi-analytical method were based on approximating the mode shape 

derivatives, dif!/dz. These semi-analytical methods including approximations for 

dif! / dz were also applied to this stepped beam example. First dif! / dz was approx

imated using the modified modal method. The modal convergence of the stress 

sensitivities is now excellent as can be seen in figure 5.79. The degree of improve

ment can best be appreciated by comparing figures 5.78 and 5.79 and noting that 

the range of the ordinate in figure 5.78 is much broader than in figure 5.79. Using 

only the first, pseudo-static term from the modified modal method as an approxi

mation to dif! / dz was also tried. As can be seen in figure 5.80 the convergence is 

adequate though not quite as good as when the complete modified modal method 

is used. 
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Figure 5.76. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to thickness design variables for the stepped cantilever beam 
example (mode displacement method, forward difference operator, 
fixed modes). 
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Figure 5.77. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam (mode 
displacement method, forward difference operator, fixed modes). 
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Figure 5.78. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam (mode 
displacement method, semi-analytical method). 
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Figure 5.79. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam (mode 
displacement method, semi-analytical, modified modal method). 
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Just as in the delta wing example, a case was also considered where RWL 

vectors were used instead of vibration modes but their derivatives were computed 

using the modified modal method (version with pseudo-static term plus modes). 

Again, somewhat surprisingly, the modal convergence of the stress sensitivities is 

good as seen in figure 5.81. 
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Figure 5.80. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with 
respect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam 
(mode displacement method, semi-analytical, one-term modified mo
dal method). 

The semi-analytical, mode acceleration method was also tried as a remedy for 

the poor convergence of the stress sensitivities. Again, the very poor convergence 

is eliminated as can be seen in figure 5.82. 
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Figure 5.81. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re-
spect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam (RWL 
vectors, semi-analytical, modified modal method). 
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Figure 5.82. Modal convergence of approximate derivatives of root stress with re
spect to length design variables for the stepped cantilever beam (mode 
acceleration, semi-analytical method). 
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5.4. Summary 

A number of different methods for calculating sensitivities of transient response 

quantities have been exercised on three example problems, a five-span beam, a com

posite aircraft wing, and a variable cross section beam. Two of the methods are 

overall finite difference methods where the analysis is repeated for perturbed de

signs. The other methods are termed semi-analytical methods because they involve 

direct, analytical differentiation of the equations of motion with finite difference 

approximations of the coefficient matrices. All of the methods use basis vectors to 

reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Accordingly, the convergence of both the 

transient response quantities and their sensitivities as a function of number of basis 

vectors was a key concern in this chapter. 

In the delta wing and stepped cantilever beam examples the convergence of the 

response quantities was consistently very good. However, this was not the case with 

the five-span beam. With the five-span beam under a concentrated end moment and 

ramp time history the convergence of displacements and velocities was adequate. 

However, the convergence of accelerations was poor. The convergence of stress 

resultants for this example depended on how they were calculated. When the mode 

displacement method was used, the convergence was quite poor. However, when the 

mode acceleration method, the Ritz-Wilson-Lanczos vector method, or the static 

mode method was used, the convergence was good. In cases where convergence was 

poor for the five-span beam, the addition of modal or discrete damping improved 

the convergence somewhat. However, it did not eliminate the convergence problems. 

The modal convergence of the sensitivities in the three examples is consistent 

with the convergence of the response quantities themselves. For the delta wing and 

stepped cantilever beam examples the convergence of sensitivities was generally 

good. For the five-span beam example the convergence of displacement sensitivities 
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was adequate but the convergence of velocities, accelerations, and stress resultants 

was generally poor. This poor convergence was observed for all the sensitivity 

calculation methods. Furthermore, it appears to be associated with the structure 

and loading because no improvement was observed as the number of finite elements 

per span was increased. 

In certain cases poor convergence of sensitivities was also observed for the 

delta wing and stepped cantilever beam examples. When sensitivities of stresses 

were calculated using the fixed mode, overall finite difference methods or the semi

analytical method assuming fixed modes, the convergence was very poor. In large 

problems, however, updating the vibration modes in the overall finite difference 

methods or rigorously calculating derivatives of the mode shapes is very expensive. 

The mode acceleration version of the semi-analytical method and the semi-analytical 

method with mode shapes approximated using the modified modal method were 

devised to alleviate this poor convergence with lower computational cost. When 

both methods are applied to delta wing and stepped cantilever beam examples the 

modal convergence of sensitivities is excellent. 

All of the sensitivity calculation methods considered herein rely on finite dif

ference operators. Thus step size selection is an important concern. The system 

stiffness and mass matrices are linear functions of many of the design variables in 

the three example problems. This allowed large step sizes to be used in the semi

analytical methods to minimize the roundoff errors and produce accurate derivatives 

of the stiffness and mass matrices. Also there is less opportunity for roundoff error 

in calculating finite difference derivatives of just the coefficient matrices compared 

with finite difference derivatives of the overall response quantities. For these rea

sons, the semi-analytical methods were consistently less sensitive to finite difference 

step size than the overall finite difference methods. 
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Chapter 6 

Computational Costs 

A consideration of the computational costs is essential for evaluating any nu

merical method. This is especially difficult in large-scale, finite element-based pro

cedures because there is often considerable "overhead" required in the practical 

implementation of a given numerical method. For example, most finite element 

codes require only a small portion of a system matrix to be resident in central 

memory during factorization at any given time. The other portions of the matrix 

are read from disk and the factored portions are written to disk as required. A 

similar situation can exist on virtual memory machines where the disk operations 

are transparent to the implementor. In these cases, the computer resources required 

are very implementation dependent. 

An approach that is common in the formal study of numerical methods is to 

evaluate the computational cost by counting the number of floating point oper

ations. There are some pitfalls to this approach. In some cases, even for large 

problems, because of the required overhead it is impossible to achieve a practi

cal implementation that will execute as fast as the predictions from the operation 

count. In other cases, especially on vector machines, it is possible for a method 

with a higher operation count to be faster than a method with a lower operation 

count. 

Nevertheless, this approach will used here, primarily to indicate the major 

trends in the costs of the methods but not to make fine distinctions between them. 

Following common practice, a floating point operation (or "flop") is defined as the 

combination of a floating point multiply, add, and associated array indexing. In the 

remainder of this chapter a floating point operation is often referred to simply as 

an operation. 
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6.1. Costs of Basic Matrix Manipulations 

Multiplication of full matrices occur in several places in the transient response 

and sensitivity methods. The approximate number of floating point operations 

required to multiply a full I x m matrix and a m x n matrix is given as 

Glm",! = Imn (6.1) 

Solution of the reduced eigenproblem (eq. (2.23)) is important in solving the 

system eigenproblem using subspace iteration (eq. (2.3)) and in uncoupling the 

reduced system when basis vectors other than the eigenvectors are used. In both 

cases it is necessary to solve a full, generalized eigenproblem for all nr eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors. Since eigenvalue solution techniques are inherently iterative, the 

number of operations required for a converged solution can only be estimated. Ref

erence [15] estimates the number of operations for complete solution of a generalized 

eigenproblem using the Jacobi method as 

Greig = 18n~ + 36n; (6.2) 

Other techniques for solving this eigenproblem may have a significantly different 

cost. However, it will be shown that the cost of this eigensolution is small relative 

to other tasks in the sensitivity calculations. 
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6.2. Costs of System Matrix Manipulations 

For the purpose of considering the computational costs of operations on system 

matrices (e.g., K, M), these matrices are considered to be stored in a banded form. 

In a banded form, only matrix elements located near the diagonal are stored; the 

matrix elements outside this "bandwidth" of the matrix are zero and are not stored 

or considered in operations. Finite element problems yielding a stiffness matrix with 

a constant bandwidth are rarely encountered in practice so most finite element 

codes use more sophisticated and efficient schemes for storing system matrices. 

However, having a single, easily-understood number to characterize the sparsity 

of a system matrix (the bandwidth) is convenient in approximating computational 

costs. Although few finite element problems have precisely a constant bandwidth, 

this assumption is accurate enough in many cases to get reasonable estimates for 

relative number of operations in a numerical procedure. 

From ref. [40] the cost in number of operations of factoring a banded system 

matrix of order ng is given as 

1 ~3 2 
CbJa.c = 2~(~ + 3)ng - "3 - ~2 - 3~ (6.3) 

where ~ is half the bandwidth (excluding the diagonal) Also from ref. [40], the cost 

of a single solution of a banded system, given the factored matrix, is given as 

(6.4) 

The cost of multiplying a banded system matrix and a single vector is given as 

Cbmu.l = (2~ + 1 )ng (6.5) 
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6.3. Cost of Basis Reduction 

The process of reducing the degrees of freedom from ng to nr requires the 

matrix triple product operations shown in equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). Since 

this process is used in all the sensitivity methods, the cost will be considered sep

arately here. In performing this operation, nr system vectors are multiplied by a 

system matrix. Then nr(nr + 1)/2 inner products (for a symmetric system matrix) 

between system vectors are performed. The total number of required floating point 

operations is 

(6.6) 

6.4. Cost of System Eigensolution 

The cost of solving the generalized vibration eigenvalue problem is even more 

difficult to estimate than the cost of solving the reduced eigenproblem. The nu

merical techniques vary widely among different analysis codes. Furthermore, a 

technique used for one problem might be totally inappropriate when applied to 

a different problem. Nevertheless, some assumptions will be made here that will 

hopefully lead to a reasonable estimate of computational costs for a fairly broad 

class of problems. 

First, it will be assumed that the eigenvalue problem will be solved using a 

subspace iteration technique with shifts (see for example ref. [15]). In recent years, 

software based on this approach has become common. Also, the eigensolver, E4, 

in the EAL software used in this study (ref. [23]) is based on this approach. It 

is also necessary to make assumptions about the number of vectors used in the 

subspace and the number of iterations at a given shift point required to converge 

some subset of these vectors to eigenvectors. The following numbers were used 

for these quantities with the realization that they may be optimum for only a few 
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problems. Also, it is assumed that the eigensolution is being performed for a slightly 

perturbed model and the eigenvectors from the initial model are available as the 

initial subspace. At each shift point nt .. = 16 vectors are included in the subspace. 

After nit = 2 iterations, n c .. = 8 of these vectors have converged to eigenvectors. 

The number of shifts or number of factorizations required will be approximately 

(6.7) 

At each iteration, the inverse power operation requires a matrix product between 

M and nt .. vectors followed by nt .. solutions of the system equations based on 

the current, factored K. The basis reduction operation for both K and M requires 

nt .. (ntu + 1) system vector inner products. Next, the eigenproblem of reduced 

order nt .. must be solved. This cost is given in equation (6.2) with nr replaced 

by nt... Finally, the updated set of approximate, system eigenvectors must be 

formed as a linear combination of the current approximation. This requires n~ .. ng 

operations. The approximate cost of solving the system eigenproblem for nr modes 

and frequencies can be written as 

+ 18n! .. + 36n~ .. + n~ .. ng) 

6.5. Cost of Generating RWL Vectors 

As has been demonstrated, RWL vectors are an attractive alternative to vi

bration mode shapes for basis reduction in transient response analysis. It has been 

mentioned previously that generation of the RWL vectors is considerably cheaper 

than vibration modes. An estimate of this cost in number of floating point opera

tions will be derived here. 
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First a factorization of the system K is required. The system equations are 

solved nr times based on the factored K. The generation of right-hand-side vectors 

requires nr - 1 matrix products between M and a vector. Another key step in the 

process is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization as indicated in equation (2.27). For 

all vectors, this requires nr - 1 multiplications of a vector by M and nr(nr - 1)/2 

vector inner products. The scaling of each vector requires nr vector inner products 

and nr divisions of a system vector by a scalar. Writing the total number of floating 

point operations in expanded form yields 

6.6. Cost of Model Generation 

The generation of the finite element model requires processing of the input, 

forming elemental matrices, and forming global, system matrices. Most of the sen

sitivity calculation methods require generation of a single perturbed model for each 

design variable. The central difference method, however, requires the generation 

of two perturbed models. Thus to compare the central difference method with the 

other methods, an estimate of the model generation cost is required. This cost is 

difficult to calculate in general. For the purposes herein this cost is estimated em

pirically with EAL by observing the execution time for model generation relative 

to matrix multiplication for a number of models. From these experiments it was 

observed that the predominant element type in the model substantially affects the 

cost. That is, forming the element matrices in a model composed of three dimen

sional solid elements is much more costly than in a model composed of rod elements. 

The estimate for model generation cost used here, 

Cmodel = 100,Bng (6.10) 

roughly approximates the cost for a model with 2-D, plate-type elements in EAL 

but would be significantly in error for predominantly I-D or 3-D models. 
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6.7. Cost of Integration of Red uced System 

The basic operation for integrating the reduced system is shown in equation 

(2.30). The two matrix multiplications shown in equation (2.30) are performed at 

every time step. If equations (2.5) are coupled, the Wij and N ij are full and the 

explicit matrix multiplication must be performed. In this case, the total number of 

floating point operations for integration of the system is given as 

(6.11) 

where nt is the number of time steps in the analysis. If equations (2.5) are not 

coupled, the Wij and Nij are diagonal and this fact can be exploited to substantially 

reduce the cost of integrating the system. The number of floating point operations 

in this case is given as 

(6.12) 

When the number of equations in the reduced system, n r , is large, the difference 

between Cinte in equations (6.11) and (6.12) is very large. For the comparisons of 

sensitivity methods in this chapter, equation (6.12) is used to estimate the integra

tion cost. When vectors other than vibration modes are used or vibration modes for 

an initial model are used with a perturbed model, the equations are first uncoupled 

by solving the reduced order eigenproblem. 

6.S. Cost of Back Transformation for Physical Response Quantities 

After the reduced equations have been solved, it is necessary to recover the 

physical displacements, velocities, accelerations, and stresses (or stress resultants) of 

interest. Usually the quantities of interest are only a subset of all possible quantities 

available from the finite element model. In the critical point constraint formulation 

described in Chapter 3 it is necessary to recover the physical response quantities 

only at the critical times. That is, the back transformation is performed at only 5 
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to 20 critical points rather than at thousands of time steps. The cost of the basic 

back transformation operation is 

(6.13) 

where np is the number of physical quantities being recovered from the modal values 

and nc is the number of critical points. The costs of back transformation in the 

specific sensitivity methods will be expressed as a multiple of this basic cost. 

6.9. Cost of Sensitivity Calculation Methods 

Because all of the sensitivity calculation methods require the dynamic analysis 

of the initial model, this component of the cost can be neglected in comparing the 

different methods. In addition, in all the methods the basic operations are repeated 

for each design variable so the costs estimated below are per design variable. Also, 

to simplify the cost analysis, the models are assumed to be undamped so that 

any operations dealing with modal damping or system damping matrices are not 

included. 

6.9.1. Finite Difference Methods 

Both forward and central difference methods for calculating sensitivities were 

considered in Chapter 4. In the central difference method, the basic operations of 

the forward difference method are performed twice, so the cost is approximately 

twice that of the forward difference method. Costs will be derived here for the 

forward difference method. In both finite difference methods, the basis vectors can 

be the same as for the original model (fixed) or recalculated for the perturbed model 

(updated). The cost with updated modes presented here is based on using natural 

vibration modes. An alternative of using RWL vectors is considered separately. 
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The first step in the forward difference method is evaluation of the perturbed 

model. If the modes are being updated, the eigenproblem is solved. Otherwise, the 

original modes are used to reduce the basis and the reduced order eigenproblem 

solved to uncouple the transient equations. The uncoupled equations for the per

turbed system are then integrated and the np physical quantities calculated at the 

nc critical time points. The cost of the actual difference operation is very small and 

is therefore neglected. For the fixed mode case, the total cost is 

G /d/iz = Gmodel + 2Gred + Greig + n~ng + Ginte + Gba.ck (6.14) 

For the updated mode case, the total cost is 

G /dupd = Gmodel + Geig + Ginte + Gba.ck (6.15) 

6.9.2. Semi-Analytical Method With Fixed Modes 

The semi-analytical method begins by evaluating the perturbed model. Then 

dM/dz and dK/dz are formed using a forward difference operator. Each derivative 

requires about f3ng operations. Then the basis reduction operation is applied to both 

derivative matrices. Formation of the right-hand-side pseudo load (see equation 

(4.6)) is a fairly costly operation and the two matrix products dM/dz q and dK/dz q 

require about n~ nt operations each. Finally the uncoupled equations are integrated 

and the physical sensitivities recovered. For the purposes of cost estimation a single 

quantity np is used as the total number of required physical sensitivities. In the semi

analytical methods, however, the specific procedure for recovering the sensitivities 

depends on whether the quantity is a displacement, velocity, acceleration, or stress 

sensitivity. In estimating the costs of this back transformation operation these 

differences are ignored. One justification for this approach is that the cost of back 

transformation is usually small relative to other costs in the sensitivity calculation. 

In this fixed mode, semi-analytical method, approximately the same number of 
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operations are required for the recovery of physical sensitivities as in the finite 

difference methods. The total number of floating point operations can be written 

as 

(6.16) 

6.9.3. Semi-Analytical Method With Approximate d~ /dz 

Just as in the fixed mode semi-analytical method, evaluating the perturbed 

model and forming dMldz and dKldz is the first step. The next step is using the 

modified modal method to approximate d~ I dz. 

The procedure for the modified modal method is given in equations (4.9), 

(4.10), (4.11), and (4.12). The calculation of the nr pseudo-static contributions 

requires the formation of nr right-hand-side vectors and nr solutions of the system 

equations. The formation of the Ajl! participation factors requires approximately 

nr system matrix additions plus the equivalent of a triple product basis reduction 

operation. Forming the linear combination of pseudo-static term and eigenvectors 

requires nrng operations. The total cost in number of floating point operations for 

the modified modal method is 

(6.17) 

Given d~/dz, the derivatives of the reduced system matrices can be formed. 

For both aMI dz and dKl dz two triple product, basis reductions plus nr vector 

inner products (for the d~T IdzM~ term since M~ is already available) are re

quired as shown in equation (4.8). The right-hand-side formation and integration 

of the reduced sensitivity equations are identical to the fixed mode semi-analytical 

method. Because of the non-zero d~ I dz, recovery of the physical sensitivities is 

more complicated than in the fixed mode case. Approximately twice the number of 
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operations are required in the back transformation since both + and d+ / dz terms 

must be considered as shown in equations (4.13). The total cost for the variable 

mode semi-analytical method is 

C.aupd = Cmodel + 2f3ng + C mmod + 4Cred + 2nrn g + 2n!nt + Cinte + 2C"aclc (6.18) 

6.9.4. Semi-Analytical, Mode Acceleration Method 

Since dij/ dz and dq/ dz are obtained from the fixed mode semi-analytical 

method, the operations in equation (6.16) (except C"aclc) are required in applying 

the mode acceleration method. The back transformation operations for displace

ment and stress sensitivities are more complicated as seen in equations (4.19) and 

(4.20). The cost of forming the coefficients in equation (4.19) is dominated by mul

tiplying a vector by a system matrix, adding nr + 1 system vectors, and solving the 

system equations for nr + 1 pseudo-static vectors. Again, the assumption is made 

that the model is undamped so the C and the dC/dz terms in equation (4.19) are 

zero. 

The back transformation procedure for displacement and stress sensitivities 

involves application of equations (4.19) and (4.20) for each quantity at the crit

ical times. Velocity and acceleration terms are calculated as in the fixed mode, 

semi-analytical method. Again, using only a single quantity for the number of 

back transformed quantities n p, the cost can only be roughly estimated as 4C"aclc. 

The total cost for the semi-analytical, mode acceleration method can then then be 

written as 

C.amacc =Cmodel + 2f3ng + 2Cred + 2n!nt 

+ C"mul + (nr + l)ng + (nr + l)C".ol + Cinte + 4C"aclc 
(6.19) 
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6.10. Analysis of Cost For Various Models 

With the above expressions for computational cost it is now possible to evaluate 

the use of the sensitivity calculation methods on various examples. The first three 

examples are those considered in Chapter 5. These three examples, however, are 

all rather small compared with the class of problems envisioned for the production 

use of the sensitivity methods. Accordingly, two other hypothetical problems with 

a larger number of degrees of freedom have been included. 

The key parameters from the five problems required for the cost analysis are 

shown in table 6.1. Several points should be made about these parameters. The 

two beam problems have a small number of degrees-of-freedom and a very small 

bandwidth and, as a result, a small cost for system matrix factorization. This is 

unusual in finite element analysis. Medium model A and large model B represent a 

typical medium size, linear dynamics problem and a rather large, ambitious problem 

respectively. Medium model A also is complicated by the fact that 100 vectors are 

assumed to be required in the transient analysis. In all five examples, a relatively 

large number of time steps are used in the transient analysis. 

Table 6.1. Parameters Governing Computational Costs 

Models ng f3 nr nt np nc 

Five-span-beam 32 3 18 6000 25 10 
Delta Wing 264 30 20 30000 13 5 
Stepped Beam 32 3 20 30000 4 5 
Medium Model A 3000 100 100 10000 50 10 
Large Model B 12000 300 30 20000 200 10 
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6.10.1. Cost of Computational Subtasks 

Table 6.2 shows the number of floating point operations required for different 

computational tasks for the five example problems. Examining the costs for these 

subtasks gives some clues to the costs of different sensitivity calculation methods. 

For the first three examples the cost of system matrix factorization is low. For the 

two larger, hypothetical examples the factorization cost is much higher relative to 

that of other tasks. In the first three examples, the cost of integrating the reduced 

equations is substantial even though the equations are uncoupled. For the models 

A and B, the integration cost is one to two orders of magnitude less than the other 

subtask costs in table 6.2. Consistently, in all five examples, the cost of performing 

the triple product, basis reduction is high. For the three small problems this cost is 

significantly higher than the factorization cost. For medium model A this cost is also 

much higher than the factorization cost but this is primarily due to the requirement 

of 100 vectors in the reduced system. Even in model B, however, the basis reduction 

cost is only a little less than half the factorization cost. One conclusion of this is 

that the number of vectors in the reduced system substantially affects the cost of 

the analysis even if the vectors are not updated for the current model. 

The use of RWL vectors in the transient and sensitivity analyses was considered 

in Chapter 5. Here, the cost of generating RWL vectors compared with vibration 

modes will be considered. Table 6.2 shows the cost of system matrix eigensolution, 

Ceig and RWL vector generation, Crwl for the five example problems. In every 

case the generation of RWL vectors is cheaper than the eigensolution. In the beam 

examples Crwl is more than an order of magnitude less than Ceig' This results from 

the unusual situation in which the number of required eigenvectors is nearly the 

same as the total number of degrees of freedom. In this case, the solution of the 

reduced eigenproblem artificially raises the cost of the system eigensolution. The 

other three examples show Ceig to be 3 or 4 times Crwl. This is probably a much 
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more accurate estimate of the cost savings obtained by using RWL vectors instead 

of eigenvectors. 

Table 6.2. Number of Operations for Selected Computational Subtasks 

Models CbfBC Cred Ceig Crwl Cinte 

Five-span-beam 2.7 x 102 9.5 X 103 6.6 X 105 1.8 X 104 8.6 X 105 

Delta Wing 1.2 x 105 3.8 X 105 4.8 X 106 1.1 X 106 4.8 X 106 

Stepped Beam 2.7 X 102 1.1 X 104 6.6 X 105 2.1 X 104 4.8 X 106 

Medium Model A 1.5 x lOT 7.5 X lOT 7.4 X 108 2.1 X 108 8.0 X 106 

Large Model B 5.4 x 108 2.2 X 108 4.0 X 109 1.2 X 109 4.8 X 106 

6.10.2. Comparison of Costs for Five Sensitivity Methods 

The primary objective of this chapter is to compare the costs in number of 

floating point operations of the sensitivity methods. This is summarized for five 

sensitivity methods, for the five examples in table 6.3. It is believed that these 

five sensitivity methods are all practical alternatives for large-order problems. This 

belief is substantiated by the fact that for all five examples the difference among 

the five costs is less than one order of magnitude. 

Table 6.3. Overall Operation Costs for Five Sensitivity Methods 

Models Cfdfiz Cfdu.pd CIIBfiz CIIBu.pd CIIBmBcc 

Five-span-beam 1.0 x 106 1.5 X 106 4.8 x 10° 4.8 x 10° 4.8 X lOb 
Delta Wing 6.5 x 106 1.0 X lOT 3.0 X 107 3.2 X lOT 3.1 X 107 

Stepped Beam 5.0 x 106 5.5 X 106 2.9 X lOT 2.9 X 107 2.9 X 107 

Medium Model A 2.4 x 108 7.8 X 108 3.9 X 108 6.8 X 108 4.5 X 108 

Large Model B 8.2 x 108 4.4 X 109 8.5 X 108 1.7 X 109 1.1 X 109 

The forward difference method with fixed modes is consistently the cheapest 

method. However, this low computational cost must be weighted against the pitfalls 

of the method discussed in Chapter 5. The cost of a fixed mode central difference 

method which is approximately twice the forward difference cost would also be 
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quite competitive with the other methods and would lessen the sensitivity to finite 

difference step size. For the two larger problems, the forward difference method 

with updated modes is relatively expensive and an updated mode central difference 

method would be extremely expensive for larger problems. 

In the three smaller problems the semi-analytical methods require significantly 

more operations than the finite difference methods. This is primarily because the 

larger number of time steps makes the calculation of the right-hand-side pseudo

load relatively large. For the two larger problems, however, the fixed mode semi

analytical method is quite competitive with the forward difference method. For 

model A it is less than twice the cost of the finite difference method and for model 

B it is essentially the same. 

The number of basis vectors used is a key parameter in both the analysis 

and sensitivity calculations. Table 6.1 shows the number of modes used in the 

baseline cost analyses for the five examples. Here, the effect of number of modes 

on the overall sensitivity costs is considered. First, the delta wing example, which 

is representative of a typical small problem is considered. Shown in figure 6.1 is 

the cost for the five methods plotted as a function of number of vectors used. The 

number of modes ranges from 20 to 100. The values of the other parameters in the 

problem are in table 6.1. The key result from figure 6.1 is that the semi-analytical 

methods are much more costly than the finite difference methods for large numbers 

of modes. There are two reasons for this. First, because the problem is small, 

calculation of the vibration modes is relatively cheap. Second, because there are 

a large number of time steps, formation of the right-hand-side in the sensitivity 

equations for the semi-analytical methods is quite costly when the number of modes 

used is large. 

For the large model B example, the result of varying the number of modes is 

very different. For this example the cost of the five sensitivity methods plotted as a 
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function of number of modes is shown in figure 6.2. In this example, the calculation 

of the modes is a very costly operation. Accordingly, the forward difference method 

with updated modes is substantially more costly than the other methods for large 

numbers of modes. The fixed mode forward difference and semi-analytical methods 

show only moderate increases in cost as the number of modes is increased. 

It was mentioned above that a relatively large number of time steps are used 

in the five examples. The effect of number of time steps on the overall sensitivity 

calculation costs is considered here. The delta wing example is considered as rep

resentative of a small problem and the large model B example is representative of 

a large problem. For the delta wing the computational costs for the five sensitivity 

methods are plotted as a function of number of time steps in figure 6.3. The values 

of the sensitivity calculation costs here are similar to those in figure 6.1; the for

ward difference methods show only moderate cost increases for larger numbers of 

time steps and the semi-analytical methods show substantial cost increases. Again, 

the reason is that the right-hand-side formation in the semi-analytical methods is 

a substantial part of the total cost in small problems. 

The cost results from a large problem, the model B example, are very different, 

however. The costs as functions of number of time steps are plotted in figure 

6.4. Obviously, there is practically no change in cost for any of the methods as a 

function of number of time steps. For this large problem both the cost of integrating 

the uncoupled equations and the cost of forming the right-hand-side in the semi

analytical methods are two to three orders of magnitude less than the total cost. 
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Figure 6.1. Cost of the sensitivity calculation methods as a function of number of 
modes for the delta wing example. 
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time steps for the delta wing example. 
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time steps for the model B example. 
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6.11. Summary 

The main objective of this chapter is a comparison of the computational costs 

in number of floating point operations of the sensitivity calculation methods. Five 

example problems were considered- the three example problems from Chapter 5 

which are all fairly small and two larger, hypothetical examples. 

Many of the results depend significantly on whether the problem is one of the 

three smaller examples or one of the two larger, hypothetical examples. In the three 

smaller examples, the cost of system matrix factorization is low while in the larger 

problems this cost is quite high. When the cost of factorization is high the system 

eigenproblem is especially costly. In the smaller problems, operations repeated 

for the reduced problem at each time step (such as integration of the uncoupled 

equations) are a significant percentage of the total sensitivity calculation cost. For 

large problems the relative cost of these operations is small. 

For all five examples the forward difference method with fixed modes was the 

cheapest. For the smaller problems the forward difference method with updated 

modes had a relatively low cost but for the larger problems the cost was quite high. 

For the larger problems the semi-analytical method with fixed modes and the semi

analytical, mode acceleration method have costs that are relatively competitive with 

the fixed mode forward difference method. In all cases, the semi-analytical method 

with approximate eigenvector derivatives was one of the more costly methods. 

It was shown in Chapter 5 that for two examples the accuracy of the stress sensi

tivities for small numbers of basis vectors was extremely poor. It was demonstrated 

that the semi-analytical, mode acceleration method was one means of dramati

cally improving this accuracy. From the results of this chapter, the semi-analytical, 

mode acceleration method is only slightly more costly than the fixed mode forward 

difference and semi-analytical methods. Given the unacceptable accuracy of these 
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fixed mode methods for two of the examples, the semi-analytical, mode acceleration 

method appears to be the method of choice. 
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Chapter 7 

Concluding Remarks 

Several methods have been developed and evaluated for calculating sensitivities 

of displacements, velocities, accelerations, and stresses in linear, structural, tran

sient response problems. Two of the methods are overall finite difference methods 

where the analysis is repeated for perturbed designs. The other methods are termed 

semi-analytical methods because they involve direct, analytical differentiation of the 

equations of motion with finite difference approximations of the coefficient matri

ces. The different sensitivity methods were evaluated by applying them to three 

example problems, a five-span, simply supported beam loaded with an end moment, 

an aircraft wing loaded with a distributed pressure, and a cantilever beam with a 

stepped cross section loaded with an applied root angular acceleration. 

An important issue in calculating transient response sensitivities for use in 

formal optimization procedures is how to define the constraints. Two common 

approaches are to integrate the response quantity over time or to pick the maximum 

(or minimum) value of the response quantity in time. Both of these approaches 

have drawbacks. An alternative critical point constraint approach was implemented 

which identifies the most important response points along the time history. A 

method for identifying these critical points was devised that, based on the three 

examples considered, appears to be very effective even for very jagged response 

histories. 

All of the analyses and sensitivity methods considered use approximation vec

tors to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the analysis. Vibration mode 

shapes, llitz-Wilson-Lanczos vectors, and static displacement shapes were used in 

the analysis and sensitivity calculations. The key question when an approximate, 
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reduced basis is used in an analysis is how many basis vectors are required for an 

accurate approximation to the finite element solution. It was generally found that 

if the accuracy of the response quantities was poor, the accuracy of the sensitivities 

was extremely poor. In a number of cases, however, even though the accuracy of the 

response quantities was adequate, the accuracy of sensitivities was poor. This will 

be discussed further below. In all cases considered here, the accuracy as a function 

of number of vectors for both the response quantities and sensitivities with llitz

Wilson-Lanczos vectors was as good or better than with vibration modes. Since the 

generation of llitz-Wilson-Lanczos vectors is cheaper than vibration modes, they 

appear to provide a more cost effective alternative to modes in many cases. 

A goal in considering sensitivity methods in this study is that they be suitable 

for very large-order finite element analysis. In these types of problems a complete 

vibration analysis for each perturbed model is impractical because of the high com

putational cost. To reduce this cost, one approach which was studied herein is to 

use the basis vectors from the initial model to approximate the response in the 

perturbed model. This often provides an effective solution. In two of the three 

examples problems considered, however, using the initial vectors in an overall finite 

difference method or assuming fixed modes in a semi-analytical method resulted in 

very poor modal convergence for stress sensitivities. Two methods were devised to 

improve this poor performance. 

The first method retains the derivatives of the basis vectors in the sensitivity 

equations but approximates these derivatives rather than using a very costly exact 

computation. One well-known method for approximating eigenvector derivatives, 

the modal method, was found to be completely ineffective because it adds no new 

information to the existing modal basis. Another technique, the modified modal 

method, adds a pseudo-static contribution to the eigenvectors in approximating the 
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eigenvector derivatives. This technique, along with the semi-analytical method, was 

found to be very effective at improving the poor accuracy of the stress sensitivities. 

A second method for improving the accuracy of the stress sensitivities as a 

function of number of modes is to use a mode acceleration version of the semi

analytical method. The key to the mode acceleration method in the transient 

analysis is that it supplements the modal basis with a static contribution calculated 

from the complete model. The key to the mode acceleration implementation of 

the semi-analytical sensitivity method is that it supplements the modal basis with 

pseudo-static sensitivity terms calculated from the complete model. This technique 

produced the same dramatic improvement in the accuracy of stress sensitivities as 

the semi-analytical, modified modal method. 

As mentioned above, computational cost was an overriding concern in consid

ering the sensitivity analysis methods. To estimate this cost, expressions for the 

number of floating point operations in each of the methods were derived. Although 

this approach doesn't include important effects such as overhead operations or disk 

I/O that would be present in a practical implementation of these methods, it does 

a provide a mechanism for an approximate, coarse ranking of the methods by com

putational cost. The overall forward difference method with fixed basis vectors was 

found to be the cheapest method for all cases considered. This technique, however, 

suffers from the accuracy problems mentioned above. One approach to alleviat

ing these accuracy problems is to recalculate the modes for the perturbed model 

(updated modes) in the overall forward difference method. This forward difference 

method with updated modes was found to be very costly for large, models, however. 

The fixed mode, semi-analytical method is only slightly more costly than the over

all forward difference method with fixed modes, but suffers from the same accuracy 

problem as the fixed mode, overall forward difference method. Two techniques with 
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reasonable costs that alleviate the accuracy problem are the mode acceleration im

plementation of the semi-analytical method and the semi-analytical method with 

approximate mode shape derivatives. Of these two methods, the semi-analytical, 

mode acceleration method is slightly cheaper. 

Given the high accuracy of the semi-analytical, mode acceleration method for 

a relatively small number of modes and its reasonable computational cost, this 

appears to be the method of choice. In the three examples considered herein, this 

method consistently performed as well as the much more costly, updated mode, over

all finite difference methods. Furthermore, the insensitivity of this and the other 

semi-analytical methods makes this semi-analytical, mode acceleration method es

pecially attractive. 
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Appendix 

Computer Implementation 

The methods for calculating sensitivities and the example problems have been 

implemented using the general purpose finite element code, EAL [23]. EAL includes 

general language constructs for controlling execution flow as well as general and 

specific utilities for manipulating data stored as named entities in a database. It also 

allows procedures (called "runstreams") to be defined and then explicitly executed. 

Most of the implementation was done using EAL runstreams. However, some parts 

of the implementation could not be conveniently done using runstreams and were 

coded as Fortran additions to EAL. The Fortran additions are described below. The 

runstreams for the algorithms and example problems are included and described 

below. 

Additions to EAL 

The transient response module in EAL version 312 solves the uncoupled form 

of equations (2.5) using the matrix series expansion method. A modification was 

made to allow equations (2.5) to be fully coupled. In the semi-analytical method, 

the right-hand side, pseudo loading of equations (4.6) can be easily formed using 

EAL. However, a slight modification to the transient response module was required 

to permit solution of equations (4.6) with this general form of loading. In addition, 

a special purpose module was added to EAL to perform the task of identifying the 

critical points on each response function. 

Runstream for Stepped Beam Example Problem 

The runstream for the stepped beam is included to illustrate how the sensi

tivity calculation runstreams are used. At the beginning of the runstream, the 

data set XFLG ADS indicates which subset of the possible design variables will be 
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considered in the sensitivity analysis. The data sets I ADS and IHAn ADS contain 

the initial values and the register names of all the design variables, respectively. 

Various parameters controlling the analysis and sensitivity calculations are defined 

in runstream data sets TR PARAMETERS,DIDV PARAMETERS, and BACK METHOD. The 

runstream data set MODEL defines the model in terms of the design variables in I 

ADS. It is called before the initial dynamic analysis and at least once for each design 

variable considered in the sensitivity analysis. The runstream data set DYHAM SOLH 

is called once to perform the dynamic analysis of the initial model. The runstream 

data set PLOT RESP illustrates the interface to a useful utility runstream TR PLOT 

for automatically generating plots of response quantities as a function of time. TR 

PLOT is called once for each class (e.g. accelerations) of response quantity to be 

plotted. The actual sensitivity analysis is performed by calling the runstream TR 

DIDV n where the n is associated with the particular sensitivity calculation method. 

*CM=120000 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------* RUNSTRE1M FOR STEP ED BE1M EI1MPLE 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT EXTE 
! SYST = SSP(4,5) * GET SYSTEM TYPE 
*IQT U1 
*INF=1 
*CLIB=29 
*(l1L) l1L 
*IQT IUS 

T1BLE(NI=1,NJ=9,TYPE=0) IFLG IDS 
J=1 1 
J=5 1 
J=6 : 1 
J=9 : 1 

*IQT U1 
*T1(I IDS) 

23.5 
22.0 
20.0 

* 

18.0 
16.5 

40.0 
80.0 
120.0 
160.0 
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*TI(XlflME IDS) 
B1 : B2 : B3 : B4 : B5 
XL1 : XL2 : XL3 : XL4 

*(n,PIB.1I1ETEl.S) 
QLIB=1 
MN1ME=CEII 
NMODES=5 
DT=1.0E-5 
T2 = .3 
DRFOlUUT=DI1G 
METBOD=MODES 
DXDV=O 
EIGEN=1 
PJlINT=1 
VLIB=1 
NCRIT=5 
COHV=1.E-10 
BLKSIZE=2000 
NTEB.MS=50 

*(DIDV,PIRIMETEB.S) 
FDCB=1.0E-5 
FDMCB=1.0E-6 
DIMD=FIIED 

*TI(BICK METBOD) 
2 • DISP 
1 • VELOCITIES 
1 • lCCELERlTIONS 
1 • RE1CTIONS 
2 • STRESSES 

* (MODEL) 
LEN=200. 
NEPS = 3 
NEL = NEPS*5 
KNODE = NEL + 1 

*IQT lUS 
TIBLE(NI=1,NJ=5) : XX1 

END 

1=1 : J=1,5 : o. "XL1" "IL2" "XL3" "XL4" 
TIBLE(NI=1,NJ=5) : 112 
1=1 : J=1,5 : "XL1" "XL2" "IL3" "XL4" "LEN" 
D1 = SUII(XX2 -1.0 111) 

! B.HEP = 1.0/NEPS 
DELl = UHION("B.HEP" D1) 

*IQT UB 
SURT "IiNODE" 1 3 4 5 
JLOC 

U o. o. O. 200. O. O. "KNODE" 
! J = 1 : ! I = 0.0 
! 11 = 1 : ! N1 = 5 
*L1BEL 5 

DELX = DS,1,"I1",1(1 DELX lUS 1 1) 
! 12 = 1 : ! N2 = NEPS 
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*UBEL 8 
"J" "I" 0.0 0.0 

! J = J + 1 : ! 

*JGZ,-1(N2,8) 
! It = 11 + 1 
*JGZ,-1(Hl,5) 
"DOD" "LEN" O. 
CoH 1 
ZERO 1,2,8 1 
IUTC 
1 30.+8 .3 .3 
Bl 

I 

RECT 1 1.20 "Rl" 
RECT 2 1.10 "R2" 
RECT 3 1.00 "R3" 
RECT 4 .90 "R4" 
RECT 5 .85 "R5" 
RECT 8 1.0 20.0 
!lB.EF 
1 1 2 1 1.0 

*IQT ELD 
E21 

N = 5 
! 1=1 
! Hl = 1 
*UBEL 20 

NSECT = "I" 
! N2 = Nl + 1 

= 

O. 

"Nl" "N2" 1 "NEPS" 
! Hl = Nl + NEPS 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(N,20) 
*IQT E 

RESET G=388. 
*IQT EKS 
*IQT UN 
*IQT K 
*IQT M 

RESET G=388. 
*IQT lUS 
R = RIGID(l) 

I + DELI 

DEFIH! as = • iUS 1 1 8,e 
lPPL FORC = PRoD(-1.0 CEM R8) 

*END 
*(DYHlM,SoLH) END 
*DCILL(TR,YECTORS) 
*IQT Ul 
*TI(SEL DISP) 
"DoDE" 2 

*TI(SEL VELD) 
"DODE" 2 
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*TI(SEL .lCCE) 
"DODE" 2 

*TI(SEL STU) 
E21 1 1 SZ1 1 0 

*IQT iUS 
• DEFINE SOKE KOD.lL D.lKPING 
T.lBLE(NI=1,NJ="NKODES") : DUT 
1=1 : J=1,"NKODES" : .006 

*DC.lLL(SQU.lU LO.lD) RTIKE=.18 R.lNG=10.0 
*DC.lLL(n,K.lIN) 

* 
*(SQU.lRE,LO.lD) END 
*IQT iUS 

RT2 = RTIKE/2. 0 
EPS = 0.0 
RT2K = RT2 - EPS 
RT2P = RT2 + EPS 
RTM = RTIME - EPS 
D2R = 3.1416926/180. 
U.lD = UNG*D2R 
iMP = 4.0*U.lD/RTIME/RTIME 
M.lMP = -iMP 

TiBLE(NJ=6) : TIME 

END 

J=1,6 : O. "RT2M" "RT2P" "RTM" "RTIME" 10000.0 
T.lBLE(NJ=6) : C.l 
J=1,6 : ".lKP" "iMP" "M.lMP" "M.lKP" 0.0 0.0 

*END 
*(PLOT RESP) END 
*IQT DCU 

CHANGE 1 A AUS M.lSK MASK HIST CA 1 1 
*IQT AUS 

iLPHA : "ITLE 
l' HISTORY OF FORCE KULTIPLIER G(T) 

ALPHA : DTITLE 
l' TIP DISPLACEMENT HISTORY FOR C.lNTILEVER BEAM 

ALPHA : TVTITLE 
l' TIP VELOCITY HISTORY FOR C.lNTILEVER BEAK 

ALPH.l : T.l TITLE 
l' TIP ACCELER.lTION HISTORY FOR C.lNTILEVER BEAK 

ALPH.l : STITLE 
l' BENDING SnESS AT THE ROOT FOR THE CANTILEVER BE.lM 
! TLIB = 16 
*IQT U1 
*(nPLOT OPTIONS) 

YNAKE = 'CA 
! TITLE = 'FTITLE 
! ID = 1 
*DCALL(n,PLOT) 
*IQT U1 
*(nPLOT OPTIONS) 
! YNAKE = 'DISP 
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IDJK = 'DISP 
TITLE = 'DTITLE 
ID = "NKODES" 

*DCILL(n,PLOT) 
*IQT U1 
*(nPLOT OPTIONS) 

TRIKE = 'YELO 
IDJK = 'YELO 
TITLE = 'TYTITLE 
ID = "nODES" 

*DCILL(n,PLOT) 
*IQT U1 
*(nPLOT OPTIONS) 

TNiKE = 'ICCE 
IDJK = 'ICCE 
TITLE = 'TITITLE 
ID = "NKODES" 

*DCILL(n,PLOT) 
*IQT U1 
*(nPLOT OPTIONS) 

TNIKE = 'snE 
IDQ = 'STRE 
TITLE = , STITLE 
ID = "NKODES" 

*DCILL(n,PLOT) 
*END 
*RGI 
*DCILL(TR,PIRIKETERS) 
*DCILL(SERS,DYUP) 
*DCILL(KODEL) 
*DCILL(DTNIK,SOLR) 
.*DCILL(PLOT,RESP) 
*IF("DIDY" NE 0): *DCILL(TI.,DIDY,"DIDY") 
*ILL 
*IF("STST" EQ CDC ): *PRT(lLL) 
*IF("STST" EQ CMYI): *PRT(lLL) 
*DClLL(lLL) 
*IQT EIlT 

Runstreams for Sensitivity Methods 

Runstream TR MAIN 

This is the main runstream for performing the transient response analysis and 

is based on a similar runstream produced by EISI. It is used only for the transient 

analysis of the initial model and not in the sensitivity calculations . . ------------------------------------------------------------------
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• (TI MAIN) - MAIN D1IYER POI TlANSIENT lESPONSE ANALYSIS 

.-----------------------------------------------------------------
* lQT U1 
* lEGISTER ST01E(29 TI lEGISTE1S 1 1) 
* lEGISTER lETI (29 TI lEGISTERS 1 1) 
* lGI 

• DEPAULT lEGISTERS: 
QLIB = 2 • SOUlCE POI EICITATION. DESTINATION LIB POI lESPONSE 
YLIB = 1 • SOUlCE LIB POI VIBI MODE AND YIBI EVAL DATASETS 
YSET = 1 • USE "YLIB" VIBE MODE "YSET" "YCON" FOI THE lITZ 
YCON = 1 • FUNCTIONS 
KNAME = K 
D1ME = DEM 
DAMP = DAMP 
FSET = 1 
HlME 
DT 
T2 

= 
= 
= 

AUS 
O. 
O. 

DRFOlM= DUG 
DlMETH= 0 
NTEI = 60 
NMODES= 0 

• STIFFNESS MAT1II 
• MISS MlTlII 
• NAME OF SPAR FOlMAT DAMPING MATlII 
• EICITATION SET NUMBER 
• 2ND WORD OP TIME "NAME" AND CA "NAME" 
• SET TIME INCREMENT 
• FINAL INTEG1ATION TIME 
• POlMAT FOI THE lEDUCED MATlICES (DIAG.FULL.RITZ) 
• TIME INTEGRATION METHOD (O=MSE) 
• SET NUMBEI OF TE1MS IN MATlII SERIES EIPANSION 
• NUMBER OP MODES USED IN DYNAMIC ANALYSIS (DEFAULT=ALL) 

BLKSIZ= 6000 • BLOCK SIZE FOR OUTPUT DATA SETS 
EIGEN = 0 
PlINT = 0 

• EIGENALUE ANALYSIS OF DAMPED SYSTEM 
• PRINT FLAG FOI DTEI 

OPT=O. PROC=MAIN. NE11=O 
* DCALL.OPT (TI PARAMETERS) 

ZERO = SSP(0.10) 
*IF("HMODES" EQ 0): ! HMODE=TOC.NBLOCK("VLIB" YIBI MODE "VSET" "VCON") 

• • COMPUTE DATASETS REQUI1ED POR DR/DTEI. ITR1. AND IBACK: 

• * CALL (TI P1EP) 

• • COMPUTE THE MODAL RESPONSE: 

• * IQT DRI 
* IF("DT" GT 1. E-20): *GOTO 20 

DTEI(INLI="QLIB".N2="NAME".OUTL="QLIB".EIGEN="EIGEN".> 
PRINT="P1INT") 

*GOTO 30 
*UBEL 20 

*UBEL 30 

• 

DTEI(INLI="QLIB".N2="NAME".OUTL="QLIB".DT="DT".> 
NTE1="HTE1".EIGEN="EIGEN".P1IHT="P1INT") 

Tl1 (IHLIB="QLIB".N2="NAME".CASE="FSET".ALIB="QLIB"> 
QILIB="QLIB".QI1LIB="QLIB".QI2LIB="QLIB".> 
T2="T2".LB="BLKSIZ") 

• BACK TlANSF01MATION: 

• 
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*XQT IUS 
! RBCK = 5 

• 
TlBLE(NI="RBCK", lU=1, TTPE=4) 
J=1 : DISP VELD ICCE aEIC STaE 

EIIT 
! I = 1 : ! N = RBCK 
*UBEL 50 

"QLIB" BICK LIST 

BKKETB = DS,1,"I",l("QLIB" BICK KETH 1 1) 
! NK = DS,"I",1,l("QLIB" BICK LIST 1 1) 
! IEaa = TDC,IEaa("QLIB" SEL "NK" 1I1SK 1I1SK) 
*IF("IEaa" EQ 0): *CILL (Ta "NK" "BKKETB") 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-l(N,50) 

• 
• EIIT: 
* XQT U1 
* aEGISTEa aETRIEVE(29 Ta REGISTERS 1 1) 
* END 
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Runstream TR PREP 

This runstream is used to define the reduced equations for the transient analysis 

and also prepare data for the back transformation phase. It is based on an EISI 

runstream of the same name. It is used only for the transient analysis of the initial 

model and not in the sensitivity calculations . . ----------------------------------------------------------------
• (Ta PREP) - PREPIRITION OF REQUIRED DITISETS 

.----------------------------------------------------------------
* IQTC U1 
* RGI 

PROC=PREP, NERR=O, MOTI=MOTI, FORC=FORC 

• • CHECK POR THE REQUIRED DITISETS lNO DETERMINE THE TTPE OF EICITITION: 
• !TTPE=O POR IPPLIED PORCE. !TTPE=1 FOR IPPLIED DISPLICEMENT. 

• !TTPE=2 
!IElllI.=TOC,IElllI.("QLIB" lPPL FORC "PSET" MISK) 

* IF("IERR" NE 0): *GO TO 100 
!TTPE=O: !FNIME='FORC •• IPPLIED FORCE EICITITION 

* liBEL 100 
!IERR=TOC,IElllI.("QLIB" IPPL MOTI "PSET" MiSK) 

* IF("IERR" NE 0): *GO TO 200 
* IF("TTPE" EQ 0): !NElllI.=1 .. FORCE l' DISP SPECIFIED • NElllI.=1 

!TTPE=1: !PNIME='MOTI •• IPPLIED DISPLICEMENT EICITITION 
* liBEL 200 
* IF("TTPE" EQ 2):!NERR=2 •• NO EIClTATION SPECIFIED 
* IP("NERR" NE 0) :*ClLL (Ta ERROR) 

!IERR=TOC,IERR("VLIB" VIBR MODE "VSET" "VCON"): !NERR=3 
* IF("IERR" NE O):*ClLL (Ta ERROR) 

!IERR=TOC,IERR("VLIB" VIBR EViL "VSET" "VCON"): !NERR=4 
* IF("IERR" NE O):*ClLL (Ta ElllI.OR) 

!IElllI.=TOC,IERR("QLIB" TIME "NIME" "FSET" MISK): !NERR=5 
* IP("IERR" NE O):*CILL (Ta ERROR) 

!IElllI.=TOC,IERR("QLIB" Cl "NIME" "PSET" MISK): !NElllI.=8 
* IP("IERR" NE O):*CILL (TR ERROR) 

• • COMPUTE ITMI, ITKI, ITDI, l' ITF FOR DR/DTEI l' TR1: 

• !IERR=TOC,IElllI.(1 IHY "KNIME" "VCON" MISK) 
* IF ("IERR" EQ O):*GO TO 250 
* IQT DRSI 

* liBEL 250 

• *IQT IUS 

RESET K="KNIME",CON="VCON" 

OUTLIB="QLIB": INLIB="QLIB" 

• NERR=2 

• NERR=3 

• NERR=4 

.NERR=5 

.NERR=8 
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DEFINE I="YLIB" VIBI. MODE "YSET" 
DEFINE E="YLIB" VIBI. EYlL "YSET" 
DEFINE F="QLIB" IPPL "F!llME" "FSET" 
DEFINE K= 1 "KNIME" 
DEFINE M= 1 "DIME" 

* IF("TTPE" EQ 0): *GO TO 300 
KS=PI.OD("KNIME" -1. F): DEFINE F=KS 

* LABEL 300 
ITF "NIME" "FSET"= ITT(I,F) 

• IDMD = TOC,IEI.I.("YLIB" DI.1T MISK MlSK MISK) 
*IF("IDMD" NE 0): *GOTO 400 

DEFINE D = "YLIB" DI.1T 
OMEG = SQI.T(E) 
DMPD = PI.OD(2.0 D OMEG) 

*LABEL 400 

"YCON" 
"YCON" 

!IEI.I.=TOC,IEI.I.("QLIB" ITMI "NIME" MlSK MlSK) 
* IF("IEI.I." EQ 0): *GO TO 600 

• *ClLL(TI.,I.EDM) 
* LABEL 600 

• • COMPUTE ("QLIB" STIT DISP "FSET" "YCON"): 

• !IEI.I.=TOC,IEI.I.("QLIB" STlT DISP "FSET" "VCON") 
* IF("IEI.I." EQ 0): *GO TO 700 
* IQT SSDL 

I.ESET SET="FSET",CON="VCON",QLIB="QLIB" 
* LABEL 700 

• *L18EL 1000 
*END 
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Runstream TR DISP 

The two TR DISP runstreams do the back transformation for displacements. 

TR DISP 1 performs the back transformation using the mode displacement method 

and TR DISP 2 uses the mode acceleration method. This naming convention is 

used for the other runstreams that perform the back transformation operation for 

other response quantities. The TR DISP runstreams and companion runstreams for 

velocities, accelerations, and stresses perform the back transformation at all time 

steps. Accordingly they are used only in the dynamic analysis of the initial model 

and not in the sensitivity analysis. 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR DISP 1) - BICK TRINSFOaMITIOH FOR DISPLICEMENTS 
$ MODE DISPLICEMENT METHOD 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
*IQTC IUS 

OUTLIB="QLIB": INLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE IDJK = "QLIB" SEL DISP 
DEFINE I = "VLIB" VIBR MODE "VSET" "VCON" 
TIIIT VMOD=SVTRIN(IDJK,I) 

*IQT DRI 
BICK(LRZ="BLKSIZE") 
T = +1. 0 "QLIB" TMIT VMOD : Y = "QLIB" QI 
Z= "QLIB" HIST DISP 
EIT = "QLIB" EIT DISP "FSET" 

*END 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR DISP 2) - BICK TRINSFOaMITION FOR JOINT DISPLICEMENTS 
• USING MODE lCCELERlTION METHOD 
$------------------------------------------------------------------• • TRINSIENT RESPONSE: BICK TRINSFORM FOR JOINT DISPLICEMENTS 
• IPPLICABLE FOR IPPLIED FORCE OR DISPLICEMENT EICITITION 
$ 
$ REGISTERS: QLIB, NIME, FSET, VCOH 
$ 
* IQT IUS 
! ID = TOC,IEU("QLIB" ITDI MISK MISK MISK) 

OUTLIB="QLIB": INLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE E = "VLIB" VIBR EViL 
ROMG = RECIP(E) 

= "QLIB" SEL DISP DEFINE IDJK 
DEFINE IS 
DEFINE I 

= "QLIB" STIT DISP "FSET" "VCON" 
= "VLIB" VIBR MODE 1 "VCON" 
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DEFINE DICC = TMIT DICC 
lOME = CBD(I,ROMG) 
TRIT DICC = SVTRIN(IDJK,IOME) 
TRIT DS = SVTRIN(IDJK,IS) 

*JNZ (ID, 30) 
• DUPING TEU 
! NJ = TOC,NJ("QLIB" ITDI ",SK ",SK MlSK) 
! NINJ = TOC,NINJ("QLIB" ITDI ",SK MlSK MlSK) 
*IF("NJ" NE "NINJ"): *GOTO 10 
• RODIL DUPING 

*GOTO 30 
*UBEL 10 

lORD = CBD(IOME,ITDI) 
TRIT DVEL = SVTRIN(IDJK.IOMD) 

• GENERIL DIRPING 

*UBEL 30 
* IQT DU 

TRIT DVEL = RPROD(DICC.ITDI) 

BICK(LRZ="BLKSIZE") 
T = +1. "QLIB" TRIT DS : T = "QLIB" I "NIME" "FSET" 

*IF("ID" EQ 0): T=-l. "QLIB" TMIT DVEL : T="QLIB" QI1 "NIME" "FSET" 
T = -1. "QLIB" TMIT DICC : T = "QLIB" QI2 "NIME" "FSET" 
Z = "QLIB" HIST DISP "FSET" 
EIT = "QLIB" EIT DISP "FSET" 

Runstream TR VELD 

.------------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR VELO 1) - BICK TRINSFORMITION FOR VELOCITIES 
• RODE DISPLICEMENT RETHOD 
.------------------------------------------------------------------
*IQTC IUS 

*IQT D&I 

OUTLIB="QLIB": INLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE IDJK = "QLIB" SEL VELO 
DEFINE I = "VLIB" VIBR MODE "VSET" "VCON" 
TRIT VVEL=SVTRIN(IDJK.I) 

BICK(LaZ="BLKSIZE") 
T = +1.0 "QLIB" TRIT VVEL : T = "QLIB" QI1 
Z= "QLIB" HIST VELO 
EIT = "QLIB" EIT VELO "FSET" 
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Runstream TR ACCE 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta JCCE 1) - BjCK TRlNSFOlXjTION FDa jCCELEajTIONS 
$ MODE DISPLACEMENT METHOD 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
*IQTC JUS 

*IQT DaI 

*OD 

OUTLIB="QLIB": INLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE IDJK = "QLIB" SEL JCCE 
DEFINE I = "YLIB" YIBa MODE "YSET" "YCON" 
TMjT YjCC=SYTajN(IDJK,I) 

BjCK(UZ="BLKSIZE") 
T = +1.0 "QLIB" TMjT YACC : T = "QLIB" QI2 
Z= "QLIB" HIST ACCE 
EIT = "QLIB" EIT JCCE "FSET" 
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Runstream TR STRESS 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR STRESS 1) 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ 
$ MODE DISPLACEMENT STRESS BACK TRANSFORMATION 
$ 
.IQT ES 

RESET OPER=T 
IDQ= "QLIB" SEL STRESS 
U = "YLIB" YIBR MODE 1 "YCON" l,"NMODE" 
T = "QLIB" TMAT YSTRE "FSET" 

.IQT DRI 
BACK(LRZ="BLKSIZE") 

T = +1. "QLIB" TMAT YSTRE "FSET" Y = "QLIB" QI "NAME" "FSET" 
Z = "QLIB" HIST STRESS "FSET" 
EIT = "QLIB" EIT STRESS "FSET" 

• END 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR STRESS 2) 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ 
$ TRANSIENT RESPONSE: BACK TRANSFORM FOR ELEMENT STRESSES 
$ APPLICABLE FOR APPLIED FORCE OR DISPLACEMENT EICITATION 
$ 
$ REGISTERS: QLIB, NAME, FSET, YCON 
$ 
• IQT AUS 

ID = TDC,IERR("QLIB" ITDI MASK MASK MASK) 
OUTLIB="QLIB": IHLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE E = "YLIB" VIBR EilL 
RDMG = RECIP(E) 
DEFINE IDJK 
DEFINE IS 
DEFINE I 

= "QLIB" SEL DISP 
= "QLIB" STAT DISP "FSET" "VCON" 
= "VLIB" VIBR MODE 1 "VCON" 

lOME = CBD(I,ROMG) 
.JNZ(ID,30) 
$ DAMPING TERM 
! NJ = TOC,NJ("QLIB" ITDI MASK MASK MASK) 
! NINJ = TOC,NINJ("QLIB" ITDI MASK M15K MASK) 
.IF("NJ" NE "NINJ"): .GOTO 10 
$ MODAL DAMPING 

.GOTO 30 

.UBEL 10 

IOMD = CBD(IOME,ITDI) 

$ GENERAL DAMPING 
10MD=CBR(IOME,ITDI) 

.UBEL 30 
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*IQT ES 
IlESET OPD=T 
IOQ = "QLIB" SEL SnESS 
U= "QLIB" STIT OISP "FSET" "'CON" 

*IF("IO" EQ 0): U= "QLIB" IOMO 
U= "QLIB" lOME : 

* IQT OI.I 
BICK(LB.Z="BLKSIZE") 

T = +1. "QLIB" TMlT SF T .. 
*IF("IO" EQ 0): T=-1. "QLIB" T"lT SO : T = 

T .. -1. "QLIB" T"lT SP T = 
Z = "QLIB" BIST SnE "FSET" 
EIT .. "QLIB" EIT SnE "FSET" 

* END 

T= "QLIB" TMlT SF 
T= "QLIB" TMIT SO 
T= "QLIB" TMIT SP 

"QLIB" I "NIME" "FSET" 
"QLIB" QI1 "NI"E" "FSET" 
"QLIB" QI2 "NI"E" "FSET" 
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Runstream TR ERROR 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta EnOl.) 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ 
$ THIS Pl.oCEDUB.E PI.INTS F1T1L EnOl. KESS1GES Fol. TBE Ta Pl.OCS. 
$ 
* IQT V3 

I.P2: NUMBER. OF FoRK1TS=10 
Fol.K l'(33Bl*** TB. F1T1L EB.B.oR: PRoC. NEB.B.= .14.1B •• I4) 
PI.INT(1) "PRoC" "NEn" 

* GO TO "PRoC" 
$ 
* LABEL PREP 
$ 

$ 

FORK l'(101.47B .BoTH (1PPL FoRC FSET) 1ND (lPPL KoTI FSET)/ 
, 101.46B11.E SPECIFIED IN QLIB. ONLY ONE IS PER.KITTED) 

FORK 2'(101.48BMEITHER. (lPPL FoRC FSET) Nol. (lPPL KoTI FSET)/ 
, 101.20BIS PI.ESENT IN QLIB) 

FORK 3'(101.47BVIBI. KoDE YSET YCoN IS NOT PRESENT IN YLIB) 
FORK 4'(101.47BVIBI. EY1L YSET YCoN IS NOT PRESENT IN YLIB) 
FORK 5'(101.43BTIKE N1KE FSET IS NOT PRESENT IN QLIB) 
Fol.K 6'(101.43BC1 N1KE FSET IS NOT PRESENT IN QLIB) 
PRINT ("NERR") 

* GO TO FINIS 
$ 
* LABEL FINIS 
* IQT Vl 
* SBoW 
* IQT DCU 

* IQT EIIT 
*END 

ToC 1: ToC "QLIB": ToC "YLIB" 
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Runstream TR RITZ 

This runstream calculates RWL vectors following equations (2.25) through 

(2.29). Then the reduced is system is optionally uncoupled by solving the reduced 

order eigenproblem. This runstream is substantially based on one written at EISI. 

.------------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR RITZ) 
.------------------------------------------------------------------
* IQT U1 

• ••• REGISTERS: MIIHZ, IFLIB, YLIB, MNIME, &MD, SCILE 

• * REGISTER STORE (29 REGISTER HOUSE 1 1) 
* REGISTER RETR (29 REGISTER HOUSE 1 1) 

!IERR=TOC IERR{1 IIY K MISK MISK) 
*OILIIE=O 
* IF{"IERR" EQ 0): *GO TO 109 
* IQT DRSI 
* LIBEL 109 
* IQT SSOL 

RESET QLIB="IFLIB" 
* IQT IUS 

• 
OUTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
DEFIlE M=1 "MNIME" 

• SCILE THE FIRST VECTOR 

• DEFIlE I="IFLIB" STlT DISP 1 MlSK 1 
MI=PROD{M,I) 
ITMI=ITT{I,MI) 
RECI=RECI(ITMI) 
SC1L=SQRT{RECI) 
11 RITZ YECT=CBD{I,SCIL) 
DEFI RITZ=11 RITZ YECT 
12 MI=PROD{M,RITZ) 
!ISET=TOC NBLOCKS{"IFLIB" STIT DISP 1 MlSK) 
!1=ISET-1: !11=1 : !12=0 

* IF ("I" EQ 0): *GO TO 104 

• • M-ORTHOIORMILIZE YECTORS 2 THROUGH ISET 

• * LIBEL 106 
!11=11+1: !12=12+1 
DEFI U="IFLIB" STIT DISP 1 MISK "11" 
DEFI MI=12 MI MlSK MlSK MlSK 1 "12" 
ITMU=ITT(MI,U) 
DEFI 1=11 RITZ VECT MlSK MISK 1 "12" 
I=CBR(I,ITMU) 
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U1=S1JJI(U. -1. 1) 
IIU=PI.OD(II.U1) 
UTIIU=ITTD(U1.1IU) 
I.EC I =I.EC I (UTIIU) 
SC1L=SQI.T(I.ECI) 
YECT=CBD(U1.SC1L) 
11 I.ITZ YECT-UNION.U(VECT) 
TEIIP=PI.OD(II.YECT) 
12 III =UNION.U(TEIIP) 

• JGZ -1 (N 106) 
• LiBEL 104 
• IQT DCU 

lB.1SE 10 
! NDO=NIID-NSET: !SET=NSET+1: !SET1=NSET 
• IF ("NDO" LE 0): .GO TO 1002 
• IQT lUS 

T1BLE(NJ=1): 13 SCALE 
J=1: "SC1LE" 

• • GENlB.ATE I.EIIAINING YECTOI.S OI.THONOI.MAL TO STATIC SOLUTION I.ITZ VECTOI.S 

• 
• LiBEL 1000 
• IQT AUS 

OUTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
DEFINE M=1 "IINAME" 
DEFINE 1=11 I.ITZ VECT MJ.SK IIASK "SET1" 
TEIIP=P10D(M.I) 
NOlM=NOlM(TEMP) 
DEFI SCALE=13 SCALE 
lPPL FOI.C=CBD(NOlM.SCALE) 

• IF("SET1" EQ "NSET"): .GO TO 108 
12 III=UNION.U(TEIIP) 

• L1BEL 108 
• IQT SSOL 

I.ESET QLIB=10 
• IQT AUS 

OUTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
DEFI U=STAT DISP 
DEFI 111=12 III IIASK IIASK MASK 1 "SET1" 
ITIIU=ITT(III.U) 
DEFI 1=11 lITZ VECT M1SK M1SK 1 "SET 1 " 
A=CB1(I.ITMU) 
U1=SUM(U, -1. A) 
DEFI 11=1 "IIN1ME" 
IIU=P10D(M,U1) 
UTMU=ITTD(U1,IIU) 
I.EC I =I.EC I (UTIIU) 
SC1L=SQRT(RECI) 
YECT=CBD(U1,SCAL) 
11 RITZ YECT=UNION,U(VECT) 
!SIT1=SET: !SET=SIT+1 
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* IQT DCtJ 
EUSE 10 

* JGZ,-1(NDO,1000) 
* liBEL 1002 
*IF("DI.FOIUIIT" EQ DUG): *GOTO 10020 
* IQT ItJS 

DEFI 1=11 I.ITZ YECT 
"YLIB" VIBI. 1I0DE 1 l=OION(I) 

TIBLE(NI=l,NJ="NIID") : VIBI. EVIL 
*I.ETtJB.H 
*LiBEL 10020 
* IQT ItJS 

OtJTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
DEFINE K=l K: DEFI 11=1 "MNIME" 
DEFINE 1=11 I.ITZ YECT 
IJCODE=10000 
!HMODE=NIID 
KI=PI.OD(K,I): STN K 10000 "NMODE" = ITTS(I,KI) 
MI=PI.OD(M,I): STN M 10000 "NMODE" = ITTS(I,MI) 

ZEl.o=NMODE-l 
* JZ (ZEI.O,1003) 
*IQT DCtJ 

ToC 10 
* IQT SHP 

I.ESET SOtJB.CE=10, DEST=10, FI.Q2="MlIHZ" 
* JGZ (ZERO,1004) 
* liBEL 1003 
* IQT ItJS 

OtJTLIB=10: IHLIB=10 
!K=DS 2 1 1(10 STN K MISK MISK) 
!M=DS 2 1 1(10 STN M MISK MISK) 
!EVlL=K/M 
TIBLE(NI=l,NJ=l): STS EYEC: J=l: 1.0 
TIBLE(NI=l,NJ=l): STS EYIL: J=l: "EYIL" 

* liBEL 1004 
* IQT ItJS 

OtJTLIB=10: IHLIB=10 
DEFINE E=STS EYEC 
DEFI 1=11 I.ITZ YECT 
I OI.TH 1 l=CBI.(I,E) 
DEFINE 1=1 OI.TH 1 1 
"YLIB" VIBI. MODE 1 l=OION(I) 
DEFINE E=STS EYIL 
"YLIB" VIBI. EVIL 1 l=OION(E) 
"YLIB" VIBI. HZ 1 1=SQI.T(.0263303 E) 

*ONLINE=l 
* IQT DCtJ 

PB.INT "YLIB" VIBI. HZ 1 1 
* IQT tJl 
* I.EGISTER I.ETI. (29 I.EGISTER HOtJSE 1 1) 
*END 
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Runstream TR REDM 

This is a utility runstream for generating the reduced equations given a set 

of basis vectors. Depending on the input register DRFORMAT the equations can be 

coupled or uncoupled. If the equations are uncoupled, it is assumed that ~TM~ 

is the identity matrix and ~TK~ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues along 

the diagonal. 

$--------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR REDM) - FOIX REDUCED K lND M MITRICES FOR TRINSIENT RESP. 

$--------------------------------------------------------------
$ 
$ REGISTERS: 
$ 
$ 
$ 

• • • 

DRFO = 'FULL, 'RITZ, OR 'DI1G 
NMODE = HUMBER OF MODES 
MNIME = MISS MITRII NIME 
VLIB = LIBRIRY FOR VIBR1TION1L MODES lND FREQS 
QLIB = DESTINITION LIBRIRY FOR MITRICES 

*IQTC IUS 
OUTLIB="QLIB" 
DEFINE I = "VLIB" VIBR MODE 1 1 1,"NKODES" 
DEFINE E = "VLIB" VIBR EVIL 1 1 
DEFINE DIMP = 1 DIMP SPIR 
DEFINE DMPD = 1 DMPD 

IDSP = TOC,IERR(1 DIMP SPIR MISK M1SK) 
! IDMD = TOC,IERR(1 DMPD MISK MISK M1SK) 
! DRFO 
*IF("DRFO" NE FULL): *GOTO 100 

• • FULL MITRICES, I IS 1 SET OF EIGENVECTORS 

• ! N = NMODES 
! 1=1 
T1BLE(NI="NMODES",NJ="NKODES") ITMI 

*LABEL 10 
1="1" : J="I" : 1.0 

! I = I + 1 
*JGZ, -1(1,10) 

! N = NMODES 
! 1=1 
T1BLE(NI="NMODES",NJ="NMODES") ITKI 

*LABEL 20 
! K = DS,"I",1,1("VLIB" VIBR EVIL 1 1) 
1="1" : J="I" : "K" 

! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(N,20) 
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.ll("ID5P" IfE 0): .GOTO 86 
OUTL=22 : 11fL1=22 
DI = PIDD(D1MP,I) 
"QLlB" ITDI = ITT(I,DI) 

.L1BEL 86 

.ll("IDMD" IfE 0): .I.ETlJILIf 
! If = IfMODE5 : ! I = 1 
.Il("IDSP" IfE 0): TlBLE(IfI="IfMODES",IfJ="IfMODES") 

.U("IDSP" EQ 0): TlBLE,U : "QLlB" ITDI 

.L1BEL 90 
! D = D5,"I",1,1("YLIB" DMPD M1SK M15K M1SK) 
1="1" : J="I" : "D" 

! I = I + 1 
.JGZ,-1(If,90) 
·I.ETlJILIf 
.L1BEL 100 

• • lULL REDUCED M1TI.ICE5 (I NOT EIGENVECTORS) 

• .U("DRFO" NE RITZ): .GOTO 200 
OUTLIB=22 : IIfLIB=22 
DEFIIfE I = 1 K 5Pl1. 
DEFINE M = 1 "MR1ME" 
KI = PI.OD(K,I) 
MI = PI.OD(M,I) 
"QLlB" ITKI = ITT(I,KI) 
"QLlB" ITMI = ITT(I,MI) 

.IF( "IDSP" IfE 0): .GOTO 130 
OUTL=22 : IIfLI=22 
DI = PI.OD(D1MP,I) 
"QLlB" ITDI = ITT(I,DI) 

.L1BEL 130 

.IF("IDMD" IfE 0): .I.ETUI.If 
! If = If MODES : ! I = 1 

"QLIB" ITDI 

.IF("ID5P" IfE 0): T1BLE(IfI="IfMODES",IfJ="IfMODES") 

.IF("ID5P" EQ 0): TlBLE,U : "QLlB" ITDI 
"QLIB" lTD I 

.L1BEL 140 

! D = DS,"I",1,1("YLlB" DMPD M1SI M1SK M1SK) 
1="1" : J="I" : "D" 

! I .. I + 1 
.JGZ,-1(If,140) 
·I.ETUI.If 
.L1BEL 200 

• • SIMPLE DllGON1L C1SE (I EIGElfYECTOI.S) 

• TlBLE(IfI=1,NJ="NMODE5") : ITKI TRlN(SOUl.=E} 
T1BLE(IfI=1,IfJ="IfMODES") : ITMI J=1, "If MODES" 1. 0 

.IF("IDSP" IfE o}: .GOTO 210 
OUTL=22 : INLI=22 
DI = PI.OD(D1MP,I} 
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"QLIB" ITDI = ITTD(I,DI) 
*UBEL 210 
*IF("IDIID" NE 0): *llETURN 
! N = NIIODES : ! I = 1 
*IF("IDSP" NE 0): T1BLE(NI=1,NJ="NIIDDES") 
*IF("IDSP" EQ 0): T1BLE,O : "QLIB" lTDI 
*UBEL 220 
! D = DS,"I",1,1C"YLIB" DIIPD IIlSK IIlSK 1I1SK) 
1=1 : J="I" : "D" 

! 1 = 1 + 1 
*JGZ,-1(Ii,220) 
*llETURN 
*END 

"QLIB" ITDI 
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Runstream TR PLOT 

This is a utility runstream for producing plots of response quantities as a func

tion of time. Its use is demonstrated in the stepped beam example runstream. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TB. PLOT) 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
*XQT U1 
$ 
$ PLOTS TB.1NSIENT. TIME HISTORT D1Tl PRODUCED BT DR/TB.1 
$ 
*REGISTEa EXCEPTIONS TLIB 
*REGISTER STORE ("TLIB" TB. REG 1 1) 
*REGISTEa RETB.EIYE("TLIB" TB. REG 1 1) 
$ DEF1ULT REGISTER lSSIGNMENTS 

INLIB=1 
IDJK = 'NOHE 
IDQ = 'NONE 
TN1ME = 'DISP 
N3 = 1 
TITLE = 'TITLE 
ID = 1 
OPT=O 

*D1Tl.0PT(TRPLOT OPTIONS) 
$ 

NS1 = TOC.NI("INLIB" HIST "TN1ME"" N3" M1SK) 
W1 = TOC,WDS("INLIB" HIST "TN1ME" "N3" M1SK) 
NBLK = TOC.NBLOCKS("INLIB" HIST "TN1ME" "N3" M1SK) 
NJBL = TOC.NJ("INLIB" HIST "TN1ME" "N3" M1SK) 
NS1 : ! W1 : ! NBLK : ! NJBL 
HSTE=W1/NS1 
NPPT=NSTE 
DT=DS,1,1,1C"INLIB" DT M1SK MlSK M1SK) $ TIME STEP 
TIDQ = TOC.IED("INLIB" SEL "IDQ" MlSK MlSK) 
TIDJ = TOC.IED("INLIB" SEL "IDJK" MlSK MlSK) 
TTlT = TOC.IED("INLIB" "TITLE" M1SK M1SK M1SK) 

*ONLIHE=O 
*IQT lUS 

$ 

T1BLE(NI=1.NJ="HPPT") "TLIB" IT1B 
DD1Tl="DT" 
J=1,"NPPT" : 0.0 

$ LOOP OlEa lLL RESPONSE QU1NTITIES 
$ 

NJLS = 1-NBLK*NJBL + NSTE $ NJ OF L1ST BLOCK 
KBLK = NBLK - 1 
DBLS = KBLK*NJBL 
JBLK = KBLK 
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NSlll = NSl - 1 
SBlSE = 0 
NJLS 
11=1 : ! Nl=NSl 

*LiBEL 
DEFINE I = "IRIB" BIST "TRIIIE" "N3" 1 l,"JBLK" 
TIBLE(NJ="NSTE") : "TLIB" ITIB IUS "11" 

Ll 

*lZ(KBLK .L2) 
HIN(SOU&=I,SBIS="SBIS".SSKIP="NSlll",ILIM=l.JLIII="NJBL") 

*LiBEL L2 
DEFINE I = "IRIB" BIST "TRIIIE" "N3" 1 "NBLK"."NBLK" 
TIBLE,U : "TLIB" ITIB IUS "11" 
TRIN(SOU&=I.SBIS="SBIS",SSKIP="NSM1",ILIII=l,JLIII="NJLS",DBIS="DBLS") 

! SBISE = SBISE + 1 
! 11=11+1 
*JGZ.-l(Nl.Ll) 

• • GENERITE IN I,I PLOT FOR EICB RESPONSE QUINTITY 

• *ONLINE=l 
*IQT PIT 

RESET DEVICE=IIETI 
RESET NDEV=4014 
FONT lRUII=l FONT lRUII=l 
FONT ILIB=l : FONT ILIB=l 
FONT TElT=l 
I = "TLIB" ITIB 
ILIBEL' TIllE (SECONDS) 

*JNZ(TIDJ,110) 
TLFOl.JIlT,72> 
'(4B J =.I2,9B JOINT = ,I6.8B COIIP = .I2.8B BIST = .14.6B ID = .16) 

*LiBEL 110 
*JNZ(TIDQ.120) 
TLFORMlT,72> 

'(4B J= ,I2.11.14.6B GRP= .12,68 IND= .16,78 COMP= ,14,68 ID= ,16) 
*LABEL 120 
11IIS=3,6,10 
11IIS=4,6.10 
TPOS=O.O 

! 11=1 : ! Nl=NSl 
*JNZ(TTIT.L3) 

TEIT = "TITLE" 
*LABEL 

IDVINCE 
BOUNDIRIES = .01 .99 .04 .1 

*JNZ(TTIT,L4) 
PLOT TElT 

*LiBEL 
BOUNDIRIES=.Ol .99 .16 .86 
I = "TLIB" ITIB IUS "11" 

*JNZ{TIDJ,210) 

L3 

L4 
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! JOINT = DS,1,"11",1("INLIB" SEL "IDJK" MISK M1SK) 
! COMP = DS,2,"I1",1("INLIB" SEL "IDJK" MISK M1SK) 
TLIBEL "11" "JOIHT" "COMP" "TH1ME" "ID" 

*L1BEL 210 
*JHZ(TIDQ,220) 

ENIME = DS,1,"11",1("INLIB" SEL "IDQ" MISK M1SK) 
EGIlP = DS,2,"I1",1("INLIB" SEL "IDQ" MISK M1SK) 
EINDI = DS,3,"I1",1("IHLIB" SEL "IDQ" MISK M1SK) 
ECOMP = DS,4,"I1",1("INLIB" SEL "IDQ" MISK M1SK) 

TLIBEL "11" "EN1ME" "EGIlP" "EINDI" "ECOMP" "ID" 
*L1BEL 220 
INIT 
PLOT CUB., 

! 11=11+1 
*JGZ,-1(N1,L3) 
*IQT U1 
*B.EGISTEI. B.ETl.IEYE ("TLIB" TI. I.EG 1 1) 
*F&EE "TLIB" 
*I.ETUI.H 
* END 
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Runstream TR VECTORS 

This runstream generates basis vectors by calling the system eigensolver, or 

calling runstream TR RITZ, or using the static mode method, or by other experi

mental techniques . . ------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR.VECTOBS) - COMPUTE VECTOBS FOR USE II DYN1MIC lH1LYSIS 

.--------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT lUS 
R .. RIGID(l} 
CR = PROD("MN1ME".R} 
Z = HDDP.i(CR} 

! NODP = DS.l.l.l(l Z lUS 1 1) 
! NODF 
*IF("METBOD" HE MODE}: *GOTO 100 
*IQT E4 

RESET NMODES="HMODES" 
RESET M="MN1ME" 
RESET IDDF="HDDF" 
RESET CONV="CONV" 

*DC1LL.OPT(E4 P1R1METERS) 
*GOTO 200 

• *L1BEL 100 
*IF("METBOD" HE RITZ}: *GOTO 105 

MllHZ = 1.03E+l0 
HMD = HMODES 
SCALE = 1.0 
lFLIB = 1 
VLIB = 1 

*DC1LL(n RITZ } 
*GOTO 200 

• *L1BEL 105 
*IF("METHOD" IE OLD): *GOTO 110 
*IQT DCU 

COPY 3 1 VIBR MODE 
COPY 3 1 VIBR EV1L 

*GOTO 200 
*L1BEL 110 
*IF("METBOD" HE OHES}: *GOTO 115 
*DC1LL(TEST HEB3) 
*GOTO 200 
*L1BEL 115 
*IF("METHOD" HE SUT}: *GOTO 120 
*IQT E4 

RESET HMODES="HMODES" 
RESET M="MH1ME" 
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I.ESET lIDDF="NDDF" 
I.ESET CONY="CONV" 

*DC1LL.OPT(E4 P11.1METEl.S) 
*IQT DI.SI 
*IQT SSOL 
• 0l.THOGOGON1LIZE ST1TIC SOLUTION 1ND 1PPEND TO SET OF MODE SHIPES 
*DCJLL(n.GI.JM) 
• MIKE THE YECTOI.S 0l.THOGON1L WITH I.ESPECT TO BOTH KIND M 
*DCJLL(n DUG) 
*IQT VPJ,T 

PUNT S1 IUS 
*IQT DCU 

TOC 1 
PI.INT 1 YIBI. EY1L 

*LlBEL 120 
*IF("KETHOD" NE UKOT): *GO TO 200 
*IQT !US 

Z = NDDF.1.2(CI.) 
*IQT DI.SI 

I.ESET CON=2 
*IQT IUS 

UDF = 1 
SSPI.EP(K.2) 

*IQT DCU 
CH1NGE 1 BNF M1SK M1SK M1SK YIBI. MODE 1 1 

• UNCOUPLE THE SYSTEK 
*DCJLL(n.DUG) 
• END OF METHODS OPTIONS 
*LlBEL 200 
* END 
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Runstream TR GRAM 

This is a utility runstream for performing a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 

of a set of vectors. 

$--------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ti,GaIM) - PERFORM GaIM-SCHMIDT paOCESS TO M-OaTHOGONILIZE 
$ STIT DISP WITH aESPECT TO VIBa MODE IND THEN 
$ aEPLICE THE LIST VIBa MODE WITH THE NEW VECToa 

$--------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT IUS 
! KKM1 = KKODES - 1 
DEFINE I = VIBa MODE 1 1 1,"KKM1" 
DEFINE S = STIT DISP 1 1 
DEFINE M = "DIME" 
INLIB=10 : OUTLIB=10 

$ OaTHOGONILIZE THE STITIC SOLUTION WITH aESPECT TO THE MODE SHIPES 
MI = PaOD(M,I) 
ITMS = ITT(MI,S) 
I = CBa(I,lTMS) 
S1 = SUM(S, -1.0 I) 

$ NOW SCILE THE VECToa 
MS = paOD(M,S1) 
STMS = ITT(S1,MS) 

! STMS = DS,1,1.1(10 STMS IUS 1 1): STMS = STMS**.6 
TEMP MODE 1 1 = UNION("STMS" S1.1) 

*IQT DCU 
CHINGE 10 TEMP MODE 1 1 VIBa MODE 1 1 
COPT 10 1 VIBa MODE 1 1 

*DELETE 10 
*END 

STMS = 1. O/STMS 
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Runstream SEllS DVUP 

This is a utility runstream for updating the design variable registers based on 

the data sets X ADS and XllAME ADS. It is always called immediately before calling 

model so the current values of the design variables are available for use. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (SENS DVUP) - UPDITE DESIGN VIRIIBLE REGISTERS FROM DITISET 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT U1 
! N = TOC,NJ(1 INIME IDS 1 1) 
! 1=1 
*LlBEL 10 

DIME = DS,1,"I",1(1 INIME IDS 1 1) 
RVIL = DS,1,"I",1(1 I IDS 1 1) 
"DIME" = "RVIL" 
"DIME" 
I = I + 1 

*JGZ,-1(N,10) 
*END 
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Runstream TR DXDV 1 

The TR DXDV n runstreams implement the different sensitivity methods. The 

structure of all these runstreams is similar. In each case there is a loop over the 

designated design variables and sensitivities of the required response quantities at 

the set of critical points are calculated. Within this loop there is at least one call 

to runstream MODEL to form a perturbed design, a call to form a set of new reduced 

equations, and a call to processor DRX to integrate the reduced equations in time. 

Runstream TR DXDV 1 implements the forward difference method with either fixed 

or updated basis vectors. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR DIDY 1) - CILCULITES DERIYITIYES OF TRINSIENT RESPONSE 
$ USING THE FORWIRD DIFFERENCE OPERITOR IND 
$ EITHER FIlED OR UPDITED MODES 
$ UPDITE HISTORT 
$ 6/28/88 WBG - MODIFIED FOR YELO, ICCE, STRESSES 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT Ul 
*REGISTER STORE(l DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*REGISTER RETRIEYE(l DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*RGI 

FDCH = .001 
FDMCH = .0001 
ILIB = 6 
OPT = 0 
RLIB = 14 
DRMETHOD=O 
DIMD=UPDlTED 

*DCILL,OPT(DIDY PIRIMETERS) 
*SHOW 
*DCILL(TR,DPREP) 
$ 
$ LOOP OVER ILL DESIGN YARIABLES 
$ 

NDY = TOC,NJ(l I ADS 1 1) 
! NCNT = NDY 
! IDY = 1 
*UBEL 10 
*IQT Ul 
! IFLG = DS,l,"IDY",l(l IFLG ADS 1 1) 
*JZ(IFLG,100) 
*LIBS "ILIB" 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 
*IQT DCU 

COPT "ILIB" 1 INA ME ADS 1 1 
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*IQT U3 
B.P2 
FORKAT 1'(1R1,20I,41BBEGINNING SENSITIVITT CALCULATION. DV NO.,I3) 
PB.INT(1) "IDV" 

*IQT AUS 
DEFINE I = "ILIB" I ADS 1 1 
TiBLE(NI=1,NJ="NDV") : I ADS 1 1 
J=1,"NDV" : 1.0 
J="IDV" : "FDCR" 
TJ.iN(SOUJ.CE=I, OPEl.ATION=MULT) 

• CRECK roB. TOO SMALL A STEP 
! I = DS,1,"IDV",1{"ILIB" I ADS 1 1) 
! DI = FDCR*I 
*IF{"DI" GT "FDCHJII"): *GOTO 20 
! DI = FDMCR 
! I = I + FDMCR 
TABLE,U : I ADS 1 1 
OPEl. = ISUM 
J="IDV" : "I" 

*LiBEL 20 
*CiLL(SENS,DVUP) 
• FORK PEl.TUJ.BED MODEL 
*ONLINE=O 
*DCALL(MODEL) 
* ONLINE= 1 
*IQT DCU 

COPT "ILIB" 1 TIME 
COPT "ILIB" 1 CA 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DMPD 

*IF("DIMD" NE FIlE): *GOTO 30 
COPT "ILIB" 1 VIBB. MODE 

*DCiLL(TJ.,DIiG) 
*GO TO 40 
*LiBEL 30 
*Ir("DIMD" NE UPDA): *GOTO 40 
*DCALL(TJ.,VECTOB.S) 
*LiBEL 40 
*IQT AUS 

DEFINE I = VIBB. MODE 1 1 1,"NMODES" 
DEFINE F = APPL FOJ.C 1 
ITF = ITT{I,F) 

*DCALL(TJ.,B.EDM) VLIB=1 
*IQT DJ.I 

DTEI{DT="DT",METHOD="DRKETROD",NTEl.MS="NTEJ.MS") 
TJ.l{QILIB=1,QI1L=1,QI2L=1,T2="T2",LB="BLKSIZE") 

*DCiLL{TJ.,DBACK 1) 

• • COMPUTE DEl.IViTIVES USING FOB.WiB.D DIFFEl.ENCE OPEJ.ATOB. 

• OVDl = 1.0/Dl 
MOVD = - OVDl 
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! I = 1 : ! I = IBCK 
*LIBS 1 2 3 4 6 e 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 17 18 19 20 
*LABEL 80 
*IQT IUS 
! IfII = DS,"I",l,l(l BICK LIST 1 1) 
! lEU = TOC,IEU(l SEL "1fII" KASK KASK) 
*JNZ(IEU,90) 
DEFIlE CPl = "ILIB" CllPT "NK" 
DEFIlE CPO = CB.PT "NK" 
DIDY "1fII" "IDY" = SUK("OYDI" CPl "KOVD" CPO) 

*IQT DCU 
PB.IIT 1 DIDV "1fII" "IDV" 

*LABEL 90 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(R,80) 
EllISE "ILIB" 
*LABEL 100 

! IDY = IDV + 1 
*JGZ,-1(NCIT,10) 

• *IQT Ul 
*B.EGISTER B.ETB.IEVE(l DIDY B.EGISTEB.S 1 1) 
*B.ETUU 
*END 
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Runstream TR DIDV 3 

This runstream implements the fixed mode semi-analytical sensitivity method. 

Depending on the call to runstream TR DBACK either the mode displacement or 

mode acceleration method is used to recover the physical sensitivities. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta DIDY 3) - CILCULITES DERIYITIYES OF TRINSIENT RESPONSE 
$ SEKI-INILTTICILLT 

$----------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT U1 
*REGISTER STORE(1 DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*REGISTER RETRIEYE(1 DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*RGI 

FDCH = .001 
FDKCH = .0001 
ILlB = 5 
OPT = 0 
RLlB = 14 
DRMETHOD=O 

*DCILL,OPT(DIDY PIRIKETERS) 
*SHOW 
$ 
$ INITIILIZITION FOR DERIYITIYE CILCULITIONS 
$ 
*DClLL(Ta,DPREP) 
*IQT U1 
$ 
$ LOOP OVER ILL DESIGN VIRIIBLES 
$ 

NDY = TOC,NJ(1 I IDS 1 1) 
! NCNT = NDV 
! IDV = 1 
*LiBEL 10 
*LIBS "ILIB" 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
*IQT U1 
! IFLG = DS,1,"IDY",1("ILlB" IFLG IDS 1 1) 
*JZ(IFLG,100) 
*IQT DCU 

COPT "ILlB" 1 INIKE IDS 1 1 
*IQT U3 
RP2 
FORKIT 1'(1H1,20I,41HBEGINNING SENSITIYITY CILCULITION. DV NO.,I3) 
PRINT(1) "IDY" 

*IQT IUS 
DEFINE I = "ILlB" I IDS 1 1 
TIBLE(NI=l,NJ="NDY") : I IDS 1 1 
J=1, "NDV" : 1. 0 
J="IDV" : "FDCH" 
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TllN(SOuaCE=I, OPER1TION=MULT) 
• CHECK FOR TOO SM1LL 1 STEP 
! I = DS,l,"IDY",l("ILIB" I IDS 1 1) 
! DI = FDCH.I 
.IF("DI" GT "FDCD"): .GOTO 20 
! DI = FDMCH 
! I = I + POMCH 
T1BLE,O : I IDS 1 1 
OPER = ISOM 
J="IDY" : "I" 

.L1BEL 20 

.C1LL(SUS,DYOP) 
• FORM PERTURBED MODEL 
.ONLINE=O 
.DC1LL(MODEL) 
.0NLINE=1 
.IQT lOS 

DEFINE I = "ILIB" YIBR MODE 1 1 l,"NMODES" 
DEFINE KO = "ILIB" K SPAR 
DEFINE K1 = K SPAR 
DEFINE 110 = "ILIB" "!lM1ME" 
DEFINE Ml = "MN1ME" 
DEFINE DO = "ILIB" D1MP SPAR 
DEFINE Dl = D1MP SPAR 
DEFINE FO = "ILIB" lPPL FORC 1 
DEFINE Fl = lPPL FORC 1 

IDSP = TOC,IED(l DlMP SPAR M1SK 
! OYDI = 1.0/DI 
! MOYD = -OYDI 

DKDY = SOM("OYDI" Kl "MOYD" KO) 
DMDV .. SOM("OVDI" Ml "MOYD" MO) 
DFDY = SOM("OYDI" Fl "MOVD" FO) 

M1SK) 

.IF("IDSP" EQ 0): DDDY = SOM("OVDI" Dl "MOYD" DO) 
DKI = PROD(DKDY,I) 
DMI = PROD(DMDY,I) 

.IF("IDSP" EQ 0): DDI = PROD(DDDV,I) 
RDKI = ITT(I,DKI) 
aDMI = ITT(I,DMI) 

.U("IDSP" EQ 0): aDDI = ITT(I,DDI) 
ITF lOS = ITT(I,DFDV) 

.IQT DCO 
COPT "ILIB" 1 TIME 
COPT "ILIB" 1 Cl 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DT lOS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DUI lOS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DCON lOS • CONST1NTS FOR NEWMARK METHOD 

• • FORM THE RIGHT-HIND-SIDE PSEUDO L01D VECTOR 

• .IQT DR! 
B1CK (LRZ="BLKSIZE" ,PRINT=O) 
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T = -1.0 JLDJlI : Y = "ILIB" QI2 IUS 
.IF("IDSP" EQ 0): T = -1.0 JLDDI : Y = "ILIB" Ql1 IUS 
T = -1.0 JLDKI : Y = "ILIB" QI IUS 
Z = FB IUS 

.IQT DB.l 
n1(QILIB=1.Ql1LIB=1.QI2LIB=1.T2="T2".FHLIB=1.LB="BLKSIZE") 

• • BICK nlRSFOaJI FOR NECESSIRY SENSITIVITIES OF PHYSICIL 
• QUINTITIES 

• .DCILL(n.DBICK.4) 
.IQTC DCU 

EUSE 1 
.LlBEL 100 
! IDV = IDV + 1 
.JGZ.-l(NCNT.l0) 

• .LIBS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
.IQT U1 
.REGISTER RETRIEVE(1 DIDV REGISTERS 1 1) 
.RETURN 
·END 

--------~-~ 
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----------

Runstream TR DXDV 5 

This runstream implements the overall central difference method using either 

fixed or updated basis vectors. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta DIDY 6) - C1LCUL1TES DEaIY1TIYES OF TalNSIENT aESPONSE 
$ USING TWO POINT CENTalL DIFFEaENCE OPEalTOa 
$ WITH UPD1TED oa FIlED MODES 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT U1 
*aEGISTEa SToaE(1 DIDY aEGISTEaS 1 1) 
*aEGISTEa aETaIEYE(1 DIDY aEGISTEaS 1 1) 
*aGI 

FDCB = .001 
FDMCB = .0001 
ILIB = 6 
YLIB = 6 
OPT = 0 
llIB = 14 
DaMETHOD=O 
DIMD=UPDlTED 

*DC1LL,OPT(DIDY PlalMETEaS) 
*SBOW 
$ 
$ INITllLIZ1TION FDa DEaIY1TIYE C1LCUL1TIONS 
$ 
*DClLL(Ta,DPaEP) 
$ 
$ LOOP OVEa lLL DESIGN V1RI1BLES 
$ 

NDY = TOC,NJ(1 I lDS 1 1) 
! NCNT = NDV 
! IDY = 1 
*UBEL 10 
*IQT Ul 
! IFLG = DS,1,"IDY",l(1 IFLG lDS 1 1) 
*JZ(IFLG,100) 
*XQT U3 

RP2 
FORK1T 1'(lBl,20X,41BBEGINNING SENSITIVITY C1LCUL1TION. DY NO.,I3) 
paINT(l) "IDY" 

*LIBS "XLIB" 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 
*IQT lUS 

IS = 1 

! NST = 2 
! SIGN = 1.0 
$ 
$ DO lN1LYSIS FDa BOTB POSITIVE lND NEG1TIVE STEPS 
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• .L1BEL 16 
.IQT DCU 

COPT "ILIB" 1 IIUME IDS 1 1 
.IQT IUS 

DEFINE I = "ILIB" I IDS 1 1 
TIBLE(NI=I,NJ="NDV") : I IDS 1 1 
TUN(SOlJllCE=I) 

• DIFFElENCE IPPROPRIITE DESIGN VIRIIBLE 
! I = DS,I,"IDV",I("ILIB" I IDS 1 1) 
! DI = FDCB.I 
.IF("DI" GT "FDCBM"): .GOTO 20 
! DI = FDMCB 
.LlBEL 20 
! I = DI.SIGN + I 
TIBLE,U : I IDS 1 1 
OPIR = ISUM 
J="IDV" : "I" 

.CILL(SENS,DVUP) 
• FOaM PERTuaBED MODEL 
.ONLINE=O 
.DClLL(MODEL) 
.0NLINE=1 
.IQT DCU 

COPT "ILIB" 1 TIME 
COPT "ILIB" 1 Cl 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DMPD 

.U("DIMD" NE FIlE): .GOTO 30 
COPT "ILIB" 1 VIBR MODE 

.DCILL(TB..DUG) 

.GO TO 40 

.L1BEL 30 

.U("DIMD" NE UPDI): .GOTO 40 

.DCILL(TR.VECTORS) 

.L1BEL 40 

.IQT IUS 
DEFINE I = VIBR MODE 1 1 1."NMODES" 
DEFINE F = IPPL FORC 1 
ITF = ITT(I,F) 

.DCILL(Tl.1EDM) VLIB=1 

.IQT DlI 
DTEI(DT="DT".METHOD="DaMETBOD".NTEaMS="NTERMS") 
TR1(QILIB=I.T2="T2".QI1LIB=I,QI2LIB=I,LB="BLKSIZE") 

.DCILL(Tl,DBICK 1) 
! SIGN = -1.0 
.LIBS "TLIB" 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 i 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 Ii 20 
.JGZ.-l(NST.16) 

• • COMPUTE DE1IVlTIVES USING CENTRIL DIFFERENCE OPEllTOR 

• ! TWDI = 2.0.DI 
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oYDI .. 1.0/TWI 
MoYD = - oYDI 
I = 1: I = IBCK 

*LIBS 1 2 3 4 5 e 7 8 ~ 10 11 12 13 14 15 1e 17 18 1~ 20 
*UBEL 80 
*IQT IUS 
! 1M = DS,"I",1,1(1 BICK LIST 1 1) 
! lED = TOC,IED(1 SEL "1M" MISK MISK) 
*JIZ(IED,~O) 

DEFIlE CP1 = "ILIB" CDT "1M" 
DEFIlE CPO = "nIB" CRPT "1M" 
DIDY "1M" "IDY" = SUM("oYDI" CP1 "MoYD" CPO) 

*IQT DCU 
PRINT 1 DIDY "1M" "IDY" 

*UBEL ~O 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(I,80) 
ERISE "ILIB" 
ERISE "ILIB" 
*LlBEL 100 
! IDY = ID' + 1 
*JGZ,-1(ICIT ,10) 

• *IQT U1 
*REGISTER RETRIE'E(1 DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*RET1JJlN 
*EHD 
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---- --- --~- --------

Runstream TR DXDV 6 

This runstream implements the semi-analytical method with non-zero dip / dx. 

The called procedure TR DPHI determines how the basis vector derivatives are cal

culated. 

$---------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta DIDV 8) - CALCULATES DERIVATIVES OF TaANSIENT aESPONSE 
$ SEMI-ANALYTICALLY BUT WITH THE EFFECT OF CRANGING 
$ MODES INCLUDED 

$----------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT Ul 
*aEGISTEa SToaE(l DIDV aEGISTEaS 1 1) 
*aEGISTER aETaIEVE(l DIDY aEGISTEaS 1 1) 
*aGI 

FDCR = .001 
FDMCR = .0001 
ILIB = 6 
OPT = 0 
liIB = 14 
DUETROD=O 

*DCALL,OPT(DIDV PAaAMETERS) 
*SROW 
$ 
$ INITIALIZATION FDa DEaIVATIYE CALCULATIONS 
$ 
*DCALL(Ta,DPaEP) 
*IQT Ul 
$ 
$ LOOP OYEa ALL DESIGN YAaIABLES 
$ 

HOY = TOC,NJ(l I ADS 1 1) 
! NCNT = NDV 
! IDY = 1 
*LiBEL 10 
*LIBS "ILIB" 2 3 4 1 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 17 18 19 20 
*IQT Ul 
! IFLG = DS,l,"IDY",1("ILIB" IFLG ADS 1 1) 
*JZ(IFLG,100) 
*IQT DCU 

COpy "ILIB" 1 IHiME ADS 1 1 
*IQT U3 
ap2 
FOaMAT l'(lRl,20I,41HBEGINNING SENSITIYITY CALCULATION. DV NO.,I3) 
PURT(l) "IDY" 

*IQT AUS 
DEFINE I = "ILIB" I ADS 1 1 
TiBLE(NI=l,NJ="NDY") : I ADS 1 1 
J=l,"NDY" : 1.0 
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J="IDY" : "FDCH" 
T&1N(SOUlCE=I, OPE&1TION=MULT) 

• CHECK FOR TOO SKILL 1 STEP 
! I = DS,1,"IDY",1("ILIB" I IDS 1 1) 
! 01 = FDCH*I 
*IF("DI" OT "FDCD"): *OOTO 20 
! 01 '" FDKCH 
! I = I + roKCH 
TIBLE,U : I IDS 1 1 
OPO = ISO 
J="IDY" : "I" 

*L1BEL 20 
*CILL(SENS,DYUP) 

OYDI = 1.0/01 
! KOYD = -OYDI 
• FORK PERTURBED KODEL 
*ONLINE=O 
*DCILL(KODEL) 
• CILCULITE DOIYITIYES OF KODES SHIPES 
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE KO = 
DEFINE K1 = 
DEFINE 110 = 
DEFINE 111 = 

"ILIB" 

"ILIB" 

K SPAR 
K SPIR 
"KHIKE" 
"KlUKE" 

DKDY = SUK("OYDI" K1 "KOYD" KO) 
DKDY = SUII("OYDI" 111 "llOYD" 1(0) 

*OCILL(TR,DPHI,3) 
*IQT DCU 

COPT "ILIB" 1 DT IUS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DTEI IUS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 DCON IUS • CONSTANTS FOR NEWKIRK METHOD 

*IQT IUS 

• 

DEFINE 10 = "ILIB" VIBR KODE 1 1 1,"NKODES" 
DEFINE XO = "ILIB" X SPAR 
DEFINE X1 X SPIR 
DEFINE 110 "KNIIIE" 
DEFINE 111 "IINIIIE" 
DEFINE DO DIIIP SPIR 
DEFINE 01 DIKP SPIR 
DEFINE FO IPPL FORC 1 1 
DEFINE F1 IPPL FORC 1 1 
DEFINE OlDY = OlDY IUS "IDY" 

• CILCULiTE DERIYITIYE TERIIS INVOLYING THE STIFFNESS 1I1TRII 

• DKU = PROD(DKDY,IO) 
DKl2 = PROD(KO,IO) 
DKI3 = PROD(KO,DIDY) 
IDK1 = lTT(IO,DKU) 
IDX2 = ITT(DIDY,DKI2) 
IDK3 = ITT(IO,DKI3) 
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• 
ITMP = SUM(IDK1.IDK2) 
IDKI = SUK(ITMP.IDK3) 

• CALCUL1TE DElIV1TIVE TElKS INVOLVING THE MISS M1TiII 

• 

• 

DMll = P&OD(DMDV.IO) 
DMI2 = P&OD(MO.IO) 
DMI3 = P&OD(MO.DIDV) 
IDMl = ITT(IO.DMll) 
IDM2 = ITT(DIDV.DMI2) 
IDM3 = ITT(10.DMI3) 
ITKP = SUM(IDM1.IDM2) 
IDMI = SUK(ITKP.IDM3) 

• C1LCUL1TE DE&IV1TIVE TElKS INVOLVING THE D1MPING M1TiII 

• IDSP = TOC.IE&&(l D1MP SP1& M1SK 
*IF("IDSP" NE 0): *GOTO 30 

DDDV = SUK("OVDI" Dl 
DDI1 = PaOD(DDDV.IO) 
DDI2 = PaOD(DO.IO) 
DDI3 = PaOD(DO.DIDV) 
IDDl .. ITT(IO.DDI1) 
IDD2 = ITT(DIDV.DDI2) 
IDD3 = ITT(10.DDI3) 
ITMP = SUM(IDD1.IDD2) 
IDDI = SUM(ITMP.IDD3) 

*UBEL 30 

• 

"MOVD" DO) 

MlSK) 

• C1LCUL'TE DE&IV'TIVE TEaMS INVOLVING THE FORCE VECTOR 

• DFDV = SUM("OVDI" Fl "MOVD" FO) 
IFl = ITT(DIDV. PO) 
IF2 = ITT(IO. DFDV) 
ITF 'US = SUM(IF1. IF2) 

*IQT DCU 

• 

PaINT 1 ITF IUS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 TIME IUS 
COPT "ILIB" 1 Cl IUS 

• FOaM THE RIGHT-HAND-SIDE PSEUDO L01D VECTOR 

• *IQT DRI 
B'CK(LRZ="BLKSIZE",PRINT=O) 

T = -1.0 IDMI : T = "ILIB" QI2 'US 
*IF("IDSP" EQ 0): T = -1.0 IDDI : T = "ILIB" Qll 'US 
T = -1.0 IDKI : T = "ILIB" QI 'US 
Z = FH 'US 

*IQT DU 
TB.1(QILIB=1.QI1LIB=1.QI2LIB=1.T2="T2".PHLIB=1.LB="BLKSIZE") 

*IQT DCU 
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TOC 1 

• • BACK TlAHSFOIM FOR NECESSARY SENSITIYITIES OF PHYSICAL 
• QVllfTITIES • *DCALL(TI,DBACK,3) 
*IQTC DCV 

ERASE 1 
*UBEL 100 
! IDY = IDY + 1 
*JGZ,-1(RCHT,10) 

• *LIBS 1 2 3 4 5 e 7 8 ~ 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 1~ 20 
*ORLIRE=1 
*IQT V1 
*REGISTER RETRIEYE(1 DIDY REGISTERS 1 1) 
*RETURN 
* END 
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Runstream TR DPREP 

This is a utility runstream used by all the sensitivity calculation runstreams. 

Its main task is to locate the critical points for all required response quantities . . -----------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR,DPREP) - PREP1R1TIOR FOR SERSITIVITT C1LCUL1TIONS 

.-----------------------------------------------------------------• • FORM CRITIC1L POIRT T1BLES FOR RESPONSE QU1NTITIES 

• ! RBCK = TOC,RI("QLIB" B1CK LIST 1 1) 
! I = 1 : ! N = RBCK 
*L1BEL 10 
! NIl = DS,"I",1,1("QLIB" B1CK LIST 1 1) 
! lEU = TOC,IEU("QLIB" SEL "NM" M1SK M1SK) 
*JNZ(IED,20) 
*IQT U10 

CRIT(Y="QLIB" HIST "NM",DT="DT", NCRIT="NCRIT", I: 

CRPT="QLIB" CRPT "NII",CRTI="QLIB" CRT I "NM", I: 

PCH=.26) 
*IQT DCU 

PRINT "QLIB" CRTI "NIl" 
PRINT "QLIB" CRPT "NM" 

*L1BEL 20 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(N,10) 
*IQT U1 
*(E4 P1R1METERS) EOFl 
.RESET NFCT="NMODES", RLIM="NMODES" 

RESET RIF="NMODES" 
IFSOURCE= "ILIB" VIBR MODE 1 1 

*EOFl 
*END 
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Runstream TR DBACK 1 

The TR DBACK n runstreams implement the different procedures for recovering 

the physical sensitivities. They all rely heavily on runstream TR CRPT which recovers 

a specific physical quantity at the critical points. Runstream TR DBACK 1 recovers 

the sensitivities using the mode displacement method and is used in the overall 

finite difference procedures. 

$-----------------------------------------------------------------
$ (TR DBICK 1) - BICK TRINSPORMITIOR FOR DERIV1TIVES USING MODE 
$ DISPLICEMEHT METBOD 

$-----------------------------------------------------------------
! lIB = 1 : ! NNB = NBCK 
*LIBEL 10 
*IQT IUS 

DEPINE I = VIBR MODE 1 1 1,"RIIODES" 
! NM = DS, "lIB" , 1 , 1( "ILIB" BICK LIST 1 1) 

! lEU = TOC,IEU("ILIB" SEL "NM" MISK M1SK) 
*JRZ (lEU, 200) 
$ 
$ DISPLACEMENTS 
$ 
*IF("NM" NE DISP): *GOTO 30 

DEFINE IDJK = "ILIB" SEL DISP 
TMIT VIIOD = SVTRIR(IDJK,I) 

*DClLL(n,CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3=1 TN1ME=VMOD CR1ME=DISP Q=QI 
*GOTO 200 
*LIBEL 30 
$ 
$ VELOCITIES 
$ 
*IF("NM" NE VELO): *GOTO 50 

DEFIRE IDJK = "ILIB" SEL VELO 
TMIT VVEL = SVnlN(IDJK,I) 

*DClLL(n,CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3=1 TNlME=VVEL CNIME=VELO Q=QI1 
*GOTO 200 
*L1BEL 50 
$ 
$ lCCELERITIONS 

• *IF("NII" NE ICCE): *GOTO 70 
DE PINE IDJK = "ILIB" SEL lCCE 
TM1T VICC = SVnIN(IDJK,I) 

*DCILL(Tll,CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3=1 TN1ME=V1CC CNIME=ICCE Q=QI2 
*GOTO 200 
*L1BEL 70 
$ 
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• UiCTIOIS • *IF("I1I" IE JLUC): *GOTO 80 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 80 

• 
• STJLESSES • *IF("I1I" IE STJLE): *GOTO 110 
*IQT ES 
USET OPEJL=T 
IDQ = "ILlB" SEL STJLESS 
U = 'IBJL KODE 1 1 1."IXODES" 
T = TKlT 'STU 

*DClLL(TJL. CJLPT) LIB1="ILlB" LlB2=1 LlB3=1 TJUME='STJLE CJUME=STJLE Q=QI 
*GDTD 200 
*LlBEL 110 
*LlBEL 200 
! lIB = lIB + 1 
*JGZ.-1(mm,10} 

lIB = FJLEE() : ! HNB = FJLEE() : ! LIB1 = FJLEE(} : ! LIB2 = FJLEE(} 
! LIB3 = FJLEE() : ! TliME = FJLEE(} : ! CIAME = FJLEE(} 
! Q = FUEO 

* END 
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Runstream TR DBACK 2 

This runstream recovers sensitivities In the fixed mode, mode displacement 

version of the semi-analytical method . . -----------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR DBICK 2) - BICK TRINSPORMITION POR DERIVITIVES USING 
• SEMI-INILYTICIL METHOD 
• UPDITE HISTORY · --------------
• 8/22/88 VBG - MODIPIED POR SEMI-INILYTICIL METHOD 
• 8/21/88 VBG - CREITED PROM (TR,DBICK,1) FOR UPDITED MODES 

.-----------------------------------------------------------------
! lIB = 1 : ! NIB = NBCK 
*LlBEL 10 
*IQT IUS 
! NM = DS,ttIIBtt ,1,1(ttILIBtt BICK LIST 1 1) 
! lEU = TOC,IEU(ttILIBtt SEL ttNMtt MISK MISK) 
*JNZ(IEU,300) 

• 
• DISPLICEMENTS 

• *IP(ttNMtt NE DISP): *GOTO 30 
*DCILL(TR.CRPT) LIB1=ttILIB" LIB2=ttILIBtt LIB3=1 TNIME=VMOD CNIME=DISP Q=QI 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 30 

• 
• VELOCITIES • *IP(ttNMtt NE VELD): *GOTO 50 
*DCILL(TR.CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIBtt LIB3=1 TNIME=VYEL CNIME=VELO Q=QI1 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 50 

• 
• ICCELEUTIONS 

• *IP(ttNMtt NE ICCE): *GOTO 70 
*DClLL(TR.CRPT) LIB1=ttILIB" LIB2=ttILIBtt LIB3=1 TNIME=YlCC CNIME=ICCE Q=QI2 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 70 

• 
• REACTIONS 

• *IP(ttNM" NE REAC): *GOTO 90 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 90 

• 
• STRESSES 

• 
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*IF("n" NE STl.E): *GOTO 110 
• FOU [S] [DQ/DY] 
*DCILL(TI.,CaPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNlME=YSTIlE CNIME=STl.E Q=QI 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CaPT STIlE 1 1 CIlPT STill 1 1 
• FOU [DS/DY] [Q] 
*IQT ES 
IlESET OPEll=T 
IDQ = "ILIB" SEL STaESS 
U = "ILIB" YIBIl MODES 1 1 1,"nODES" 
T = TMl T YSTl.E 

*IQT IUS 
DEFINE SO = "ILIB" TMIT YSTl.ESS 
DEFINE Sl = TMlT YSTUSS 
TMlT DSDY = SUM("OYDI" Sl "MOYD" SO) 

*DCILL(TIl,CIlPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIME=DSDY CNIME=STIlE Q=QI 
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE STl.l = CIlPT STl.l 
DEFINE STl.2 = CIlPT STl.E 
CaPT STilE = SUM(STl.l,STl.2) 

*GOTO 200 
*L1BEL 110 
*GOTO 300 
*L1BEL 200 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CaPT "NM" 1 1 DIDY "NM" "IDY" 1 
COPT 1 "ILIB" DIDY "NK" "IDY" 1 
PIlINT "ILIB" DIDY "NM" "IDY" 1 

*L1BEL 300 
! IIB = lIB + 1 
*JGZ,-1(NNB,10) 

lIB = FIlEE() : ! NNB = FIlEE() : ! LIBI = FUE() : ! LIB2 = FIlEE() 
! LIB3 = FIlEE() : ! TNIME = PIlEE() : ! CNIME = FIlEE() 
! Q = FIlEEO 
*END 
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Runstream TR DBACK 3 

This runstream recovers sensitivities in the semi-analytical method with non-

zero d~/dz. 

$-----------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Tl DBACK 3) - BACK TlANSFORMATION FOR DERIVATIVES USING 
$ SEMI-ANALYTICAL METHOD WITH CHANGING MODES 
$ UPDATE HISTORY 

$ --------------
$ S/22/88 WBG - MODIPIED FOR SEMI-ANALYTICAL METHOD 
$ S/21/88 WBG - CREATED FROM (Tl,DBACK,1) FOR UPDATED MODES 

$-----------------------------------------------------------------
! lIB = 1 : ! NNB = NBCK 
*LlBEL 10 
*IQT iUS 

DEFINE DI = DIDV IUS "IDV" 1 1,"NMODES" 
! NM = DS,"IIB".1.1("ILIB" BICK LIST 1 1) 
! lEU = TOC,IEU("ILlB" SEL "NM" MISK MiSK} 
*JNZ(IEU.300) 
$ 
$ DISPLlCEMENTS 
$ 
*IF("O" NE DISP}: *GOTO 30 

DEFINE IDJK = "ILlB" SEL DISP 
TMAT DVMI = SVTRIN(IDJK,DI) 

*DClLL(TR.CRPT) LlB1="ILlB" LlB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNIME=VMOD CNIME=DISP Q=QI 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CRPT DISP 1 1 CRPT DSP1 1 1 
*DCALL(TB.,CRPT) LIB1="ILlB" LlB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNiME=DVMI CNAME=DISP Q=QI 
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE D1 = CRPT DSP1 
DEFINE D2 = CRPT DISP 
CRPT DISP = SUM(D1.D2) 

*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL 30 
$ 
$ VELOCITIES 
$ 
*IF("NM" NE VELO): *GOTO 60 

DEFINE IDJK = "ILlB" SEL VELO 
TMIT DVMI = SVTRIN(IDJK,DI} 

*DCILL(Tl,CRPT) LlB1="ILlB" LIB2="ILlB" LlB3=1 TNAME=VVEL CNAME=VELO Q=QI1 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CRPT VELO 1 1 CB.PT VEL1 1 1 
*DCILL(Tl,CRPT) LlB1="ILlB" LlB2=1 LlB3="ILlB" TNIME=DVMI CNIME=VELO Q=QI1 
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE Vi = CRPT VEL1 
DEFINE V2 = CB.PT VELO 
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CRPT VELD = SUM(Vl.V2) 
*GOTO 200 
*UBEL 60 

• 
• ICCELEUTIONS 

• *IF("O" NE ICCE): *GOTO 70 
DEFINE IDJK = "ILIB" SEL ICCE 
TMIT DVMI = SVTRlN(IDJK.DI) 

*DCILL(TB..CI.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNIME=Y1CC CNlME=ICCE Q=QI2 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CI.PT ICCE 1 1 CRPT ICCl 1 1 
*DCILL(TB.,CI.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIME=DVMI CNIME=ICCE Q=QI2 
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE 11 = CI.PT ICCl 
DEFINE 12 = CI.PT ICCE 
CI.PT ICCE = SUM(ll.12) 

*GOTO 200 
*UBEL 70 

• 
• I.EICTIONS • *IF("O" ME I.!lC): *GOTO 90 
*GOTO 200 
*UBEL 90 

• 
• STI.ESSES 

• *IF("NM" NE STB.E): *GOTO 110 
• FORM [5] [DQ/DV] 
*DClLL(H,CI.PT) LIB1="ILlB" LlB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNIME=VSTI.E CNIME=STI.E Q=QI 
*IQT DCU 

CHINGE 1 CI.PT STB.E 1 1 CI.PT STI.1 1 1 
• FORM [DS/DY] [Q] 
*IQT ES 

I.ESET OPEI.=T 
IDQ = "ILlB" SEL STl.ESS 
U = "ILIB" VIBI. MODES 1 1 l,"NMODES" 
T = TMlT VSHE 

*IQT IUS 
DEFINE SO = "ILlB" TMIT VSTI.ESS 
DEFINE 51 = TMIT VSTI.ESS 
TMIT DSDV = SUM("OVDI" Sl "MOVD" SO) 

*DCILL(H,CI.PT) LlBl="ILlB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIME=DSDV CNIME=STI.E Q=QI 
*IQT DCU 

CRINGE 1 CI.PT STI.E 1 1 CI.PT STI.2 1 1 
• FOI.M S [D PHI / DV] [Q] 
*IQT ES 

I.ESET OPEI.=T 
IDQ = "ILIB" SEL SHESS 
U = DIDY IUS "IDV" 1 l,"NMODES" 

--------
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T = TIUT DSTU 
.DCILL(TI.,CI.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIME=DSTI.E CNIME=STI.E Q=QI 
.IQT IUS 

DEFINE STl.1 = CI.PT STl.1 
DEFINE STl.2 = CI.PT STl.2 
DEFINE STI.3 = CI.PT STI.! 
TMP = SUM(STl.1,STl.2) 
CI.PT STl.E = SUM(TMP,STl.3) 

.GOTO 200 

.LiBEL 110 

.GOTO 300 

.LiBEL 200 

.IQT DCU 
CRINGE 1 CI.PT "NIl" 1 1 DIDY "NM" "IDY" 1 
COPT 1 "ILIB" DIDY "NIl" "IDY" 1 
PI.INT "ILIB" DIDY "NIl" "IDY" 1 

.LiBEL 300 
! lIB = lIB + 1 
.JGZ, -1(NNB ,10) 

lIB = FI.EE() : ! HNB = FREE() : ! LIB1 = FI.EE() : ! LIB2 = FREE() 
! LIB3 = FREE() : ! TNIME = FREE() : ! CNIME = FI.EE() 
! Q = FREEO 
• END 
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~~~- ~----.-----~ ---~------------

Runstream TR DBACK 4 

This runstream recovers sensitivities in the fixed mode semi-analytical method 

using the mode acceleration method . . -----------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR DBICK 4) - BICK TRINSFORMITION FOR DERIVITIVES USING 
• SEMI-INILYTICIL METHOD 
• WITH THE MODE lCCELERITION METHOD 

.-----------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT IUS 

DEFINE I = "ILIB" VIBR MODE 1 1 1,"NMODES" 
DEFINE E = "ILIB" VIBR EVIL 1 1 
DEFINE DKI = DXI IUS 
DEFINE DKI = DMI IUS 
DEFINE ROMG = "ILIB" ROMG IUS 
DEFINE ITDI = "ILIB" ITDI 
DEFINE 10MD = "ILIB" IOMD 
DEFINE lOME = "ILIB" lOME 

*IF("IDSP" NE 0): TIBLE(NI="NMODES",NJ="NMODES") :aDDI 
• CILCULITE VELOCITY TERM 

IOM1 = CBR(IOME,RDKI) 
IOMK = CBD(IOM1,ROMG) 

! NJDM = TOC,NJ("ILIB" ITDI MlSK MlSK MlSK) 
! NBDM = TOC,NINJ("ILIB" ITDI MISK MISK MISK) 
*IF("NJDM" NE "NBDM"): IOKC = CBR(IOMK,ITDI) 
*IF("NJDM" EQ "NBDM"): IOKC = CBD(IOMK,ITDI) 

10MC = CBR(IOME,:aDDI) 
IQD = SUM(IOKC, -1.0 IOMC) 

• CILCULITE lCCELERITION TERM 
DKIO = CBD(DKI, ROMG) 
IPPL FDIC 887 = SUK(DKIO, -1.0 DMI) 

• CILCULITE DERIVITIVE OF THE PSEUDO-STITIC TERM 
DEFINE USTIT = "ILIB" STIT DISP 1 1 
FSL1 = PROD(DKDV,USTIT) 
IPPL FOIC 888 = SUM(DFDV,-1.0 FSL1) 

*IQT SSOL 
RESET SET=887, KLIB="ILIB", KILIB="ILIB", IEIC=O 

*IQT SSOL 
RESET S£T=888, KLIB="ILIB", KILIB="ILIB", REIC=O 

• • LOOP OYER ILL IESPONSE QUINTITY TYPES 

• lIB = 1 : ! NNB = NBCK 
*UBEL 10 
*IQT IUS 
! NM = DS,"IIB",1,1("ILIB" BICK LIST 1 1) 
! lED = TOC,IERR("ILIB" SEL "Nit" MlSK MISK) 
*JNZ(IEll,300) 
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• 
• DISPLACEMENTS 

• *IF("NJI" IE DISP): *GOTO 30 
DEFINE IDJK = "ILIB" SEL DISP 
DEFIlE DAC1 = STAT DISP 887 
DEFINE DUST = STAT DISP 888 
DEFINE ITDI = "ILIB" lTDI 
DEFINE DACC = "ILIB" TltAT DACC 
TltAT DUST = SVTlAN(IDJX,DUST) 
TMlT DAC1 = SVTllN(IDJX,DAC1) 

• VELOCITY TERMS 
TMAT DVL1 = SVTR.AN(IDJX,IQD) 

• *DCALL(Tl,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNlME=DUST CNlME=DISP Q=A 
TOCC(1 CR.PT DISP 1 1) : N2=DSP1 

*DClLL(Tl,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="lLIB" TNlME=DVLt CNlME=DISP Q=Ql1 
TOCC(1 CR.PT DISP 1 1) : N2=DSP2 

*DClLL(TR.,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNAME=DVEL CNAME=DISP Q=Ql1 
TOCC(1 CR.PT DISP 1 1) : N2=DSP3 

*DClLL(TR.,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="lLIB" TNlME=DlC1 CNAME=DISP Q=QI2 
TOCC(1 CR.PT DISP 1 1) : N2=DSP4 

*DClLL(Tl,CaPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNlME=DlCC CNlME=DISP Q=QI2 
TOCC(1 CR.PT DISP 1 1) : N2=DSP6 

*IQT U4 
VU 
DEFINE D1 
DEFINE D2 
DEFINE D3 
DEFINE D4 
DEFINE D6 
CaPT DISP 

*GOTO 200 
*LABEL 30 

• 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

• VELOCITIES 

• 

CR.PT DSP1 
CR.PT DSP2 
CR.PT DSP3 
CaPT DSP4 
CR.PT DSP6 
SUM(D1, D2, -1.0*D3, D4, -1.0*D5) 

*IF("NJI" NE VELD): .GOTO 60 
*DCALL(Tl,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNlME=VVEL CNlME=VELO Q=Ql1 
*GOTO 200 
*LABEL 60 

• 
• ACCELER.ATIONS 

• *IF("NJI" NE lCCE): .GOTO 70 
*DClLL(TR.,CR.PT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNAME=Y1CC CNlME=ACCE Q=QI2 
.GOTO 200 
*LABEL 70 

• 
• R.EACTIONS • 
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*IF("lDI" ME JlEIC): *GOTO iO 
*GOTO 200 
*LlBEL iO 

• 
• STl.ESSES • *IF("lDI" ME STl.E): *GOTO 110 

• • FOaM [S] [DU/DV] 

• *LIBS 1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 i 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 1i 20 
*IQT ES 

JlESET OPD=T 
IDQ = SEL STB.ESS 
U="ILIB" STlT DISP 888 
U="ILIB" IQD IUS 
U="ILIB" STIT DISP 887 

T = "ILIB" TKIT DTK1 
T = "ILIB" TKIT DTK2 
T = "ILIB" TKIT DTK4 

*LIBS "ILIB" 2 3 4 1 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 
*IQT IUS 
*DCILL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNAME=DTM1 CNAME=STRE Q=l 

TOCC(1 CRPT STRE 1 1) : N2=STR1 
*DCILL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNlKE=DTK2 CNAKE=STRE Q=QI1 

TOCC(1 CRPT STRE 1 1) : N2=STl.2 
*DCILL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNIME=SD CNIKE=STRE Q=QI1 

TOCC(1 CRPT STB.E 1 1) : N2=STR3 
*DCALL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNAKE=DTM4 CNAME=STRE Q=QI2 

TOCC(1 CRPT STl.E 1 1) : N2=STR4 
*DCILL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2="ILIB" LIB3=1 TNlKE=SP CNIKE=STl.E Q=QI2 

TOCC(1 CRPT STRE 1 1) : N2=STl.6 

• 
• FOaM [DS/DV] [U] 

• *IQT ES 
RESET OPD=T 
IDQ = "ILIB" SEL STRESS 
U = "ILIB" STIT DISP 1 1 
U = "ILIB" IOKD IUS 
U = "ILIB" IOKE IUS 

*IQT IUS 

T = TKlT SF 
T = TKlT SD 
T = TKlT SP 

DEFINE SO = "ILIB" TMAT SF : DEFINE S1 = TMlT SF 
TKIT DSF = SUK("OVDI" S1 "KOVD" SO) 
DEFINE SO = "ILIB" TUT SD : DEFINE S1 = 
TMIT DSD = SUM("OVDI" S1 "MOVD" SO) 
DEFINE SO = "ILIB" TMlT SP : DEFINE S1 = 
TUT DSP = SUK("OVDI" S1 "KOVD" SO) 

TKlT SD 

TMlT SP 

*DCILL(TR.CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNlKE=DSF CNIKE=STRE Q=l 
TOCC(1 CRPT STl.E) : N2=STR8 

*DCILL(TR.CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIKE=DSD CNIME=STRE Q=QI1 
TOCC(1 CRPT STRE) : N2=STl.7 

*DCILL(TI..CRPT) LIB1="ILIB" LIB2=1 LIB3="ILIB" TNIKE=DSP CNlKE=STRE Q=QI2 
TOCC(1 CRPT STRE) : N2=STR8 
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*IQT U4 
YU 
DEFIlE S1 = CRPT ST1l1 
DEFINE 52 = 
DEFI" S3 = 
DEFI" 54 = 
DEFI" S5 = 
DEFIlE 58 = 
DEFI" 57 = 
DEFI" 58 = 
CRPT STU = 

*GoTO 200 
*LABEL 110 
*GoTo 300 
*LABEL 200 
*IQT DCU 

CRPT ST1l2 
CRPT ST1l3 
CRPT ST1l4 
CRPT ST1l5 
CUT ST1l8 
CUT ST1l7 
CUT ST1l8 
SUM(S1. 52. -1.0*53. 54. -1.0*55. 56. -1.0*57. -1.0*58) 

CHiNGE 1 CRPT "1M" 1 1 OlDY "1M" "lOY" 1 
COPY 1 "ILIB" DIDY "1M" "IDY" 1 
PRINT "ILIB" DIDY "NM" "lOY" 1 

*LABEL 300 
! IIB = IIB + 1 
*JGZ.-1(1IB.10) 

lIB = FREE() : ! lIB = FREE() : ! LIB1 = FREE() : ! LIB2 = FREE() 
! LIB3 = FDE() : ! TRiME = FREE() : ! CliME = FREE() 
! Q = F1lEEO 

* END 
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Runstream TR DPHI 3 

This runstream implements the modified modal method for calculating eigen

vector derivatives and is called from sensitivity calculation runstream TR DXDV 6 . . -----------------------------------------------------------------
• (TR.DPRI.3) - CILCULITE EIGENVECTOR DERIVITIVES USING THE 
• KODIFIED KODIL KETROD 

.-----------------------------------------------------------------
*IQT IUS 

INLIB=10 : OUTLIB=10 
DEFINE KO = "ILIB" "KNIKE" 
DEFINE DK = 1 DKDV SPIR 
DEFIHE DK = 1 DKDV SPIR 
DEFINE 10 = "ILIB" VIBR KODE 1 1 1."HKODES" 
DEFIHE IJK = IJK 
DEFINE EV = "ILIB" VIBR EVIL 1 1 
KI = PROD(DK,IO) 
lKK = ITTD(-06 IO,KI) 
TIBLE(NI="NKODES",HJ="NKODES") IJK 
TIBLE(NI=l,HJ="NKODES") URIT: J=l, "HKODES" 1. 0 

! J = 1 : ! NJ = NKODES 
*L1BEL 10 
! EJ = DS,"J",l,l("ILIB" VIBR EVIL 1 1) 
! KEJ = -EJ 

DEFINE IJ = "ILIB" VIBR KODE 1 1 "J","J" 
DKDK = SUK(DK."KEJ" DK) 
KI = PROD(DKDK.IJ) 
DLIK = ITT(IJ.KI) 

! DLIK = DS.l,l,l(10 DLIK IUS 1 1) 
IFl = PROD("DLlK" KO, Il) 
IF2 = SUM(IFl -100 KI) 

*IF("J" EQ 1): 11 IPPL FORC = URION(IF2) 
*IF("J" NE 1): 11 IPPL FORC = URION,U(IF2) 
11 = lTT(IO .Xl) 
DENl = SUK(-100 EV, "EJ" URIT) 
DEN2 = PROD(EV,DEN1) 
TIBLE.U : DEN2 : I="J" : J=l : 1.0 
FICT = lECIP(DEN2) 
liB = PROD("EJ" FlCT.ll) 
DEl: OPER=ISUK : DEST.U=IJK IUS 

SOURCE=IIB JS=l: JD="J" Ell 
SOURCE=IKK : IS="J" : JS=l ID="J" JD="J" Ell 

! J = J + 1 
*JGZ .-1(NJ ,10) 

DIDV = CBR(IO.IJK) 
*IQT SSOL 

RESET KLIB="ILIB", KILIB="ILIB". QLIB=ll. REIC=O, EP=O 
*IQT IUS 
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DEFIlE D1 = 10 DID' IUS 
DEFIlE D2 = 11 STIT DISP 
DID' IUS "ID'" = SUII(D1.D2) 

*DELETE 10 
*DELETE 11 
*1lETUU 
*EIm 
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Runstream TR CRPT 

This is a utility runstream which performs the transformation from modal to 

physical basis for a single response quantity at a set of critical times. It is heavily 

used by the TR DBACK runstreams. 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
$ (Ta,CaPT) - FOaM CaITIC1L POINT aESPONSE T1BLE 

$------------------------------------------------------------------
*ONLlNE=O 
*IQT lUS 

NCalT .. TOC,NI(IL1Bl" CaTI "CNlllE" 1 1) $ NUJlBD OF TIllES 
ND = TOC,1fI(IL1B2" TJllT "THlllE" 1 1) $ NUJlBD OF aESP. QU1NTITIES 
NQ = TOC,NJ("LIB2" TJIlT "TN1ME" 1 1) $ NUJlBEa OF MODES 
NJQ .. TOC,NJ("LIB3" "Q" lUS M1SK 1I1SK) 
ISTP = 0 

$ LOOP OVD lLL aESPONSE QU1HTITIES 
! 1=1 
! H = HD 
INtIB = 21 OUTLIB = 21 

*LlBEL 20 
DEl 
SOuaCE="LIB2" T1I1T "THlllE" 
ID = 1 : IS="I" 
DEST=TOHE "THlllE" "I" 1 
EIt 
T1BLE(NI="NQ", HJ="HCaIT") : IBla caIT "I" 

$ LOOP OVEa NUMBD OF caITIC1L POINTS 
! II = 1 
! 0 = NCalT 
*UBEL 40 

DEl 
TIME = DS,"II",l,"I"("LIB1" caTI "CH1ME" 1 1) 

ISTP = TIlIE/DT + .5 
ISTP = ISTP + 1 
IB = ISTP/NJQ 
1ST = IB*NJQ 

*IF("IST" NE "ISTP"): ! IB = IB + 1 
! J = IB - 1 * NJQ : ! J = ISTP - J 
SOuaCE = "LIB3" "Q" lUS 1I1SK 1I1SK "IB" JS="J" DEST,U=IBla caIT "I" 
JD = "II" : Ell 
!II=II+l 
*JGZ ,-1(0,40) 

DEFINE T = TO HE "TH1ME" "I" 
DEFINE IBla = IBla caIT "I" 
CI lUS "I" = apaOD(T,IBla) 
TOCC(CI lUS "I") : 5J=1 
DEFIHE CI = CI lUS "I" 

*IF("I" EQ 1): 1 CaPT "CHlllE" = UHI05(CI) 
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*IF("I" GT 1): 1 CILPT "CH1I1E" = lJJlIOH,V(CI) 
! I = I + 1 
*JGZ,-1(H,20) 
*OHLINE=1 
! HCILIT = FILEE() : ! HD = FILEE() : ! NQ = PILEE() HJQ = FILEE() 
! ISTP = FILEE() : ! IB = FILEE() : ! 1ST = FILEE() 

* END 

Runstream TR DIAG 

This is a utility runstream that solves the reduced order eigenproblem based 

on a given set of basis vectors to uncouple a reduced system . . -----------------------------------------------------------
.(TIL DllG) - 1I1KE IN lILBITIL1ILT YECTOIL SET II lND K OILTBONOILltlL 

.-----------------------------------------------------------
* IQT lVS 

OVTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
DEFINE K=1 K: DEPI 11=1 "IIN1IIE" 
DEFINE 1 = "YLIB" VIBIL 1I0DE 
IJCODE=10000 
KI=PILOD(K,I): STH K 10000 "NIIODE" = ITTS(I,KI) 
III=PILOD(II,I): STH II 10000 "NIIODE" = ITTS(I,III) 

ZEILO=NMODE-1 
* JZ (ZElLO,1003) 
* IQT STU 

ILESET SOlJILCE=10, DEST=10 
* JGZ (ZEILO,1004) 
* LABEL 1003 
* IQT lVS 

OlJTLIB=10: INLIB=10 
!K=DS 2 1 1(10 STN K 1I1SK IIASK) 
!II=DS 2 1 1(10 STH II 1I1SK 1I1SK) 
!EYlL=K/1I 
T1BLE(NI=1,NJ=1): STS EYEC: J=1: 1.0 
T1BLE(HI=1,NJ=1): STS EYlL: J=1: "EYlL" 

* LABEL 1004 
* IQT lVS 

OlJTLIB=10: IHLIB=10 
DEPINE E=STS EYEC 
DEPI I = "YLlB" VIBIL IIODE 
1 OILTH 1 1=CBIL(I,E) 
DEPlNE 1=1 OILTH 1 1 
"YLlB" VIBIL IIODE 1 1=lJJlION(I) 
DEPINE E=STS EY1L 
"YLlB" VIBIL EYlL 1 1=lJJlION(E) 
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